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INTRODUCTION

Organizational behaviour is the study ofindividual and Soup behaviour in work
settings. This study has acquired new dimensions with the dynamic social and

technological changes ofthe recent times. Changing dernogmphics, cuhural divet sity,

more educated workforce and awareness ofrights and privileges has prompted a

new outlook ofthe entire organizational structures and systems.

Thisbook, Organizational Behaviour and Management of Changetraces

the various aspects oforganaationalbehaviour and behavioural sciences. Unit I
outlines ofthe historical context of organizationalbehaviour focussing on the

contributions management theorists like Taylor, Weber andFayol. The various

challenges, scope and opportunities concerning Organizational Behaviour have

also been explained in detail. Unit 2 emphasizes on the relationship between the

individual and the organization. Personaliry values, attitudes and motivation are

significant frctors that inffuence organizationalbehaviour. Thus, different theories

and approaches to personality and motivation have been covered to aid students

in understanding the factors that influence behaviour. Unit 3 stresses on group

dynamics, explaining the features ofan effective workgroup. It further highlights

the importance ofcommunication in organizations andthetechniques ofdecision-

making and leadership. Unit 4 explores the concept of organizational change and

development. Finally, Unit 5 discusses different strategies ofconflict management,

strategic management and enterprise resource planning. It also explains the different

aspects ofdownsizing, mergers and acquisitions.

The book has been written in a simple and self-learning style. We have tried

to present even the most difficult topics and concepts in an easy-to-understand

rnanner. After going through this book, you will be able to adopt and implement

the various concepts related to organizational behaviour. Therefore, the book will
beusefulto students as wellaspractitioners, who wantto gain in-depthknowledge

about the different tlpes of concepts related to organaational behaviour and

flranagement ofchange.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit you will be introduced to the history of organizational behaviour, which

will provide you with a fundamental idea about its conception and development.

Further. you will learn about the various contnbutions rnade by eminent personalities

like F.W. Taylor and Henri Fayol. The unit equips you with a detailed analysis of
organlzational behaviour emphasizing on the various opportunities and challenges

related to it. Also, you willlearn about the various perspectives and approaches

concerning organizational behaviour. You will study the OB model relevant to the

Indian organizational systems.
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1"1 UNIT StsJECTIVES

After going tliroughthis unit, you u,illbe able to:

e understand the historical context oforganizational behaviour

. Analyse the various chailenges, scope and opportunities related to
organizat io nal behaviour

c Discuss tho various approaches coneerning organizational behaviour
o Understand the gpe ofmodel suitable for organizations in India

1.2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF' ORGANTZATIONAL
BEHAVIO{.rR

Let us begin by asking a question: why is the historical context or the history of
any subject irnportant? The organizational structure has not developed all of a
sudden and has evolved slor,r4y over aperiod oftime. one form oforganization
leads to the other forrn oforganization and one form ofsociety/social structure led
to another form of society/social structure. This does not necessarily inply that the
old has been completely removed to make .*,ay for a new form, though in some
cases this has happened" In most cases, however, the old and new have merged
and are coexisting. old bureaucratic forms of organuations (Railways, postal
department, Army, Indian Bureaucracy, etc.) coexist with modern matrix
organizations (IBM, Maruti Udyog etc) and these too coexist with ultra-modern
otganaatiotnlforrns (business process outsourcing, etc.). Traditionalworkprofiles
inone organizationwere suitable forpersonswho wanted a stablejob withvertical
growth. This is coexisting with modern work profiles, where vertical growth in one
organization is not as important and employees look forpsychological satisfaction
where they can be in total control oftheir career. Essentially, it is evident that old
andnew forms oforganizations coexist andboth are doing well. Allthis marks the
significance ofhistoryinorganaationaldevelopment. Questions like, what mistakes
have been committed in the past, how they were corrected, how these mistakes/
correction led to the establishment ofnew forms of organuations, are they the final
forms or whether there is some chance of improvement, can onlybe examined by
studying the history ofthe subject. Therefore, a historical analysis ofthe subject
holds immense ilnportance in order to understand the past, so that the present
form oforganuationand people who work here can be understood well and the
future shall be predicted in a more scientific manner.

1.3 CONTRTBUTIONS OF TAYLO& WEBER AND EAyoL

The classical management era lasted from 1 880-1 93 0. During this time, the first
general theories ofmanagement began to evolve. Known as the classical approach
to management, these theories formulated principles for setting up and managing



organizations. There are three major contributors inthe classical approach: F.W.

Taylor, Max Weber and Henri Fayol. Although, theyestablished separate models
they allconceived organizations as a 'machine'. They emphasizedonorganizational
structure to attainefficiency. However, they do difler in terms oftheir focus. Taylor
was more concemed with the micro approacfu how to attain efficiency by focussing

and carefully arnlyzngwork methods and to deternrine the best method to carry
out work. Weber and Fayol on tire other han<i presented a macro approach,
focussing on the whole orgaruzation and designing ideal organizations as well as

developing administrative principles for nranaging organLations. Adetailed anabrsis

ofthese three is explained in the following paragraphs.

1.3.1 H,W. Taylor's Scientific Management

In the eariy 1900s, scientific nurnagement was the most influential ofthe theoriesi
approach. According to George D. Babcock, it is defined as the kind of
management which conducts a business or affairs by standards established for
based on facts gained through sy-stematic observation, experiment, or reasoning.

In other words, it is a management approach that emphasizes the scientific study
ofwork methods to improve the efficiencyofthe workers.

American management theorist F.W. Tayior published his famous book,
The Principles of Scientffic Management tn 1911. He is aptlycalled the father
ofssientificmanagement. F{ebeganexperimentingwithhis ideas atMidvale Steel

and rose frorn a labourer to chief engineer within six years. He then took his ideas

to Bethlehern Steel. Based on his tirne and motion studies introduced the

standardizations oftools and procedures, development ofpiece rate incentive
schemes and more innovative ideas and was able to dramatically improve the
results. Sorne ofthe important contributions ofTaylor are as follows:

1.3.1.1 Tirne and motion studies

According to Taylor, even the most basic tasks can be planned in a manner that
would result in great efficiency. His idea was to study the 'time'and 'motion'
involved in carryng out tasks in the rrrcst scientific ffianner. It rnay lead to removal
ofunnecessaryactivities/motionand in some cases combining some ofthem. The

end result would b,e a work method which is most efficient and uses Taylor
terminology, 'the best way ofrii-'ing a task'. These studies are therefore called
'Timc and Motion' studic's ,r,h;ch ;.iii at detci-inining 'one best way'to perform a

task.

Follorving are the steps that could be undertaken to determine 'one best
way' ofdoing a task:

1" Selecting a sanrple of skilled u,orkers and analysing the work being
performed.

2 . Listing every action involved in getting thorough detafu on every action
that is being performed.

Introduction to
Organizational Behaviour
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3. Timing each task with a stopwatch is regularry repeated over a period
oftime to derive the average required to perform each task.

4. Identi$zing and eliminating any tasks that me not necessary for achieving
the finalresult.

5. Identifying any improvements and adopting new toors or techniques in
order to curtailthe time required to complete a task.

6. Establishing new and informed time and pay rates for the job
7. Finally, training the employees to perform the job in the 'one best

way'identified. Byusing time and motion experiments, Taylor was
able to achieveremarkable results. TWo ofthemost widelyreported
experiments, which were conducted by him, were related to .pig

iron'and 'shovelling'. In pig iron experiments, Taylor was able to
enhance efficiency from 12 l 12 tons to 47 ll2 tons per person per
day, a remarkable increase of almost 400 per cent. In shove[ing
experiments, the right kind and right size ofthe shovelwas provided
by the finn so that workers were able to lift 2l pounds. In both the
experiments, the principles of scientific management were used. The
next section deals with these principles.

1.3.1.2 Taylor's principles of scientific management

These principles are explained as follows:

o Development of a true science of work instead of a rule of thumb:
According to Taylor, a rule ofthumb should be replaced with to scientific
methods so that work and task can be best studied eventually result in
efficiency. Taylor was ofthe view that the workers did not really know the
amount ofwork expected ofthern Moreover, during that time there was
no scientific lneasure to assess a fair day's work. Taylor used a scientific
method to devise the most efficient rvay of carrying out a
task/work and assessing what is a fair daywork for a rvorker.

o scientific selection: There is always a best man to dc a particular job.
This principle reflects what is being called in modern management parlance,
'right man for the right job'. Therefore, he advocated scientific selection of
employees based on their abilities instead of anything e[se" He further said
that ifa person is not fit for a particularjob, its better that he should find job
elsewhere otherwise he would not be able to do justice on the present job.

o Training of workers: once seleoted, workers should be trainecl in the
best way ofdoing a job that has been identified earlier.

o Proper supervision: This principle reflects the issue of leadership. This
involves close supervision ofworkers so that they fotlow the stand ardtzed
procedures as delineated in the first stage. The idea behind this concept is
that the workers do not wanr to work unless and until tliey are closely
supervised.

6 Self-lnstrttctional Material



o Division of wonk between workers and management: Divide the
work equally between the rnanagement and workers in such a way that
the management can apply scientific management methods for work
planning. This is done so that the workers can be given a standard
measure of performance such that they can perform the task in a
prescribed manner.

o No need oftrade mnions: Tayiorwas ofthe opinionthat the owner/manager

knows what is best for their employees. Thus, there is no need of trade
unions which unnecessarily creates tension between the two parties.

c Money is the only rnotivator for which people work: Taylor believed
that people work only for money. Money is the motivator behind everyjob.
Workers want money and are ready to work for it.

1.3.1.3 Drawbacks of Taylor's theory

Although Taylor introduced many new concepts, his theory also suffered from
many limitations. Some ofthem are as follows:

1. Humanfoctors were totally ignored. Taylor wanted to achieve efEciency,

for this he was readyto forego human factors. Manybelieved that Taylor
considered people as 'cogs in the wheels'.

2. There is no 'best way '. We all have diferent predispositions and abilities,

so it is not possible to devise the best way. Everybody has a different
technique ofperforming tasks. There is no standard technique that can be

termed as the 'best way'. Thus, it is not possible to devise work in this
manner.

3. Money is not the only motivator for which people work. Money is
important but it cannot be assurned that it is tlae onlything forwhichpeople
work.

4. Elimination of trade unions in organizations.It is surprising that Taylor
advocated f,or trade union free organizations. The management cannot
know everything about the problems faced by workers and it is unreasonable

to assume that the management knows what is better for the workers.

1.3.2 Max Weber's Concept of Bureaucracy

This is the second pillar of the classical approach to management. Weber
propagated the idea that rationality and impersonality must be the hallmark of
organizatioirs. He observed that during his time nepotismwas prevalent in most of
the organizations, which was not only unjust but also had a negative inrpact on the

organaations. He advocated the concept of an ideal organaation, i.e., how
organizations should actually function in reality and termed these kind oforganiztions
as 'bureaucracy' . The term 'bureaucracy' is derived from the German word
'buro'which means 'office', referred to organization that operates on a rational
and impersonalbasis.

Intoduction to
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1.3.2.1 Features of bureaucracy

According to Weber, a bureaucracy is a highly structure.d, formalized and inpersonal
organization. The unique features ofa bureaucracy are as follows:

o Hierarchy of authority: The activities of employees at each level are
monitored byhis/her superior. Employees were expected not to take any
decision alone and alw,ays seek the help oftheir superiors.

o rmpersonality: The decisions must be made only on ficts, keeping ernotions
and feelings out ofthe decision process. This will result in an organization
where all employees are treated equally.

o written rules of conduct: The rules and regulations which govern
employees must be clearlywritten and easilyunderstood. This will ensure
discipline and coordinated efforts fromthe errployees.

o Promotion based on achievement: All promotions must be based on
individual perforrumce on the basis ofthe job alone. No other consideratbn
should be used to promote employees.

c work specialization and division of labour: The workmust be clearly
broken down into its smaller components/sub tasks. Each employee is
responsible for a specific sub task, such that every employee achieves
expertise in specific fields, which wouldresult in efficiency.

1.3.2.2 Drawbacks of bureaucracy

All the principles ofbureaucracy ifnot inplemented with good intentions might
result in a very rigid and mechanic al organizational structure. The reasors for this
canbe summedup as follows:

o close monitoring by a supervisor in the present day context where
employees are educated and skilled sounds quite archaic. Today,
employees know what is expected ofthem and are capable ofdoing so.
Some modern organizational forms such as matrix and networked are
based on this concept.

o At times impersonal application ofrules and regulation which is presented
as the hallmark ofbureaucracymaybecome one of its major drawbacks.
Rules become an end in themselves resulting in red-tapism and a very rigrd
organization where it is almost impossible for employees to explore their
innovation and creativity.

o Work specialization and division oflabour mayresult in bored and frustrated
employees. As most ofus want to grow in our roles and develop as human
beings, this is not possible in this form oforganization.

1.3.3 Henri Fayol's Administrative Theory of Management

The third pillar ofthe classical approach is Henri Fayol. Fayoldefined the nature
and working patterns ofthe 2fth century organization in his seminal book, General

8 SelfJnstructional Material



and Industrial Management, whichwas published in 1 9 1 6. This book redefined
the structures ofmany ofthe organization ofthat era. His theory was populaized
as 'Fayolism' and became the mantra of the period.

1.3.3.1 Henri Fayol's five functions of management

Fayol is known as the father of modern administrative principles. Most of the
books on management even today begin by defining the five functions of
management, which were first stated by Fayo I as fo llows :

1. Planning: This involves examining and establishing plans for the future

2. Organizing: This constitutes developing the structure , capita\ personnel
and raw materials for the or garuzation.

3. Commanding: This involves maintaining order among the personnel

4. Coordinating: This constitutes combining and integrating activities and
efforts to achieve a balance between the various departments of the
organization.

5. Controlling: This involves ensuringthat allactivities occur inconformity
with organizationalpolicy and practice.

1.3.3.2 Henri Fayol's fourteen principles of management

Fayol elaborated on the five principles and finally gave fourteen principles of
management to ensure effective governance of the organization which would
ultimatelyresult in efficiency. These are as follows:

o The division of labour: Dividing tasks into smaller subtasks so that each

of the employee is doing a sub task instead of the whole task to ensure
efficiency.

o Authority: Fayol advocated authority in an organizationand the right to
give orders to subordinates.

o Discipline: Employees are supposed to follow the rules and regulation of
the organaationto ensure there is order and discipline inthe organization

o Unit! of command: There needs to be a well-defined hierarchy in the
organization withjust a single boss to whom all employees must report.

o Unity of direction: Organizational goals should be well-defined and every
employee must adhere to a single plan in order to achieve the shared
objectives.

o The subordination of individual interest to compon)) interest: This inplies
that in office all individual efforts should be directed towards the achievement
oforganizational goals and not personal interests.

o Proper remuneration: The salaries provided to the employees for their
services should be fair to both the individual and the organization.

Introduction to
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o centralization: organaations must function fi'omthe top. Powers must be
in the hands ofthe top personnel ofthe organization.

o The scalar chain: This indicates how many subordinates should be placed
under a manger to ensure effective performance. Fayol was in favour of
less number ofpeople under each level of superl'ision, so that workers can
be closelymonitored and therefore easyto extract compliance.

o Order: There has to be defined place for everything and everyone in the
organization to avoid chaos and ensu:e effective nnnagement.

o Equity: Fair treatment to the employees so that justice prevails in the
organization.

. Stabili|,oJ'tenure: To avoid favour and mismanagement ihere shouldbe
fixed tenure for each ofthe enrplovees.

o Initiative: Employsss should he e'ncouraged to take initiative, however,
within the limits of order and organizational command.

o Esprit de corps: This implies promoting employee morale and imbibing
team spirit amongst employees for irnproving performance.

The fourteen managerial principles by Henri Fay,ol w,ere highly influential
in the classical school of management theory. I{ow-ever, like the two of the
earlier approaches under classical approach. this too is also not free from
weaknesses.

1.3.3.3 Drawbacks of tr'ayol's approach

Following are the disadvantages ofFayol's approach:

o Division of labour/sp ecialszationmay result in efficiency as the employees
may only be doing a sub tasks. However, it may also make the job boring
and repetitive which ultimately result in a fiustrated and dissatisfied work
force.

o Unity of command means that one employee must have just one
supervisor,/boss. This form oforganization may not be suitable in the present
context. Modern forms of organaations, such as matrix (two bosses for the
same employee) or networked organization (different boss in different parts
ofthe worlds for the same employee) is quite opposite to unityofcomrnand
princrple.

o Fayol advocated for a short scalar chain, which means small number of
employees under a single supervisor. However, with new kinds ofenployees
who are educated and skilled, this form ofarangernent maybe unfeasible.

o DMsion oflabour/specialization and initiative may not go together. Ifthere
is too much specialization then there is no scope oftaking initiative.
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1. Name the main contributors ofthe classical approach to management.

2. Who is the father ofscientific management?

3. Define the term'bureaucracy'.

4. What were the five functions of management according to Henri Fayol?

1.4 DEFINITIONS OF ORGANIZATIONAL
BEHAVIOUR

Before defining what organizational behaviour is, it would be rnore prudent to first
define what we mean by anorganuation. As the name suggests, organizational
behaviour involves the anatysis ofbehaviour n organtzation, therefore we begin by
first explaining and defining what is anorganization.

An orgaruzation is a consciously coordinated social unit which is composed

oftwo or more people that functions on a relatively continuous basis to achieve a

coflrmon goal or set ofgoals. It means that there are many goals which cannot be

attained individuallybecause of limited abilities and resources each, for example,

there are hospitals to get treatment, schools/colleges to get education, industries

to manufacture products and all these institutions are termed as organizations.

They are social creations created by our forefathers to meet needs. How does an

organization achieve these objectives? Organaations create tasks, positions,

responsibilities, departments and then co-ordinate and cornrnand all these activities

to ensure that the organizational objectives are met. No organization is complete

without people. Organaational behaviour is the study of all these facets of an

organization

1.4.1 Meaning of Organizational Behaviour

Organizational behaviour is the study of human behaviour, attitudes and

performanceinorganization.Itisthestudyofhumanissuesorthe'soft'endofthe
business. It is the study of what people think, feel, and do in and around
organizations . Organaational behaviour is a systematic study ofhuman behaviour

tnanorganization. The aimofthe studyoforgxtzationalkhaviouristo understand

why people work in certain ways and then using this knowledge to improve the

use ofresources for the benefit ofboth the organization and people who work
there.

Like any other science, there are tlree major objectives of organizational
behaviour:

o Understctnd behaviour in organization: Why do people behave the

way they actually behave in an organization? What motivates thenr, is it
money or recognition? Why does a particular person always late for
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office while there are others who report to work ontime? Organtzatior:ril
behaviour uses scientific knowledge from many interdisciplinary fields
such as psychologr, sociology, political science and rnanagement inorder
to analyse humanbehaviourat work.

o Controlling behaviour: This involves using knowledge ofbehavioural
science to ensure that people performwell. There are well defined do's
and don'ts ofbehaviour tnorgantzations. Organizations or managers
have many mechanisms such as rewards, recognition or punishment to
control behaviour. Go to any fast food chain, what you will notice that
all the employees speak in the same way, wear the same kind ofclothes,
even they smile in the same manner. This is an example of organizational
contro I over behaviour.

o Prcdicting behaviour: This is the third main objectives of organtzatioml
behaviour. This involves making the organizationaplace where behaviour
can be predicted, as organizations exist to achieve organizational
objectives. The organizational structure, organizational climate and
culture, leadership forms, etc., ensure that people behave in a predictable
manner.

Although these three are the major objectives of any science, the last two,
i.e., controlling and predicting are a bit more mechanistic and inconsistent with the
contemporary realities ofmodern orgarmations. As new forms of organizations
are replacing old forms, new paradigms or frameworks are coming up to analyse
the existing realities. For example, J.B. Quinn stated the concept of intelligent
enterprises' which is based on the assumptionthat 'effective strategies will depend
more on development and deployment of intellectual resources than on the
management ofphysical assets.' According to an article n The Economist dated
January 19 2006,inreference to Mc Gregory's theories X andy'companies are
coming to realae that the knowledge workers who have been identified as the
creators offuture weahll thrive only under TheoryY. Theory X is becoming distinct. '
There is a strong movement to incorporate positive strengths and capabilities of
humanbeings instead ofjust focussing on illness and infirmity in the strategic
conceptualization oforganizations. Therefore, organizational behaviour seeks to
help today's and tomorrow's managers make the transition smoothly and to
embrace the new paradigm in which employees are not forced to work but
performing or working becomes a joy and not a burden to sustain oneself

According to Stephen Robbins 'Organizationalbehaviour is a field ofstudy
that investigates the impact that individuals, groups and.organaational structure
have on behaviour within the
organaationo for the purpose of applying such knowledge towards inrproving
organizational effectiveness.'

This definition has the following three elements:

| . arganaational behaviour is an analyical study ofpeople.
2. The orgarvatioral structure influences how people behave.
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3. Knowledge ofhumanbehaviour canbe usedto achieve organizational

effectiveness.

These factors are interactive in nature and the impact of such behaviour is

appliedto various systems so thatthe organaationalgoals are achieved. The nature

ofstudyoforganizationalbehaviour is investigative so that acauseeffectrelationship

is established.

1.4.2 Importance of Studying Organizational Behaviour

A study of o rganaatiotnl behaviour has various advantages. The advantages of
studying organizational behaviour are as follows:

o It aids people in understanding themselves. Organizationalbehaviour is a

systematic study ofthe activities and behaviour that people display in the

organization

o It aids the management in achieving their tasks with effective techniques.

o It stresses on the relationship between the organaation and individual

behaviour.

o It aids in the development ofwork-related behaviour andjob satisfaction.

o It aids in creating a motivational environment.

o It aids in studying rnarket trends by understanding consumer behaviour, and

managing and motivating field employees.

o It aids in predicting and applying behaviour in a significant manner to improve

oqganizational effciency.

o It automatically leads to effective management ofhuman resources.

o It stimulates functional behaviour resulting in productivity, efectiveness,

efficiency, organaational loyalty, and also helps to reduce dysfunctional

behaviour at work place like absenteeism, dissatisfaction, etc.

5.

6.

CrmcxYouR PRocRESS

What is org anaatiomlbhaviour?

Give three advantages of studying organizational behaviour.
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1.5 ORGANIZATIONAL
CHALLENGES AND

BEHAVIOUR: SCOPE,
OPPORTUNITIES

Neworganizations, suchasmultinationalcorporations, bigretailhouses, fast food

chains, the IT industry etc., have developed substantially since the 1990s. The

profile ofemployees is also changing. Ayoung workforce and representation

women in formal org anaationalset up has tremendously increased.
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1.5.1 Challenges Faced by Organizations

Forms oforganizatiors, such as nratrix, networked and protean are very common.
All these provide lots ofchallenges for managers but also give them the opportunity
to experiment with new ideas and new forms of organaation and use these for a
competitive edge over others. Some ofthese challenges are as follows:

o Responding to globalization: Globalizationis the realityofmodem life.
Never before in the history ofmankind were the geographical boundaries
between nations so porous. This influences a manager's role as well. A
manager may be trarsferred to the employer 's operating division or subsidiary
in another country or in the headquarter itself The worldorce may be different
in their frameworks about work-related and non work-related issues. These
issues may include questions like how to greet the boss or how to give
incentives, whether males and females should be paid equal pay roittre
similar kind ofjobs or differently, etc., and these mayvary across different
cultures. Even in his/her own country a manager may find that the team/
otganizationin which he/she is working is greatly diverse in terms ofrace,
ethnicity, gender, age, relationship orientations, etc. It is essential for the
manager to understand the background and culture ofemployees in order
to adapt theirmanagement style and increaseperformances at work.

o Embracing diversity: Today organizations are becoming increasingly
heterogeneous in nature. People from different backgrounds are *orkirrg
together. Organizations should be flexible enough to use this diversityto
harness growth and accommodate diverse groups ofpeople byaddressing
their different lifestyles, work styles and needs according to their values as
well as differences. Positive management ofdiversity increases creativity,
inno vation and e ffective decision-making by providing varied viewpo inis
on similar problems.

o Improving quality and productivity: Today, most industries face the
problem of excessive supply. This in turn results in increased competition
leading to reduction ofcosts.

In order to improve quality and productivity oftheir products and services,
organizations are implementing quality managerrrent andprocess re
which need major enployee involvement. These employees will not onlybe
a major force in carrying out changes but will activelyparticipate in plaruring
those changes.

o Responding to outsourcing: outsourcing is one ofthe recent developments
with which organizations have to cope with. Outsourcing refers to initiatives
by the organaation to focus only on the core business while the rortiary
business is given to some third party or some vendors for whom this is the
core business. India has emerged as the one ofthe sought after destinations
ofoutsourcing for conrpanies based inthe uS and UK. The brggest challenge
facing this sector is the training and retaining of its work force which is
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marked by moderate to high turnover. In the Indian context, the safety of
womenworking in this segment, is also becoming arealchallenge as many

cases ofrape and murder have been reported in the recent past.

r Improving customer service: Never before has the customer been the

focus of so much attention. Organizations have started realizing the

importance of customers and are making serious efforts to ensure that

customer satisfaction is actually achieved. Ifthe customers are happy there

will be an increase in sales and which thereby lead to increase in the

productivity and satisfaction among the employees as well.

o Improving people skills: Organizations have been engaging themselves in

identifying the strengths and weaknesses oftheir employees. So that with

the use of training and development activities, organizations can help

enployees upEade their skills including their technicalandvarious soft skills

like team building skills, interpersonal skills, listening skills, managing

workplace conflicts, etc.

o Stimulating innovation and change: Onlythose organizations shall survive

and prosper which nraintain flexibility. continually improve their quality, and

beat their competitionwith a constant stream ofinnovative products and

services. The chatlenge for organizations is to stimulate their employee's

creativity and tolerance for change. Employees should always be encouraged

and feel supported for their innovative ideas. For this a good relationship

among teamnrembers should be established so that employees can motivate

each other rather thal de-motivating and discouraging their talent.

. Empowering people: As more and more educated and skilled employees

are entering the workforce, organizations need to understand the

expectations and arnbitions ofthese employees. One way ofdoing so is to

empower thern. Thus, in many organizations managers are giving employees

more and more control over their work, as employees are learning how to

take responsibility for their work and grow in their roles so that they not

only rnake appropriate decisions but prepare themselves to take more

challenging roles inthe future.

. Coping with temporariness: Instead of long-term and permanent

employment, we now have jobs and tasks which are continuouslybeing

redesigned. Tasks are being performed by flexible teams rather than

individuals. Companies are relying more on temporary workers which

provide them flexibility in the sense that work has become project based.

The moment the project is completed, the team is disbanded. workers

need to regularly update their skills and knowledge to perform new job

requirements. Temporariness is the reality ofcontemporary organizations.

Temps or temporary workers may be of various kinds. Some temps are

being supplied by a third party agency to a particular organization. Security

guards in rnost ofthe offices are temps. On the other hand, we have some

terrps who are free agents such as doctors, professors, etc., u,ho are working
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as a free agent which gives them control over their lives. Nowadays,
employees must deal with temporariness and learn to live with flexibility,
spontaneity and unpredictability. Organizational behaviour provides msrghis
into continual change and adapts to change creating an organizational culture
based onchange.

o working in networked organizations: computerization,Intemet, and
the capacity to connect computers within organaations and between
organizations have greatly transformed the work environment. with the
advent ofcommunicationtechnologynow it ispossible to workeven from
home. There are manypeople who work in a teanr, even when each member
may be situated in different parts of the world they are connected through
the Internet. In some cases people become free agents or independent
contractors and provide their services to agencies or organizations for a
fee. Software prograrnmers, photo researchers, psychometricians, etc.,
constitute these kinds of free agents. Managing people online/virtual world
is not the same as handling them in the real world and needs different
managerial strategies.

o Aiding workers in handling conflict at work: when formal organizations
were designed in the beginning ofthe 20 th century gender roles were
clearly delineated. Men were responsible for work and women for the fimily.
However, in the past two decades, this distinction does not hold as many
more women have come out to shoulder the responsibility ofmanaging and
working in the formal organizations. MoreoveE the role of men is also
changing zN rrurny men in so many families are not just the bread eamers but
also the nurturer ofthe kids and the fu-ily. During the recession in the year
2008-{9, there were many cases all ovei the woild including India where
the gender roles were reversed. Thus, it poses a greatlhallenge to
organizations that the two most important domain. ofor.life work and
family do not collide with each other. Moreover, most employees aimto
achieve a balance between the two. According to the ,Metiife 

Employee
Benefits Trend Study' conducted n 2006, among all age groups the
opportunity for work balance was the second most important recruitment/
retention criterion.

o Positive organizational behaviour: positive organizational behaviour is
the application/extension ofpositive psychology at work. AB. Bakker and
w.B. Schaufelihave laid stress onpositive psychologythat is largely about
the 4 D's approach (damage, disease, disorder ana aysrunction) that
focusses on preventing poor performance, low motivatiorq unwell-being, ill
health and disengagement and makes psychologymore balanced. .positive
psychology at work' studies individual positive psychological situations and
employee strengths levels, which are connected to employee well-being
and performance. Further, it focuses on elements like self-efficacy, optimisrn,
hope, resilience, and other personal resources are involved in the
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management of organizational demands or in fostering performance. It
analyses the conditions required achieve optimum performance levels.

Therefore, positive psychology at work or positive organizational behaviour

@OB) has great potential in influencing individual and work-related outcomes

andbuildinggreatorganuations.Manyconceptsof positiveorganaatioml
behaviour, such as psychological capital, employee engagement, vigour,
etc., have the potential ofdeveloping positive work experiences and positive

traitVcapabilities along with creating great institutions which would eventually

benefit all.

1.5.2 Scope and Opportunities

The scope of any subject refers to its subjectarea.It implies the themes/issues/
problems/concerns ofthe subject which needs to be examined and understood.

As practicing rnanagers, the following themes define the scope of organizational

behaviour:

o The main aim of any institution is to auain the organizational objectives.

Employees work in tandem towards the attainment ofthe set objectives of
the organaation. Managers are required to reach these objectives through
employees. Thus, to stay ahead in the competition managers are required
to possess good interpersonal skills in addition to the managerial skills of
controlling and coordinating people in the organization.

o Retaining high performing errployees is very essential for generating superior

financial performances, whichrequires job perfofirumce and a good work
environment inorderto influence organizationalevents. These organizational

events intum depend onthe manager's abilityto communicate effective$
withpeople.

o An effective and successful manager is defined in terms ofthe quantity and

quality of his performance and the satisfaction and commitment of his

employees. Athorough study of organizational behaviour help managers

achieve these goals.

o arganrzational behaviour is a field ofstudy, a distinct area ofexpertise which
studies the three determinants of behaviour in organizations, i.e., the

individual, the group and the structure ofthe organaation. It applies the

knowledge so gained towards making organizations work more effectively.

At the three level ofanalysis, although interdependent, different themes/

concerns/issues become important. At the individual level, themes such as

learning, motivation, perception, attitude and values of the people in the

organuatiotbecome very important. Our attitudes and perception provides

the framework to see, feel and act towards the organizationalphenomena
in aparticular way. Similarly, at the group level, issues like group dynamics,

leadership, conflict, negotiation, decision-making, etc., are examined and

discussed. At the organizational level, organizational structure, organizatbml
culture and organizational development are being discussed.
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o It complements intuitionwith a systematic approachto reveal significant
information and relations providing a foundation to predict behavioural
patterns. Thus, enployee actions are ana$sed through a methodical system.
There are certain fundamental consistencies under$ing the behaviour ofall
individuals that can be identified and then modified to reflect individual
differences which is very important for motivating the organization's work
force towards achieving the goals.

I.6 PERSPECTIVES FOR UNDERSTANDING
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR

Perspectives are frameworks that are used to understand and analyse a
phenomenon. Human experiences are not neutral experiences; theyneed to be
sean fromaparticularperspective to get meaning. Asamephenomenonhas different
interpretations depending on what theoretical stance we take. [n the present sectiorl
tlree important perspectives in organizational behaviour, i.e., the human relations
perspective, the socio-technical and the open system perspectives shall be
discussed.

1.6.1 Human Relations Perspective

The human relations perspective to management was established in 1930s as
opposed to the mechanistic and negative perspective oforganizations and human
nature advocated by the classical school ofthought. The human relations approach
supports the view that the workforce is merely an economic-rational entrty rather
humans beings are emotional beings. Organizations are not always mechanistic
but at time cooperative social systems .rnorgaruzations, ffirmal structures, rules
and norms coexist with the formal ones. There are three important developments
related to the human relations perspective:

(i) Elton Mayo's Hawthome experiments,

(ir) Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of needs, and

(iif Douglas McGregor's Theory X-Theoryy, etc.

1.6.1.1 Hawthorne experiments (1927 to 1932)

In 1920s, the Hawthome plant ofthe General Electric companybegan experiments
to see how physical working conditions impact performance and morale ofthe
employees. Like any experimental design the researchers manipulated the
independence variable/s (illumination for example in one ofthe studies) to observe
its effects on the dependent variable (performance). Many experiments were
conducted and two ofthem are presented below to provide a better understanding.

1.6.1.2 Illumination experiments (1924-1927)

This was the first series ofexperiments in which changing the amount ofillumination
was seen as the determinant ofbehaviour. For this, two groups were formed,



experimental and control. In the control group, the illumination was uniform during

the experiments rn{rile in the experimental group the illumination inproved in intensfu

during the course ofthe experiments. The productivitywas measured inboth the

groups. Strangely, the pertormance inboththe groups shows improvement. The

researchers then decreased the illumination forthe experimental group resulting in

an increase in the output. The findings perplexed everyone. How could this be

possible? It was beyond comprehension that physical working conditions failed to

impact performance inthe desired manner. Atthispoint oftime, EltonMayo who

was the professor at Harvard was invited to explore the findings. His contribution

has been explained in the following paragraphs.

1.6.1.3 Relay room experiments

The year 1927 witnessed the inception of the relayroom experiments marking

the commencement of the Hawthorne studies. Following the concept of the

illumination experiments it involved two who were required to select other girls

and create agroup of6 girls. These girls were thenrequiredto assemble telephone

relays. Various changes were introduced in the experiment that existed for 1-3

months. Under normal working conditions in a forry-eight hour week and no rest

pauses, all ofthem produced 2400 relays eachper week. The goup thenworked

on a piece of work basis for eight rveeks resulting in an increase in production.

After this, two five minutes rest pauses were introduced, which later increased to

10 minutes. This led to a marked increase in productivity. The company further

introduced free meals leading to a further increase in productiviry After all these

amenities.were withdrawn the group retumed to their normal working condition

with forty-eight hours per week, and no free meals. However, the productivity

remained the highest. The productivity improved due to the group's approach

towards work. The findings presented above led to the development ofwhat is
called the 'Hawthorne effect' . It refers to the fact that physical working conditions

in themselves could not produce the desired result. The second experiments showed

that what is important is the right kind ofattitude to performwell evenwithout the

amenities with which employees were used to. These findings were opposite to

what the classical approach led us to believe. Even the best results could be achieved

even when the working conditions were poor or when amenities were withdrawn.

This was a landmark revelation whichpaved for the development ofthe human

relation approach.

1.6.1.4 Elton Mayo's contribution

Elton Mayo (1880-1949, Australia) was the Director of the Department of
Industrial Research at Harvard University. Mayo's contribution to the famous

'Hawthorne Studies' led to the establishment of a new school of thought on
management called the Human Relations Movement. While explaining the findings

of the'Relay Room Experiments' he said

'What actually happened was that six individuals became a team

and the team gave itself wholeheartedly and spontaneously to
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cooperation inthe experiment. The consequence was that they felt
themselves to be participating freely and without afterthought, and
were happy in the knowledge that they were working without
coercion from above or limitation from below.'

According to lMayo, in order to attanorganuational objectives it is important
to empathize with the emotional as well as the non-monetaryrequirements ofthe
workers.

1.6.1.5 Implications of human relations approach

o Enployees' perception is more inportant than the actual change in the work
conditions in influencing work behaviour.

. Employees are encouraged by social needs and relationships. They react
better to work-group pressure than to management control measures.

o when employees were given attention by the management/supervisor or
they themselves are in the focus, more efforts would be put in by the
employees. Organizations are co-operative social systems and not only
rigidstructures.

o However, ifthere is anymisgiving about the management such as the more
an employee works the more responsibilityhe is expected to take on, the
workers tend to restrict theirperformance.

o The fulfilknent ofthe psychological needs should be the main concem ofthe
rnanagement.

o Informal work groups have a major influence onproductivrty than formal
organizational groups alone.

o The nature of leadership should be democratic and should show care and
concern for the needs and feelings ofthe employees.

Drawbacks ofthe human relations theory

o The human relations theorists believed that the elimination ofany threat or
fear would lead to better performances at the workplace. This opinion
provided a new outlook as opposed to the traditional viewpoint, which
stated that enployees need strict supervision at work. However, this approach
does not focus onpositive motivation.

o This theory fails to stress on work. It primarily focusses on work relations
and 'the informal group' at work. This theory emphasizes on the factthat
employee behaviour and motivation are predominantly influenced by the
relationships established at work and are not based on the nature ofthe
work.

o This theory also fi ils to recognize the financial issues ficedby an organization
Thereby, it does not hold much relevance in an actual o rganaationalset-up.
It talks about developing a sense ofresponsibility in employees but does
not elaborate muchonthis area.
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o Unlike classical approach, Human Relations approach could not be evohed

into a system. They only focus on the significance ofinterpersonal skills.

The application ofthese skills inthe organizationremains unexplored. This

aspect has not been delineated well by the human relations theorists.

1.6.1.6 Abraham Maslorv's focus on human needs

Abraham H. Maslow ( 1 943) propagated a theory that emphasized onthe hierarchy

ofneeds. According to Maslow, people were motivated by certain needs which
were based on three assumptions. These are as follows:

@ Human beings have needs that remain unfulfilled.

(if People bytheir activities aimto fulfillthe needs.

(iif The needs are categoruedhierarchically in the following order:

o Physiologicalneeds

o Safety or securityneeds

o Belongingness or social needs

o Esteem or status needs

o Self-actualization or selFfulfillment needs

On the basis ofMaslow's theory after a need at a particular levelhas

been satisfied, it fails to motivate actions. The person aims to fulfillthe
next need in the hierarchy ofneeds. Managers who adopted Maslow's

hierarchy ofneeds, tried to adapt their managerial skills in cornpliance

with the needs of the employees. This theory has been explained in

detailinunit 2.

1.6.1.7 Douglas McGregor's contribution

Douglas McGregor established two assumptions concerning human behaviour,

which he termed as 'Theory X' and 'TheoryY.'He stated that these theories

represent thetwo extreme sets ofnotions conceming workers. TheoryX reflects

a slightlypessimistic perspective ofthe employees. It supposes errployees to be

lethargic, unambitiors and projects them as avoiding responsibility. They thus, are

required to be supervised to increase work efficiency. TheoryY on the other hand

is more positive and assumes employees to be original and innovative. They

should be eager to take accountabiliry and inplement self-control in order to take

pleasure inworking. Theyusuallyhave higher-levelneedswhichremainunsatisfied

bythe work.

Similar to Maslow's theory McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y had an

impact on a lot of managers. These theories aided managers in developing new

techniques ofhandling workers. Adetailed explanation ofthis theoryhas been

providedinunit 2.

1.6.2 Systems Approach

The systems school emphasizes on viewing anorganaation as an open system

that changes inputs into outputs. Based on the work of abiologist, Ludwig von
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Bartalan$z, the systems school was established with the aim of using a general
systelns modelto bring together science. Major contributors ofthis school include
Kenneth Boulding, Richard Johnson, Fremont Kast, and James Rosenzweig. The
systems schoolhad a major influence on management thought inthe 1960s.

what is a system?Any system including organizations is composed ofrnany
interdependent subsystems. They all impact/influence each other. The system is
separated by other system or the outside environment by a well-defined boundary
which gives it a name or identity. The systems school focusses on the organization
as a whole, its interaction with the intemal sub system as well as the environment in
which it operates and its need to achieve equilibrium. It has a porous boundary
therefore modern organuations are called open system. Strikes by employees
impact consumers. Similarty, what happens outside at'torgaruzation including social
political and economic changes also impact all organizations.

According to the systems approach, an organizational structure has four
major components: inputs, transformation process, output and feedback. Inputs
are needed to produce a product or services, such as capital, human resources,
energy, materials, machineryand information. Transformationprocess refers to
or ganaatiornl capabilities to transform the inputs in a desired manner so that desired
output isbeingproduced like orgarvational controlmechanisms. Output refers to
goods and services ofthe organization. Feedback refers to information about the
outcomes and the position ofthe organization relative to the environment it operates
in.

1.6.2.1 Closed versus open system

The kind of organization conceived by classical theorists and human relations
theorists is an example of a closed system. In both the approaches the emphasis
was on the development ofa robust intemal system. In the classical approach, the
emphasis was on the creation ofa structure (based on scientific management, or
bureaucracy), while the human relations theorists spoke about human issues and
feelings, which however, could not be developed into a ryatem The two approaches
failed to understand the importance ofthe environment in rvhich organizations
exist. Organizations cannot survive individually, no organization can ever be self-
sufficient. As we understa nd, organuations need tkee things to stuvive - structure
(classical approach), human resources (human relations approach) and an
environment in which the transaction takes place. Allorganuations must be able to
understand the irrportance ofthe environment in which it operates. Ifthe botmdary
of system is porous then it will be influenced by external conditions on the basis of
which necessary corrective changes can be made. Thus, organizations need to
have an open system in order to survive and grow.

An open system involves the dynamic interaction of the system with its
environment. These systems are open not only in relation to their environment but
also in relation to themselves; the interactions between components affect the
system as awhole. The open system adapts to its environment by changing the



structure and processes ofthe internal components. It stresses on the fact that

organizations are not autonomous. They depend onthe conditions (constituting

social political technological and economic issues) fortheir survival. It is inpossiible

for anyorganizationto sustain govemment regulations, the legal systerq external

groups and other associated organizations. An organization is to be assessed on

its capacityto get inputs, process these inputs, channel the outputs, and maintain

stability andbalance.

1.6.2.2 Characteristics of open systems

The chiefcharacteristics of open systems are as follows:

o Interaction with the environment: Open systems as has already been

explained, have permeable boundaries. Open systenl like an organization

is not a self- contained and self-sufficient entity.

o Synergy: Anopen system is not a mere collection of its main elements, for
example, a successful business enterprise is more than the traditional
resources suchas land, capital, and labour. Synergistic thinking emphasizes

that a f,rm's competitive edge lies in the factors ofproduction and their are

mobilization.

o Dynamic equilibrium: It is the process ofmaintaining the internalbalance

necessary for survival by importing the needed resources from the

environment, for example, lvhenever an organuation is in shortage ofpeople,

hiring canbe done to ensure that it has a stable flow ofworkforce.

o Equtfinality: lt refers to the fact that the same results can be achieved by
following means. It implies that the same levelofoutput canbe achievedby

a variety ofinputs and processed in different ways. This principle is in contast
to the classical approach which led us to believe that 'there is alwayn a best

wayofdoing anfhing.'

o Negative entr"opy : Entropy refers to the natural tendency of the system/

object to move from order to disorder. As organizations are a systenr, they
follow a cycle of life and death or entropy. However, as organizations are a

human creation, it is possible that the entropy can be arrested and transformed

into negative entropy. We have many organizations which have become

more mature, diversified and more growth-oriented as theygrow old, for
example, Tata, Reliance, IIMs, and IITs. As organizations become old,
they become more diversified and growth-oriented. However, not all
organizations are able to achieve this level and manymeet their end.

1.6.2.3 Drawbacks of the systems approach

Although the tenets ofsystem approach seemto be perfect, as we understand that

organrzations are complexentities, the approachtoo is complicated. However,
theoreticalunderpinnings areverydifficultto actuallyapply. It is difficultto start a

diagnosis when something goes wrong with the system. Any intervention at any of
the subsystem shall impact all the sub systems.
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1.6.3 Contingency Approach to Organizational Behaviour

The contingency school or situational approach emphasizes on the application of
managerialprinciples andprocesses on specific organizationalproblems. This is
based on special features that are relative to specific conditions. The primary
concept behind this approach stresses on the fact that there is no one ideal
managerial methodology. It rather proposes the theory that everything is based on
different situations like external conditions, technological advancements,
orgafmational characteristics and managerial skills. Contingencytheorists argue
against the classical school for the latter's focus on the generality ofmanagerial
principles. Nevertheless, a major segment of classical writers accepted the need
to regard different facets ofa situation when using management principles. Further,
classical writers are critical ofthe human relations school ofthought as it has also
presented a very simplistic and turiversal notion of organizations.

The contingency school was established in the I 960s. Its application ranges
across various areas including organizational design, job design, motivation, and
leadership style. For example, on the basis of this theory optimal organizational
structure relies on organizational size, technology, and environmental uncertainty.
Similarly, optimal leadership style also relies on different elements, such as task
structure, position power, features ofthe work group, features of individual
subordinates and qualityrequirements. The prirnary contributors ofthis theory are
as follows:

o JoanWoodward
o Paullawrence
o Jaylorsch
o Fred Fiedler

1.6.4 Socio-Technical Approach

Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, London was the flag bearer of this
movement. The aim of the Institute was to explore social and psychological
consequences oftechnological changes in the British coal mining industry in I 940s.
During that period the long wall method ofcutting coal was introducedin Britain.
It was a mechanized way to mine and transport coal to a central location for
processing. The new technology changed the earlier practices ofcoal mining by
small, autonomous, and friendly group ofworkers who used to mine primarily
with their hands. The new jobs were more mechanized, specializea, ana plrfornrei
individually. The ftrdings were surprising, it was expected that the new technology
would increase performance but the new technology produced psychosornuti.
disorders to many ofthe workers that also impacted their perfonrumce negatively.
The workers were dissatisfied and there was high rate ofabsenteeism. More over,
there were many cases of conflicts among the workers that ultimately influenced
performance.



When the causes of employee dissatisfaction were explored, it was found
that workers felt the need for a liiendlyu,ork environment that theyused to enjoy
earlier. This ledto the following conclusions:

o Better technoiogy without integrating it with the psycho-social
requirements ofworkers will not yieldbetter result.

o Technological advancements might result in conflict. When conflicts arise

because ofthe teclinology, normal conflict management strategies will
nor be effective.

These rer,elations resulted in a riew approach ealled the 'socio-technical
approach' in which both technolcgicai requitements as we1las the personal and
social needs ofthe N,orkers are integrated to yield best results. They devised a
mcthod where the various components of the job are integrated into a unified
w'hole (opposite t+ work specializatinn emphasized in classical approach), which
is assigned to a group ofworkers v.'ho take joint responsibility for accomplishing
it. T'he gror:l wt$ eonceptualized in a manner in',vhich there shall be no hierarchy.
The ,"vorkers in such groups interchanged their roles and reqponsibilities, zupervised
themselves,madeupforeachother'sdeficienciesandworkedr',ithteamspirit. A
supervisor was needed, not for controlling and directing them, but only for
representing the group to other -qroups and authorities. The results of these
anangements were veryencouraging. Similar experiments were also carried out in
Calico Mills, Ahmedabad, India. Ho.rever. despite this initial success, the approach
remained dormant tillthe mid-1980s. In 1985, the socio-technicalapproachwas
successfully implemented at the Volvo Automobiles plant.

Volvo experiment

The idea got rolling when the management was convinced that this was the best
wayto resolve conflict between employee values and technologicaladvancement.
Volvo introduced natural work modules, in which group members could inspect
their own work. Each member of the group worked.torvards the same group
goals, and rvere paid the sarne except the leader. After some initial snuller programs,
an entire plant used the new approach. Soon after turnover and absenteeism
were reduccd, and workers reported improved qualityoflife. [nterms ofobjective
pa"rarncter, the plant which introduced socio-technical restructuring had the lowest
assernbiy costs ofall Vnlvo's facilities.

Cuyrent slatus

More recent approaches to the socio-technical approach involve the use of
autononrous, self-managed teams. Similarly, the Japanese version ofautonomous
self managed team is calied quality circles. Quality circles or self managed
autonomous teams are being used in many companies like General Mills, FedEx,
and Hewlett-Packard, etc. The most recent avatar of selflmanaged team is called
'High performance work practices/team' (HPWPs). The primarygoal ofHPWP
is to achieve a fit among people, technology. ffirmation and work.
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7. What is the Human Relations Movement?

8. List the various needs in Maslow's hierarchy ofneeds
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1.7 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR MODEL
RESPONSIVE TO INDIAN REALITIES

Like so nranyotherdisciplines, organizationalbehaviourtoo evolvedlargelyinthe
US and then imported to India. The principles propounded in classical approach
orhumanrelations approachwaspresented inawaythat appearedto be universal.
Theories of motivation or leadership which evolved 1950s onwards also were
imported to India. Maslow and Herzberg became quite popular in India and rnany
researches were carried out to replicate these findings. Some got replicated, some
could not. Mc Clelland was invited in 1960s by Indian corporate houses to erfiance
the achievement motivation oflndian workers. However, he was unsuccessfuL He
commented that the future oflndia is bleak as people have fatalist attitude and
they are low on achievement motivation. Participative leadership style (outgrowth
ofhuman relations approach) was also experimented in India as the panacea ofall
the ills; however, it too failed to get desirable results.

All ourexperiences are rooted inthe cuhuralmilieq and so are organizational
eryerierrces. The social and culrural milieu also results in distinctive mindsets ofthe
people which shape and influence one's attitude and behaviour in all realrrs of life
including work life. Recently, Sinha and Pandey (2007) identified four mind sets
based on the views of47 social scientists :rr-r47 locations, which needs to be
incorporated in cultural conceptualization ofoB. Theyare as follows:

o Depe$dence prone: Individuals who are unsure ofthemselves, suffer
tom an inferiority compler,, are zubmissive and docile to authority, ehsive
and indifferent to standards, norns and quality.

o Collectivists: Individuals who are generally collectivists, who are role
bound in relationships, submissive and docile to authority, and are not
ehrsive. They lack indMdualistic orientations, have apropensity to change
with situations and have analytic skills.

o Materialists: Individuals who 3ls selfish, oriented to acquire power and
enjoyprestige, controlothers to get what theywant, enterprising, change
with situations, and lastly are individualists.

o Holistic: Individuals who have the capability ofabstract thinking and
have a preference for personalized relationships. They are emotional as
well as analyical, spiritual in not being fascinated by material gains and
are the ones who strive for excellence in whatever they do.



Some more theories developed for Indian organizations are presented as
follows:

According to S.K. Chakaborty (1987), 'nishknam karm'is one ofthe
motivations prevalent among Indian people. It refers to work without any concern
for the outcome. This concept is the primary constituent oflndian ideology of
Karma Yoga,which is said to lead to the path to liberation. This concept has
found an important place in management studies and aims towards promoting
better busilress ethics. According to him, work is to puriff one's mind
(chittashuddhi) and to enlarge one's selfish self. Nishkaam Karmtakes anxiety
out ofbeing too occupied with goal achievement, and thereby inables to focus on
the process making efforts.

Theory of giving model of motivation

Unlike the Western notion of exchalrge prmciples, S. K. Chakarborty advocated
the giving model ofmotivation. Especially in within in-goup situations, 'giving' or
'daan ' creates a norrn of sharing imponant resources with everyone without
expecting retums. This gradually rezults in enrichment ofsocial capital for both the
donorand the receiver.

Stress management

S.B. Sharma uses the central tenets ofyoga to manage stress and achieve high
level ofwell-being. These tenets can go a longwayinemployee motivationand
influencing organizational behaviour in a positive manner. These tenets occur in the
followinghierarchy

1. Proper diet

2. Proper code of conduct

3. Yogaexercises

4. Pranayart

5. Mediation

Power strategies in India

The most frequently power strategies used by rnanagers to influence their superiors
are reasoning, persuasion and ingratiation Ingratiation implies to flattery or praising

a person.

Leadership

Onc leadership style which got substantial empirical support in tfre tndian context
is calledN-T (Nurturant-Task) style. It is a kind ofleadership style inwhichthe
leader provides care and affection for the subordinate and provides all kinds of
support; however, this is not unconditional. To get all these subordinates have to
perfcna i.e., the leader's nurturance is contingent on the performance ofthe tasks.

The diverse cultural milieu oflndia does make it challenging to produce a

uniform model o f organizational behaviour. However, various steps have been
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trndertaken to understand the organaational mechanism in the Indian context. All
these models provide a glimpse of some ofthe research traditions carried out in
the field ofoperational behaviour in India.

i"8 SUMMARY

e The history oforgaruzational behaviour involves the formation ofvarious
social structures. This led to the establishment of important theories of
organizational behaviour.

o The classical approach to organaational behaviour is based on the
contributions ofF.v[ Taylor, Max weber and Henri Fayol. They enphasized
on the organizational structure and work methods to attain maximum
efficiency.

e Taylor stressed on the scientific theory ofmanagement and introduced the
concept of 'the best way ofdoing a task'. He also established the Time and
Motion studies and important principles to determine optimumperforrnance.

o weber introduced the concept of 'bureaucracyreferring to an organization
that performed on the basis ofrationality. Bureaucracyprornoted the idea
of structured, fomralized and impersonal organizations.

o Fayol propagated the administrative theory ofmanagement stressing on the
five functions of management. These include planning, organizing,
commanding, coordinating and controlling.

a orgaruzational behaviour explores human behaviour in terms ofemployee
attitudes and performance in the organizational sefup. The main objectives
of studying organaatronal behaviour include understanding, controlling and
predicting empi.ryee behaviour at work.

e organizational behaviour faces various challenges inthe present context
like globalization, cultural divenity and outsourcing. various researches and
experiments have beeu conducted to study organizational behaliour including
the Hawthorne experiments and the relayroomexperiments. Elton Mayo
established the Human Relations Movement on the basis ofthese researches.
Further, Abraham Maslow and Douglas McGregor posed new theories to
study employee behaviour.

o The systems approach, the contingency approach, the socio-technical
approach are other important aspects of studlng organaational behaviour.

o In the Indian context irnportant contributions have been made by S.K.
Chakraborty and S.B. Sharma to study organizational behaviour.

1.9 KEY TERMS

o organizational behaviour: The study ofhuman behaviour, their attitudes
and performance in an organization



Bureaucracy: Ahigh\z structured, fornralized arad irnpersonatr organLation

Esprit de corps: Promoting employre morale and imbibing teanl spirit
amongst employees for improvement in perforunanee

S,vstems approach: Amanagerialtheorythat cruphasizes on viewing an

organization as an open system that changes inputs into outputs

Contingency or situational approach: Atheory that emphasizes on the

applicationofmanagerialprinciples andprocesses on specific organizational
problems

Socio-technical approach: A theory that explores the effect ofsocial and

psychological consequences of technological changes on organizational
behaviour

1.10 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1 . There are three major contributors in the classical approach: F"W. Taylcr,
Max Weber and Henri Fayol.

2. HenriTaylor is known as the father ofscientific management

3 . The term 'bureaucracy' is derived from the German wo rd ' buro' which
means 'office', referred to organization that operates on a rational and

impersonalbasis.

4. According to Henri Fayol the flve functions ofmanagement are as follows:

(i) Planning

(ii) Organizing

(iii) Commanding

(iv) Coordinating

(v) Controlling

5. Organizational behaviour is the study ofhuman behaviour, their attitudes

and performance in organization.

6. The th,ree advantages ofstudying organizationalbehaviour are as f,ollows:

o It aids the management in achieving their tasks with effective techniques.

o It stresses onthe relationship between the organization and individual
behaviour.

o It aids inthe development ofrvork-relatedbehaviour andjob satisfaction.

7. Elton Mayo's contribution to the famous 'Hawthome Studies'led to the

establishment ofa new school ofthought on management called the Htrman

Relations Movement. According to Mayo, in order to attanorgantzational

objectives it is important to empathize with the emotional as well as the

non-monetary requirements ofthe workers.

a

o
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8. The needs are categodzedfuerarchicallyinthe following order:
(i) Physiological needs

(i| Safety or securityneeds

(iif Belongingness orsocialneeds
(iv) Esteemor status needs

(v) SelFactualization or self,fulfillrnent needs
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1.11 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

1 . What are F.W Taylor's principles of scientific management?

2. State the features ofbureaucracy.

3. List Henri Fayol's 1 4 principles of management.

4. State the various perspectives for understanding organizational behaviogr.

5. What are the characteristics ofopen systems?

Long-Answer Questions

l. Illustrate the origin of organizatiornlbehaviour.

2; Critically evaluate the scope and opportunities concerning organizational
behaviour.

3. Explain the Hawthorne experiments.

4. Explain the contingency approach to organizational behaviour.

5 . Discuss the theoretical models of organtzational behaviotr in India.
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2.9 Further Reading

2.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit you will leam about the individual in an organization You will understand

the differences prevalent among individuals and the attnbutes responsible for the

diflerences. Further, you will gain an insight into the role ofpersonal values and

beliefs in the organizational context. The sources, types and measurement of
attitudes willalso be highlighted. Youwillleamabout the concept ofmotivation

and the various theories ofmotivation.
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2,I UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aftergoing tluoughthis unit, youwillbe able to:
o Explain the importance and meaning ofpersonaiity
o Understand the importance ofpersonaritytesting at lvork
o Explain the nreaning ofattitudes, r,alues and job satisfaction
o Analyse the importance ofmoti'ation and its r,,arious theories

32 Self-Instuctional Mateial

2.2 PERSON IN THE ORGANIZATIOI{

This section explores the various characteristics of a person in the organizational
context. These inchrde biological characteristics like personaiify and self-awareness.

2.2.1 Biograp hical c h aracteristics : person ality an d S elf-Awaren ess

The word'personality', has been trerived from the Lati'rvord .persona, which
means a mask. During the ancient times the Greek theatre actors used masks to
hide their identityon stage. Later the Romans used the word .persona, to denote
an appearance, which was contrary to the real appearance. Since then the word
'personality' has ahvays been used by researchers in the formulation oftechniques
and theories related to personality.

When psychologists talk about personality, they refer to the qualities tvithin
a person and the characteristics of a person's behaviour. Among the various
definitions given, the most famous definition was given by GordonAllport who
stated, 'Personality is the dynamic organizatron within the individual of those
psychophysicalsystems that determinehis u:rique adjustments to his environment,.
In other words, we can define the term personality as the total functions of an
individual who interacts with his environment. It is to be noted that no single
definition ofpersonality is acceptable to all psychologists. However, most agree
that personality includes the behaviour pattern-s and piychological characteristics
a person shows across situations.

Some other definitions ofpersonality are as follows:

'Perconalityis selt organized, permanent, subjectir,elyperceived entfu which
is at the veryheart ofall our experiences., -{arl Rog.rr. 

-

'Personality is something which guides and directs all human activities.,
--{ordonAllport.

'Personality is the outcome of a series
Erickson.

2.2.2 Measurement of personality

of psychological crisis.' 
-Eric

Measurement ofpersonalityis significant in light ofunderstanding the personality
of a person. The purpose personality measurement is to undersiand a person in



terms oftraits. According to J.C. Nur:nalty, personality measurenrent aims at studying

the following:

o Social traits: These determine how people interact with others in ttrc society.

o Motives: These motives include the need to earn, achieve, affiliate, etc.,

which are non-biological. These are said to constitute the personality

dynamics.

o Personal conception: This includes those methods which determine

people's attitude toward the seHand others like personal values and interests,

etc.

o Adj ustment: This includes traits like stability and freedom from emotional

worries.

There are three most common tools for the measurement ofpersonality that

are as follows:

(i) Personality inventories and questionnaires: These are self rating
questionnaires where the individual describes his own feelings or reactions

towards himself These questionnaires include a printed form consisting of
a set ofstatements or itemswhich applyto humanbehaviour. People report

about selfin the items mentioned in the questionnaire. Therefore, this form
ofpersonality measurment is also known as self-report inventories. Some

of the well-known personality tests include the Maudsley Personality

Inventory (MPI) and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(rvftdPr).

o,

Observational method/situational test: This method can be undertaken

intwo different ways, structured situation (where a situation is controlled)

and unstrucflred situation (which is an uncontrolled situation). Persons whose

personality traits are to be observed are put in either ofthe two situations,

and a carefuf impartial and accurate observation is made by the observers.

The observation becomes the basis lbr assessing the personality traits.

Prcjective techniques: This technique is the most popularwayofassessing

the personality oftlie individual. It involves inkblots, ambiguous pictures

and incomplete sentences. These methods reveal the central aspect of
personality, u,hich may not be revealed by the conscious mind o fan individual

Here a person is asked to describe an u$tructured stimulus or situation and

through the responses, the person's needs, drives, motives, fears, etc., are

revealed. Some ofthe well known projective tests include the Rorschach

test and the Thematic Apperception Test (TAD.

2.2.3 Self-Awareness: Maj or Personality Attributes Affecting
Organizational Behaviour

ln anorganizational setting the individualpersonality is inportant because it denotes

the processes ofan individual's mind and his behavioural and emotional adjustment

in the organization. In the current context of globalization and changing work

(ii)
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environrnent, it is essentialto recruit ernployees who effectivelyadjustthemselves
to the organizational environment. This has enphasized the need forassessnrent of
personality. Work related behaviour can result from both environmental as well
individual ftctors. Environmental frctors include attributes like interpersonal, group
and social influences while individual facton include cognitive abiliti-es, experiJnces,
personality styles and motivation. In an organaation, people have different
personalities directed towards the productivity of the orgaiization. Different
personalityattnbutes contributeto the functionofthe individualinthe organization.
A. Furnhamhas devised a research model to define this area and has given out
five basic factors that maybe related to the organizationalbehaviour. ih"yur.
as follows:

o Ability: It refers to the capabilily in which a person can efficiently carry out
tasks towards the achievement ofgoals. Ability is found to be dependent on
personal competencies and skills acquired.

o Demographic factors: As the name suggests, this refers to the sex, age,
class and education of individuals. Demographic frctors include biographial
factors in a person's liG and his background particulars, such u, a*ly,
education, occupation, etc.

o Intelligence: Intelligence is an individuals' capacityfor criticalthinking.
o Motivation: This is the drive that is the reason behind a person,s actions

and is aimed towards the achievement ofa particular goal. Motivation is an
important factor for the success ofthe organization. Thus, when a person
has a willingness to achieve an aimthere is high nrotivation and higher 

"i*.oofsuccess.

o Personality: This constitutes the overall characteristics/traits of a person,
and is responsible for how a person behaves and responses to everyday
sifuations.

The concept ofemotional intelligence has received a greatdeal ofattention
from scholars and consultants over the years. Emotional intelligence is the ability
ofan individual to imagine oneself in another's situation. Als-o, there has been
extensive research showing that intelligence, especiallygeneral intelligence is a
good predictor ofbothjob performance and work proficiency. An intelligence test
is believed to be a good technique ofselecting employees. Creativity is also another
factor that interests psychologists. psychology believes that creativity is a
phenomena whose utilization can lead to a more effective and innovative wayof
work' Creativity and innovation are mostly used interchangeably, while creativity
involves the production ofnew and useful ideas, and an alilityto 

"orn. 
up with

new and different viewpoints on a subject. Innovation on the oiher hand is about
production and implementation ofuseful ideas, such that a unique solution is
provided to aproblern Like intelligence and emotionalintelligence, creativityand
innovation are also integrated parts ofpersonalily. At workplace innovative people
are more creative in their general approach oflife.



2,2.4 SixApproaches to Personality and Individual Differences at
Work

This approachhighlights the vmious personalilytheories and their effect on indMdual

behaviour. 
I

1. Classic personatty theory: This theory ofpersonality deals with personality 
I

traits such as extraversion, Machiavellism and relates them to work related 
l

behaviour. The main idea behind this theory is to measure personality as the 
I

independent variable and understand its role in work related behaviour. 
]

Some ofthe dimensions ofvariables are as follows:

. Single or multiple traits: A single trait measures one dimension at a

time. Most personalitytheorists try to seek a single trait in order to
measure personality. However, multiple traits are usuallypreferred over

a single trait as they are a rich source of information because ofwhich
work psychologists usually prefer multiple tests.

o Cognitive or biological traits: Some traits are conceived under

cognitive terms, such as belief systems and denote the way people

perceive the world and form their views. On the other hand, traits like

extraversion are conceived in biological terms so that a person's

behaviour is perceived to be formed out of genetic or physiological

fi,rnctions. Althoughboth are desirable, researchers prefer the cognitive
perspective as theybelieve that it can be changed and manipulated.

o Normal and abnormal traits: There are some traits like depression

and hypochondriasis which have been conceived in abnormal behaviour.

They measure the ab,normal aspect ofbehaviour, but in work psychology

they are considered as normal because many working people do not

exhibit these traits to any degree. In fact many personality tests of
psycholorywere initiallymeant for the measurement ofmental illness.

o Dynamic or stylistic traits: These are differences between Freudian

and neo-Freudian concepts about the personality development and that

of stylistic traits. There are still no personality tests whichare based on

the Freudian concept that has been applied to the workplace.

The limitation ofthis approach is that it has very little evidence about a

systematic and concerted research effort and there is not much database to

support this concept. Sometimes this concept has also been found to have

poor ecological validity as it is mostly based on laboratory tests. Also, the

selection ofwork-related behaviour is random and unorganized. This type

ofresearch is mainlybased onthe opinion ofpsychologists andnot actual

workbehaviour.

2. Classic occupational psychologylorganizational behaviour: This

concept stresses onwork related behaviour, which is conceived either at

the individual, group or organaatiornl level and examining its personality

correlates. At the individual level variables like absenteeism or productMty,
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at the group level variables like team eftbrt, productivity and overall
achievement at the organiz,ationalrevel are,n.d. Th, dimensions ofthis
theoryare as follows:
o self report versus behaviourar data: variables canbe measured in

two rvays. Firstly, through questionnaire ratings or interviews and
secondly, by keeping track of absenteeism that portrays behaviour.
Both these methods have rimitations as they are both liable to errors.
The selfreport questionnaire makes a person appear more variable and
the behavioural data obtained makes people u..* *r. con_slstent than
theyactuallyare.

o Single versus aggregate measures: Measurement of work related
behaviour may be either done individually or by combining different
tests and taking the average ratings. so in terms of reliability and
representativeness of scores, the average rating is found to be more
desirable than individual rating as it representsihe organization as a
whole.

o within versus between organizahons: variables are available both
within the organization as well as in the external environment. Variables
can be examined either related to those within the organization and also
between organaations. However, the it is easier to control variables
within the organization.

In this approach, researchers are mainly interested in finding personality
correlates with work in order to appraise or promote individuals at work
settings. However, this concept has a few limitations. The choice ofpersonality
variables are arbitrary also the statistical analysis that is used is iuapte ana
liable fr:r errors like -vpe II errors rvhich can bL prevented by the utilization
ofmuhivariate statistics instead ofpartial correlations. Futher, the researchers
usually ignore those variables which either directly or indirectly affect the
dependent variables.

3. Development ofwork-specific individual differences measure: This
approach is mainly aimed at measuring personality and predicting only work
specific behaviour. The dimensions ofthis theoryare u, fo[o*u,
o Narrow versus broad: Measurement can be either done specifically

bymeasuring one variable rike absenteeism or selfesteem or we can
elaborate the studyby measuring the broader concept like organizational
climate or job satisfaction. The specifi. upp.ou.h is a more conrmon
one thanthe broader one.

o single versus murtipre traits: Measures can be either multiple
dimensional (assessing more than one behaviour) or unidimensional.
However, it is found that most ofthe measures are unidimensional.

o Self report versus behaviour data: Measurement ofpersonality can
be done through a selfreport bythe individual. It can be done even by
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biographical or physiological studyor bymeasuring an individuals'
reactiontime.

o Attitudinal versus attributional: When we talk about attitude we
refer to the beliefs that an individual has on a particular topic while
attribution is about the waypeople view different causes ofbehaviour.

One ofthe drawbacks ofthis approach is that researchers do not examine

the origins ofthe trait or dimensions being used and are unaware whether
the dimensions being used are genetically linked or related to intelligence.

Also, the measures have limited applicability except at the workplace settings,

so it is difficult to generalize themin areas w'here there couldbe problems

like reliability and validity.

4. The concept of 'fit'and 'misfit'at work: According to this concept
somejobs me more suitable for some indMdualthan others. Tlrough study

and research we can find the best fit. The dimensions ofthis theory are as

follows:

o Whether the analysis is based more on jobs or individuals: The
matter of fit or misfit is rnainly based on the personality or upon the
individual differences.

e Impressionistic versus 'geometric': Another crucial feature is whether

the matter of fit or misfit is based on subjectivity or measurable.

c Similarity versus complementarity: There has been research and

also evidence that similaritybrings attractiveness and attachment, while
complementarity is about the attraction of similarity and also about
attraction of opposite concepts. Due to lack of evidence about the

complernentariry it remains uncertain.

This study concerns only a limited number and type ofpeople or jobs.

Specificity is the primary requirement in order to have a perfect fit. The

studies on fit or rnisfit are mainly correlational.

5" Longitudimal studies of people in work: Longitudinal studies have been

considered to be essential in examining the development and effect of
personality attributes and how they change in time. The concept of cause

and effect can thoroughly examined through longitudinal studies. The

dimensions of this theory are as follows:
o Short, medium and long time span: The time span oflongitudinal

studies can range liom a few hours to decades. Also, there may be

issues like dfficulty in remaining in touch with the subjects ofthe study.

o Within or between organizations: Some orgaruzations are found to
be sponsoring studies to be conducted within them and such studies
usuallyrestrict the number ofvariables to be allowed.

e R.etrospective versus prospective: Research in longitudinal studies
is sometimes conducted by comparing the old data with the current
data. It is found that ifthe data is reasonablethen the studies canbe very
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important. on the contrary we can collect data and study it at alater
date. This method is found to be more preferable as it allows the
researcher to have control over the data.

The main problem of longitudinar studies comes only when the collected
data is weak and becomes irrelevant or that the resources become scarce.
A common limitation ofthis approach is that one cannot keep track ofthe
subjects fora considerable period oftime. Also, the measurementwhich is
chieflydependent on the records ofthe organuationis not verydependable.

6. Biographical or case study research: As the name suggests this approach
studies in detail the life ofa person in order to nna ouiwtrich factor in the
person's biography predicts job success.
o Individuals versus groups: In some research the focus ofthe study is

confined to the individual of studywhereas in others the studyis based
on individuals as well as close relatives.

o Monetary versus 'other' success criteria: There is often aproblem
regarding what criteria ofsuccess or failure should apersonbe selected
on. Generally, it is people with monetary or influentialbackground who
are usually selected.

o Impressionistic versus scholarly: In studlng the biographies of
successful people we tend to look at popularity rather than readability.
However, the most irnportant factor remains the understandability of
the content.

This approach is popular and holds mass appeal. However, there is no
valid reason for choosing only those individual who are popular and
successful over others. AIso, it is difficult to decide the success or failure of
a group on the basis ofindividual characteristics. This approach is theoretical,
without any hypotheses.

2.2.5 Personality Testing at Work

Initially, personalitytests were not apopular selection tool. Theywere complex,
expensive to train on and trsuallyrequire a psychologist to administer and interpret
the results. The increasing use ofpersonality tests has reflected its importance in
the selection ofpersonnel. Today, the tests are getting simpler and less time-
consuming as various modifications are being introdr.Ld. p"rronalitytests are
being used in recruitment, selection, performance appraisals and in promotion.

Advantages

The following are various advantages ofpersonality tests:

o The numerical information'obtained in tests is useful in the long run, which is
more specific and easier to analyse and recollect.

o Since the records are maintained one can simply go back to the previous
records and keep track ofthe personnel.



The results obtained fromthe tests provide specific results, which give a

clearer picture.

Personality tests are free from biasness to individuals as the ratings are

based on self-assessment.

Personality tests include all the important aspects ofpersonality.

Tests are scientifical$based therefore much more reliable and valid.

Disadvantages

The following are the drawbacks ofpersonality tests:

o Tests can be easily manipulated as people can portray themselves differently

from their actual personality.

o Answers may differ across different situation and circumstances for variables

like anxiety, boredonr, etc., which are temporary in nature and therefore

rnaking the test unreliable.

o In order to administer personality tests the respondents have to be sufficiently

literate.

o Interpretation ofthe results requires skills, insight and experience. All these

factors are either unavailable or too expensive.

o Since tests have become widely known, people can purchase them and

practice them in order to manipulate their scores and provide the desirable

answers.

2.2.6 Trait Theories of Organization al B eh aviou r

Among the trait theories, the most comprehensive approach was provided by

Hars Eysench which has given rise to some ofthe most well-known personality

inventories, such as Maudsley Personality Inventory (MPI), Eysenck Personality

Inventory (EPI) and the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ). This theory

has three major factors which relate to social behaviour, i.e., extraversion,

neuroticism, and psychoticism. The theory has been applied to a wide range of
activities like criminal tendencies, healtll etc.

According to Eysenck there are three fundamental unrelated traits. These

are neuroticism, extraversion and psychoticism. These traits are said to be

biologically-based and are measurable. Neuroticism and extraversion are found

to be biologically-based and inherited. The extraverted are found to be outgoing

and are able to handle pressure at work and have good interpersonal skills. The

neurotics on the other hand are found to be cautious in everything they do including

decision-making. They are cautious about risks and are depressed and pessimistic.

Research has found significant differences among introverts and

extroverts.These are as follows:

o In schools, introverts are better at advanced subjects

a

a
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o Students who withdrew from sfuclies due to academic reasons are usually
extroverts while introverts rnostlywithdraw due to psyehiatric reasons.

o Extroverts prefo involvement in activities/interactions u,hile the introverts
mostly like confinement.

o Extroverts enjoy explicit and aggressive humours while introverts like
the more intellectual form ofjokes.

r lntroverts aremore cautious in sociallife and easiiyleamandpayattention
to social prohibitions.

o Extroverts prefer an occupation that involves social contacts.
According to a study conducted by Eysenck, introverts are stable and a

more successful in business. lhrious other sfudies have also found that extroverts
are easily bored by monotonous tasks and usually perform poorly in them. In the
presence of others, introverts are not found to be performing well while the
exfroverts performed well. Studies have also found that extroverts preferred those
tlpes ofjobs. which require greater cognitive tasks, demands with rewerds.
Extroverts are less satisfied than introverts with clerical work.

2.2.7 Matching Personalie and Job

One ofthe oldest notions inworkpsychologyis thatproductivjtyand satisfaction
are directly related to the degree of fitness between the chaiacteristics of an
individualandthejob. Aperfect match implies compatibilitybetweenthe norms
and values ofthe organization and the indMdual. ln short, greater the rnatch betu,een
individual needs and environmental factors, greater the degree of indiviCual
satisfrction and performance.

Extroverts having the need for arousal and stimuiation will perforrnu,ell in
an open office with noises and movements but poorly in closely planned offices
without any sensory stimulation. On the contrary, introverts rvill blst perform turder
conditions oflow arousal and lesser in an open office envircnment. Organtzations
that attract extroverts mainly increase producti'ityby establishi,ng an open office
environrnent, like advertising agencies. on the cther hand. places that attract
introverts are required to have oltces with lirnited e,'Jenral stimulation in order to
ensure that work is performed and executed productively. Researchhas shown
that personality factors are important in influencing performance at work, taking
into consideration the impact ofenvironmentar fact'rs on work perforrnance.

Type A and Type B

TlpeAkind ofpersonality is found to be extremely competitive, high achieving,
aggressive, impatient and restless. They are characteraed by explosive speec-h
patterns and appear to be under pressure. These tlpe of individuals are often
deeply involved and committed to their work.

The characteristics ofrlpeAas given byM. Friedman and R.H. Rcsenman
are as follows:

-



. Always moving, walking, and eating rapidly
o Often attempting to do two or more things at the sarne time
o Almost always feeling vaguely guilty when attempting to relax or do

nothing for evena few hours
o Lackinterest inobservingthe surroundings
o Always busy and preoccupied with getting things worth having

The characteristics of rype B personality as given by Friedman and
Rosenman are as follows:

o Do not displayurgencyand impatience
o Do not feel the need to impress others with achievement or

accomplishment unless the situation demands
o Focus onrelaxationand fun
o Able to workwithout agitation and relaxwithout guilt
o Free from all habits and traits shownbythe TypeApersonality

TypeApersonalities as compared to the Type B believe themserves to be
more ambitious, cold, complaining, cruel, dishonest, dominating, enthusiastic,
jealous, impatient, selfish, etc. Type A may have lower self esteem and rate
themselves more highly on negative traits and less onpositive traits as compared
to Type B. According to research, it was found that Type Atend to describe their
jobs as requiring more responsibility, longer hours and heavier workloads than
T)'pe B.Also TypeAbehaviourpatterns are associatedwithneed for achievemant,
autonomy and power, as well as job commitment. Further, Type A is positively
associated with productivity, and negatively with satisfaction.

2.2.8 Personality and Culture

Personalityandculture studies, also calledpsychologicalantkopologyis a branch
ofcultural anthropology that seeks to determine the range ofpersonality types
present in a given culture and where (from idealto perverse), the culture places
eachqlpe, The studyapplies the methods ofpsychologyto the field ofanthropology,
lrcluding in-depth interviews, role playing, Rorschach tests, elaborate biogaphies,
studies of familyroles, and dream interpretation. The 'culture and personality
approach'was founded by Edward Sapir, Ruth Benedict and Margaret Mead.
This approach was influenced by Gestalt 's psycho logy, and believed in configuration
or cultural patterning. According to this approach that culture should be looked at
in forms or patterns, rather than as individual elements or cultural traits.

The most appreciable beginning on the study on culture and personality
was evident inthe writings ofSigmund Freud (1856-1939). His nrajor confrbution
in this context is the 'critical-periods fulpothesis'. This is based onthe assurnption
that infants learn at a stage or a specific time in their early life, things that they
exhibited intheir adult life. Freud identified five such stages: oral leaming,anal
learning, sexual learning, dependencyleaming, and aggression leaming. Every
stage is characterized by certain conflicts which the child must satisfrctorily resolve
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in order to become a fully functional adult else the child may be fixated in that stage

and later in life may even regress to the early phase.

2.2.9 Self-Esteem at Work

In any situation, people with high self-esteem and self-confidence are relatively

more successfulthan others. According to research it has been found that self-

esteem has been highly responsible for the quality and quantity of output. Self-

esteem plays a vital role in every event of an individual's life, both personally and

professionally. According to a research, it was found that in the workplace each

individual brings a different level of self-esteem which determines his/lrer behaviour

and reactions to situations at work. Individually everyone desires success and

contentment thus, all actMties are focus on enhancing, preserving and restoring

our self-esteem.

According to research conducted by J. Brockner, people with high self-

esteem in comparison to those with low self-esteem portray the following
characteristics:

. They work harder in response to negative feedback

. Theyhardlyimitate the managerial style oftheir superiors

o . They are also less likely to be affected by stressors, like role ambiguity
orconflicts

o They are more likely to be productive in quality circles

In the work place people who are high in self-esteem believe that their
career will satisfy their desires, and believe that they possess more abilities to
succeed in comparison to those who lack self-esteem. This is because people

think and act on the basis of self-esteem and the degree of ambition they possess

depends on their self-esteem. Such people are more likely to be successful in life.

2.2.10 Personality Tests and Predicting Work Behaviour

Personality tests and various types ofpsychometric tests have become a popular

form of assessing and identifying the right kind of individuals to be employed by
organizations. They have largely aided human resource practitioners in the process

ofrecruitment and selectionuntil suitable candidates are recognized. Although
personality tests have proved to be helpful, there exist various drawbacks and

limitations that might influence and interfere in the process ofassessment. There

has been a lot of debate regarding the validity and use of personality tests in
business. There is concernthat people canmanipulate answers inthe assessment

so it was suggested that it is important to minutely review the entire profile ofthe
individual in question. Work related behaviour is dependent on an individual's
personality as well as situational factors. Thus, even though data obtained in the

personalitytests are sufficient and proved to be true, it is insufficient to make a

decision.
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A. Furnhamhas giventhe following findings:

. Personality tests measure a single trait while it is in fict multi-dimensional

o The measure has poor reliabilities and is not a valid measure ofwhat is

being tested

o Systematic errors occur in self-report, such as attributional errors or

dissimulators that make scores meaningless

o There is no reason to suppose that the traits selected are actually

predictors ofthe occupational behaviour

o Behaviour in the workplace is dependent on factors other than one's

personality, which are more powerful

o Personality is more ofa mediator rather than a direct factorbehind the

work behaviour, and is dependent on factors, like social class,

intelligence, etc.

According to J.N. Butcher, the validity of psychological assessment

especialtyinthe industrial setting is dependent onthe following eight factors:

(i) Individuals may give invalid response due to fear that the responses

could be used against one.

(i| The use and assessment ofthe tests could be influenced or objected

bythe union or labour organizations.

(iif Other than the tests the duration of one remaining in the position is

more dependent on other factors, such as pay or working conditions.

(iv) The selected test should be one which measures all the attributes in

question.

(v) Assessment questions might be inappropriate or unlawful.

(vi) Sonre ofthe evahrations might go against the individual's rightto privacy.

(rii) The obtained results ofthe finding should be used appropriately.

(vii| Management might overate psychological technique and as a result

acquire easy answers to complex or unanswerable questions'

CmcxYouR PRocRESS

l. What is personality?

2. Listthe three most common tools for the measurement ofpersonality.

3. What is emotionalintelligence?

4. 
'What 

is the classic personality theory?

5. List three advantaqes ofpersonalitytests.

6. State the characteristics ofpeople with low self esteem as suggested by J.

Brockner.
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2.3 INDIVTDUAL AND ORGANTZATION

values can be defined as those things that are important to orvalued by someone.
That someone can be an individual or, collectively, anorganuation. values are
broad preferences concerning courses ofaction or outcomes. They represent
basic convictions that'aspecific mode of conduct or end state of exisienee is
personally or sociallypreferable to an opposite or converse mode ofJonduct or
end state ofexistence

2.3.1 Values

values can be explained as, one's personal convictions about what one should
strive for in life and how one should behave. Similarly, atthe organaational levef
organizational values comprise core values, which are principles that guide a
company's actions and practices. one place where values are important is in
relation to the vision ofthe organization. One ofthe imperatives for org antzatiornl
vision isthat it must be basedon and consistent withtheorganization's core values.
when values are shared by most members ofan organ uition,theybecome very
strongthathelp organaations inmakingimportant decisions, suchasto enterinto
a difficult market segment (TATANano project may be one such example) and at
lower level help organtzations in assessing probabie outcomes ofcontemplated

lctions, and choosing among various altematives to a problem. For instance, the
decision to remove someone from service or retain him/her could depend on the
values ofthe organization, i.e., assertive or humane. Similarly, workvalues inchrde
the conceptions ofan individual ofa desirable work activity (finishing tasks in time,
maintaining confidentiality, etc.), and the means to achieve it. Ifassertiveness is
one ofthe core work values ofthe organization, then it must be shared by majority
of organizational members, which is in frct a manifestation ofthe values of-arrogancl
or humility, It refers to another aspect ofthe hierarchy ofvalues. Various values
are present within us in a hierarchy, it may be unique to each one ofus depending
on our past experiences. For a particular person, achievement, affiliation,
assertiveness, honesty, modesty, etc., may be the prime values arranged in the
hierarchy. Achievement being the most salient or., fouo*ed by affiliation; and
modesty may be the least important varue. For another person, the same values
may be arranged in a different order. For example, honesty may be the most
salient feature in sorne and achievement being the reast important. Also, values
have another aspect. Aparticular behaviour is the result ofinterplayofmanyvalues.
A person who is working hard mayreflect the interplay of at llast two values:
achievement and affiliation. Since, heishe is working with a group the value of
achievement becomes more meaningful, in the contexi ofgroup prestige.

Work values

Work values refer to the values attached to work. It indicates the centrality of
work in comparison to other life roles such as family, community, religion, Ltc.
Work value refers to the degree ofgeneral importance that working hasL the life



of an individual at a given point of tirne. J.B.P Sinha, the acclaimed Indian
psychologst conceptualized workvalues as having cognitive, affective and action-

orientation components. Cognitive aspects refer to job clarity,which rnplies the

guidelines that are to be followed on a job. These also include desirable and

undesirable work-related and people-related behaviour. Affective refers to the

emotional aspects ofwork values, such as job satisfaction, which implies the degree

to which employees are satisfied with the content and context ofthe work. Finally,

action-orientation refers vahies of sincerity and hard work. Sinha identffied twenty-
one work ralues to be suited in the Indian context. .

2.3.1.1 Characteristics of values

The following are certain characteristics of values:

1. Values contain a judgmental element: This impiies the abilityto judge

right or wrong. For example, honesty is a value. People who value honesty

are verypafticular about it.

2. Values are relatively stable and enduring: Once acquired values remain

with us for a lifetime. Values may change but not so easily. They are acquired

over a span of many years through various socio-+ultural experiences.

3. Values are not fixed, but they change slowly: Aparticular value may
also reflect the time,/historical context in which it manifests. Different times

mayrequire different sorts ofvalues. The meaning and manifestation of
honesty/dishonesty has changed over the years.

4. Values contain 'content attributes'(mode of conduct) and 'intensity
attributes': The content attribute stresses onthe significance ofthe mode

of conduct or end state of existence. The intensity attribute specifles the

importance of a value. When an individual's values are ananged in terms of
their intensitytheyformulate a value system.

2.3.1.2 Sources of values

Asignificant portionofvalues is establishedduring one's earlyyears. When a child
is born, he/she is value neutral. As he/she grows old, different experiences in the

family, influence the development ofvalues inthe child. In short, the socialization
process inthe familylargelyinfluencesthe development ofvalues. Achievement

or honesty and their importance in guiding one's life are largely learned early in
one's life.

The environment in which an individual is brought up also influences his/trer

value system. Values develop and manifest in a context and not in a vacuum. For
example, hberalizationlglobalization oflndia also brought a particular kind ofvalue
with it. It led to the disintegration ofthe joint family structure, live-in relationships,

short-term relationships, etc. These developments are quite recent and have
occurred in the Indian society only in the past few years.

Certain values are developed over a span of time and are continuously
reffirced. These values are learned and developed over a period oftime therefore
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theirintensityis govemedbyreinforcement andpunishment. Comrptionorunfrir
practices in India as we witness today, may be attributed to the fact that hardly
anyone ever gets punished over a breach ofa value.

2.3.1.3 Importance of values

The followingpoints sumup the importance ofvalues:

o Vahes laythe forurdation for the understanding ofperception and motivation

o Values affect employees' perception and decision-making.

o Values influence attitude and behaviour

o Once a value is internalized, it becomes a standard/norm for selecting and
guiding anaction.

o Values provide the basis forjudgement conceming the most important or
nost salient aspects ofthe organization. Earning profits at anycost or eaming
profits ethically in a socially responsible manner, is a difficult decision to
make and values help organizatiorns decide on such issues.

o Challenging and reestablishment ofwork value are the cornerstone ofthe
current management revolution.

2.3.1.4 Types of values

An early classification ofvalues was developed by G. Allport and his associates.
They defined values in terms of six different categories that are as follows:

(i) Theoretical: These values focus on the discovery of truth through a critical
and rational approach to a problem.

(i) Economic: These values are utility-based and focus on practicality.

(iif Aesthetic: These values focus on form and harmony and enrphasize on the
artistic aspects of life.

(iv) Sociat These values constitute feelings, such as love and concern ofothers.

(v) Political: These values focus on power, positioq influence, conpetition and
winning.

(vt) Religious: These values emphasize on high ideals. The ultimate idea behind
these values is to search the purpose ofmeaning oflife on earth.

Another important classification ofvalues was givenbyM. Rokeach. He
distinguished between two sets ofvalues. Instrumental values describe desirable
beliefs about behaviour that is appropriate in order to reach set goals and ends,
forexample, abilityto love, competence, selfcontrol honesty, etc. Onthe other
hand, terminalvalues describe desirable ends that are worth striving for. Examples
include achievement, inner peace, prosperity, etc. These two values work in
coherence to help individuals set goals for themselves and aspire to achieve thern

Another important classification ofwork-related values was given by G.

Hofstede. Hofstede identified the following five values, which are important to
understand the culrural difference among multinational organizations.
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1 . Power/distance (PD): This refers to inequality or equality that exists

and is accepted by the members of the society. A high PD score

indicates that society accepts an unequal distribution of power and

people understand 
;th.it plu..' inthe system' Low PD means that

power is shared and well-dispersed. It also means that society mernbers

view themselves as equals. India is higher on the side of PD while

Scandinavian countries, such as Denmark and Switzerland are towards

the lower side ofPD.

2. Individualism (IDV): This refers to the extent to which people are

connected or disconnected with other people in the community. A

high IDV score indicates a foose connection withpeople, ie., individual-

centric behaviour. ln cogntries with ahighlDV, such as, the US, people

tend to be independent, aloof and lack family values. Asocietywith a

low IDV score, on the other hand, is one where people's dependent
.self is very high. In such societies people mostly think in terms of

'we'andnot'I'.
3. Masculinity (MAS): Thisrefers to the sociallydefined genderroles'

Wehavesomesocietieswheregenderroles(andassociated
behaviour) are still clearly demarcated. High MAS scores are found

in countries where men are expected to be touglt, assertive and strong'

Professionally too, the boundaries between men and women are clearly

demarcated. In a low MAS society, the roles are more or less equal.

There are no professions which are strictly meant for a particular gender'

Even in the family realm both men and women equally share the

responsibility of managing household responsibilities'

4. Uncertainty/Avoidance Index (uAI): This refers to the degree of

tolerance so ciety has for risk-taking o r uncertainty. S ocieties which

are high onUAI encourage people to take risk and enter into those

,.g*Jnt, where there is low predictability as compared to societies

whichare low onUAI.

5. Long-Term Orientation (LTO): This refers to how much society

,ut r"-r long standing as opposed to short-termtraditions and values'

This is the fifth dimension that was added by Hofstede in the 1990s'

Asian countries possess high Ijro in comparisonto the west.

2.3.1.5 Indoctrination of values

B. Peterson defines indoctrination as the willful and intentional action of a person

to get someone to accept theirbeliefs without question orwithout seeking the

truth. Indoctrinators mayprovide reasons for their beliefbut they do this in such a

way that encourages ott .rr to ignore opposing beliefs, i.e., people maynot be

abll to engage in activities that willquestionthe belief. Thus, values are deep-

rooted in an organization's environment in various forms. This includes an

organization's norms, culture, ethics and policy statements. Indoctrirlation ofvahres

may take place in the following manner'
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c organizationar curture and work ethics: Accorcling to Robbins and
Judge, since all differences in curture are socially constructej; any organization
or group has to continually evolve with the cultural environment arorurd
them while educating the people that will advance the organuation/group
culhre.

o Leaderos role modering: Leaders are crucial for the indoctrination of
values. Factors like personality, belief and attitude of leaders are very
irrportant in the organizational context. For emproye.r, .org*irution, 

as an
entity is an abstract ten4 for them an, organaafionl is best iepicted tt*ough
their agents or leaders. Values ofhonesty or fairness are in fact realized not
only on a long-term basis, but in everyday activities, such as giving credit tojuniors, actively involving employees in ihe decision-makin!process, etc.

o Company's vision and missio n: organiz,ations set their values on the
basis ofa beliefthat their leaders will model these values and their enployees
will follow the value system and use the values towards the achievement of
orgaruzational objectives. In doing so, organizations must ensure that the
values they select are trury the values that will be modelled in every
circumstance. Any deviation from these values by the leadership can have
serious short-term as well as long_term implications.

o Mentoring and training programs: organizations have introduced various
advancement programs, workshopr, ,.*iru.r, and training sessions to
incorporate new ideas and new wals ofthinking. These aimtoiards further
strmgthening the value systemprevalent in the org anuation.

o socialization: Sociarization is an ongoing process that invorves relating to
others through a social environment where individuals learnto displayrules,
unspoken values, nonns, informal and formar hierarchy, and the required
skills to succeed through the orgattzationar cultt*e and circumstances. An
organization has an elaborate mechanism to socialize new entrants into the
organizational systenl which begrns with orientation, training, rituars, rewards
andpunishments, stories, etc. This is another means ori*uruing values.

o value statements: This refers to how values are actually shown/manifested
inpeople's behaviour. The rnore visibre theyare, the easier it is forpeople
to follow and understand. Several examples ofthese value statements are
as follows:

o Integrity: we mlinlarn credibility by ensuring that our actions always
match our words. For example, ifpatient care is the core value ofa
hospital, thenit must clearlyreflect inthe organization.

o Respect: The varue ofrespect is significant interms ofensuring the
credibility ofan organ iz.ation. Respect is a primary value in terms of
promoting loyalty and work satisfaction.

o Accotmtabiliry'; Emproyees shourd accept personal responsibility for
efficient use of organaational resources andimprovement ofprevalent
systems.48 Self-Instrudional ll,lTterial



2.3.2 Attitudes

Attitude is the basic factor underlying behaviour. Attitudes strongly influence what
we perceive, think, feel and finally act. It is important to understand the formation
ofattitudes and their relationship to behaviour.

Attitude implies the waywe think, feel and act-how we react to the world
around us. It determines the quality and effectiveness ofall ofour thinking, emotions
andbehaviourand, thereby, thepositiveornegative consequences ofthatbehaviour.

It can also be defined as relatively lasting feelings, beliefs, and behaviour
tendencies directed towards specific people, groups, ideas, issues, or objects.

Attitude consists oftlree components It should be:

(i) Cognitive: This includes betefs about people, objects, etc., which is
generally based on facts and figures. For example: Smoking cigarette
leads to cancer.

(if Affective: This inciudes feelings and emotions about people or
objects. For example: Feeling ofguilt for smoking.

(iif conation/Behavioural: This includes predispositions to act. For
example: Quitting smoking.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the tkee components ofattitude.

Fig. 2.1 Components of Attitude

Attitude is based upon our expectations andperceptions---our definition of
reality.

GordonAllport defined attitude as a mental orneutral state ofreadiness,
organized through experience, exerting a directive or dynamic influence on an
individual's response to all objects and situations to which it is related.

A. Eagly and S. chaiken emphasize on the tripartite (multi component)
classffication ofattitude. They define attitude as, 'tendencies to evaluate an entity
withsomedegree offavor ordisfavor, ordinarilyexpressedincognitive, affective
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and behavioural responses and formed on the basis of cognitive, affective, and

behavioural processes.'

2.3.2.1 Nature of attitude

The following are the prinrary features ofattitudes:

o Attitudes have structure: Attitudes are not haphazardor random. They

follow a structure or system in which the components are well-organaed.
They also tend be stable, have varying degrees of salience and can be

generalized across similar situations/objects. For example, ifa person is

dislikes something his behaviour will rernain the same across various situations.

Thus, behaviourremains consistent across different situations and contexts.

o Attitudes do not stand in isolation: Attitudes are associated with each

other to form a complex whole. This implies that a certain degree of
consistency must exist between them. For example, ifa person dislikes fast

food then he may encourage others to follow the same. This implies that

one negative attitude is like a web where so many related attitudes are tied

together to make it a cornplete whole.

o Attitudes tend to be general: Aperson's attitude towards specific object/

people/product tends to generalaetowards a class ofsimilar objects/people.

Thus, a consumer who purchases a Porsche which develops mechanical

difficulties may believe that all Porsches and Volkswagen products, and

possibly all German rnade products are poorly constructed. Generalization

simplifies the decision-making process.

o Attitudes are learned: We are not bom with attitudes. They are leamed

over the years depending on our experiences withpeople, objects, etc.

Learning and its principles play an integral role in shaping our attitudes.

2.3.2.2 Sources of attitude

Attitude is animportant factorwhichaffects humanbehaviour. It is atendencyto
feel and behave in a particular way towards some objects/person. Individuals

acquire attitudes fromdifferent sources. The most important sources ofattitudes
constitute direct experiences with the social and cultural environment.

Attitudes are learned, as humanbeings we learnvarious other responses.

At any given moment an attitude may be inactive, but when the appropriate

circumstances arise, attitudes make individuals react in a fivourable, unfavourable

or indifferent numner. For example, a worker who has experienced considerable

frustration in a company gradually develops an attitude of dislike towards the

company.

Research has indicated there are several ways in which we acquire attitudes.

Theyareas follows:
o One ofour earliest agents ofattitude fonniation are parents, Iater followed

bypeers and the media.
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o Attitude formation takes place as a function of following processes:

o Classical conditioning: This involves developing a particular kind of
attitude because ofthe simultaneous occurrence oftwo things/events,

etc., certain events andtemporalproximity. For example, ifaperson

misses a train whenever he/she takes tea at a particular shop on the

railway station it might result inthe development ofanegative attitude

towards the tea shoP.

o Operant conditioning: This implies development ofaparticular kind

of attitude or extinction of a particular kind of attitude as a result of
reffircement or punishment. Ifhaving a positive attitude towards the

leaders in the organization is constantly being rewarded, then it might

strengthen the attitude. On the other hand, culture or beliefs are not

rewarded or punished, and might result in development ofa negative

attitude.

o Observational learning: This involves learning attitude throughpeer

behaviour, role models and media. For example, if your peers are

have negative attitude towards a particular teacher or a restaurant

then it is very natural for 1,ou to follow the same. The media plays an

important role in shaping individual opinions and perceptions. For

example, media portrayal of instances like the Jessica Lal murder case

has played an important role in shaping the attitudes and opinions ofa

large section of societY.

2,3.2.3 Types of attitudes

The following are certain important job-related auitudes:

o Job satisfaction: This involves a collection ofpositive and/ or negative 
I

feelings that an individual possesses towards his or her job'

o Organizational commitment: This is the degree to which an employee

identifles with a particular organization and its goal and wishes to maintain

membership in the organization.

o Job involvement: This is the degree to which a person identifies with his

or her job, activelyparticipates in it, and relates his or her performance to

self-worth.

o Perceived organizational support (POS): This is the degree to which

employees feel the organization cares about their well-being'

o Employee engagement: This implies an individual's involvement,

satisfaction, and enthusiasm for the organization.

2.3.2.4 Measuring attitude

Attitudes canbe measured directly or indirectly as follows:

o Direct measures: Oryanaations have alreadydeveloped attitude scales

to measure everyaspect ofindividualpersonality. To measure employee
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attitudes organizztions have developed selfreport measures to gauge levels
of job satisfaction , organizational commitment, job involvement,
or ganizatiornl justic e, etc.

o Indirect measures: These measures are used to gauge disguised, non-
reactive and physio lo gical aspects of attitudes. They include :

o Feedback: This involves obtaining information about individuals or
collective performance.

o use of scales and invento,ry: This involves psychometric testing and
observational behaviour.

o Attitude function: Attitudes can be measured byknowing the attitude
fimction. These inchrde:

o Knowledge function- This implies the need to maintain a stable,
organized and meaningful structure to avoid chaos. Attirude provides
the standards or frame of references by which an individuut3rag",
objectives or events.

o Exprcssivefunctions- This involves adopting and internalizing the values
ofa group. Attitudes can also be measured on the dimension ofvalue
expression, adjustment to work environment and value expression.

2.3.2.5 Difficulties in measuring attitude

The following are the difficulties in measuring attitude:

o Social desirability: This refers to errors in assessing attitudes because
participants respond in a sociafly desirable manner. For exanple, in response
to a question on job satisfaction, the participants may answer on the basis
ofexternal factors.

o Operationalization: [n social science researctl the construct/concept mgst
be defined in a concrete manner, only then is it possible to measure it. For
example, we have various theories onjob satisfaction, alltapping different
aspects ofjob satisfaction. The problem arises in determining the correct
theory in terms ofthe organizationalcontext.

2.3.2.6 Importance of attitude measurements

Attitude measurements help in understanding andpredicting behaviotr. For exarrple,
an exit interview (the interview which is conducted wh.n th. employee leavesihe
organization) can be conducted to know the real attitude ofan employee towards
various aspects ofthe job. Attitude measurements maybe used for making correct
interventions in the organization.

Further, attitude measurements help to change attitudes by changing the
conditions leading to the same. As we are aware that all attitudes ,re Luired,
negative attitudes can be changed bycreating positive and healthywork conditions.



2.3.2.7 Changing attitude

Employee attitude particularly when unfavourable need to be changed so that it
serves best in the interest ofthe organaation. Changing attitude is a difficuh task as

it is generallyreinforced because ofthe following:

o Escalation of commitment: This implies a prior commitment to a cause
and unwillingness to change. The ideabehind this concept is that once a

person has akeady invested so much in a cause he may be unwilling to
change.

o Cognitive dissonance: This is a state of inconsistency/incongruence
between individuals and various attitudes or beliefs and behaviour. For
exanple, a person may like a person for particular qualities but simultaneously

he may dislike the same person for certain negative qualities. The discomfort
experienced by people feeling cognitive dissonance may result in efforts on
the part ofthe individualto reduce tensionby changing attitude orbehaviour
and rationalizing dissonance.

Skills involved in changing attitudes

Despite the difficulties involved in changing attitudes, attitude change is possible.

There are two aspects related to attitude change:

(1) The first pertains to the abilities/skills ofthe communicators. The most
important qualityrequired to bring about change inattitude is credibility.
According to research, attitude change is directlyrelatedto the credibility
ofthe source. The more the person appears to be credible/ trustworthy, the
more chances he/she has to bring about attitude change. Aperson with
expertise and knowledge ofthe subject appears very credible. For exanple,
a doctor's advice is taken seriouslyby everybody as he reflects expertise,
which ensures credibility. Conversely, as credibility decreases, the chances
of attitudinal change lessen.

(2) The second skillpertains to the message to be conrnunicated. This includes
factors like the clarity ofthe message and the channel of communication
used bythe commruricator. For example, ifthe message is not connnunicated
in a proper/clear manner, the listeners/target audience might misinterpret
the communicated message. Also, the level of attitude discrepancy is another
important factorthat affects change. Ifthe discrepancy is not too great, then
the chances ofattitude change is more and vice-versa.

2.3.3 Job Satisfaction

Out ofvarious work related attitudes mentioned above, job satisfaction is one of
the most important. It is a pleasurable emotional state resulting from the appraisal
ofone's job-an affective reaction to one's job and an attitude towards one's job.
There are manydefinitions ofthe concept.

o Snttthet a/. definedjob satisfaction as the feeling an individualhas about his
or herjob.
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o According to E.A. Locke, job satisfiction is a positive or pleasurable reaction
resulting fromthe appraisal ofone'sjob, job achievement, orjob experiences.

. V.H. Vroom defined job satisfaction as workers'emotional orientation
toward their current job roles.

Therefore, we can saythat job satisfaction is an individual's affective reaction,

usually positive, towards the content ofthe job and also the context in which the
job is being done. There are variors job componentVfacets that have direct bearing

onjob satisfaction. These facets/components include pay, promotion, benefits,
supervisors, co-workers, workconditions, communication, safety, productivity,
and the work itself The influence ofeach ofthese might be different for different
people. For some, pay is the most important influencer but for others working
conditions orrelationswithco-works mightbe more important ininfluencingjob
satisfrction. However, these frctors may not be so important for many ofus, who
are usually, satisfied with the job in a very generaVglobal way. This highlights the
two ways in which job satisfaction is being conceived, i.e., the facet approach and
the global approach. The facet approach emphasizes on the various aspects of
job, i.e., salary working conditions, companypolicies, etc., in orderto define and
assessjob satisfaction. The latter approach does not focus on the facets but the
overall position towards the job. Both approaches must be seen as complementing
each other, in order to get a complete picture onjob satisfaction.

2.3.3.1 Theories of job satisfaction

The following are various theories ofiob satisfaction:

o Content model: The main proponents ofthis theory are A. Maslow and F.

Herzberg. According to this approachjob satisfaction occurs ifthe growth
needs or need for self- actualization is fulfilled while performing on the job.

It also indicates that ifthe job provides 'motivators' then the chances of
getting satisfied ismore than otherwise.

o Process model: This theory was popularnedby J.S. Adams and V.H.
Vroom Process approach explains job satisfaction in terms of expectancies

and values. It also indicates that job satisfaction is the extent to which
people feelthat they are treated fairly in the organization. In some cases,

this comparison is not confined to the organization but transcends the
organizational boundaries. Vroom stated that workers will put in more effort
and perform better at work, if they are treated fairly.

2.3.3.2 Impact of job satisfaction

Job satisfaction affects different aspects of organuational behaviour:

o Job satisfaction and performance: The relationship between job
satisfaction andperformance is very controversial. Some researchers think
that it isjust amyth. However, recent studies conductedbyRobbins, Judge
and Sanghi have suggested that the relationship between the two concepts
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is very strong. Happyworkers are more productive andbeneficial inthe

organizational context.

o Job satisfaction and turnover: Satisfiedworkers are less likelyto leave

the organization as compared to dissatisfied workers. However, this

relatioiship is mediated by labour market conditions, and the possibility of

alternative job opportunities. Asimilar relationship (but inless intensity) is

also reported between j ob satisfaction and absenteeism'

o Job satisfaction and other work-related attitudes: As expected, job

satisfaction is positively related to organizational commitment and

organizational behaviour.

So far we have discussed job satisfaction and its relationship with other

variables. Research suggests that unhappy/dissatisfied employees display

the following behaviour:

o Exit: Unhappy employees leave the organization. Sometimes with

proper alternatives inhand or evenwithout that, depending onthe

intensity o f dis satisfi ction.

o Loyalty ;Passivelybut in anoptimistic mannerwaiting things to inprove

inthe organization.

o Neglect: It refers to passively allowing things to worsen, including

chronic absenteeisnl lateness, reduced effort etc'

o Retaliatory behaviour: ln some extreme cases, employees may

sabotage and harm the organization.

CrmcrYouR PRocREss

7. What are values?

8. Deftreindoctrination.

9. List the three components ofattitude.

10. What is operant conditioning?
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2.4 INDIVTDUAL IN THE ORGANIZATION

There are various factors that influence an individual in the organuation. These

include motivation and various theories of motivation as well as employee

involvement programs. Motivation has an essence ofrelated concepts in various

disciplines; aperson maybe intrinsically driven to work hard or not to work at all'

Mot-ivation is operationally defined as the inner force that drives individuals to

accomplish personal and organizational goals.
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2.4.1 Motivation

The concept of ' motivation' is derived from the word,motive, which means needs,
desires, wants or drives within the individuals. It is the process ofstimulating people
to actions inorderto accomplishgoars. Stimulatingpeople,s behaviourinvolves
psychologicalfactors, like success, recognition, job satisfaction, teamwork, desire
for money, etc.

The process ofmotivation consists ofthe following stages:
l. Afeltneed
2. It creates a drive
3. Agoal-directed activityto complete the need
4. Achievementofgoals

5. Satisfaction as the nee is fulfilled

Figure 2.2 presents a graphical representation ofthe process ofmotivation.

Drive Subsides

Fig, 2.2 Process oJ'Motivation

All our activities are rooted in the motivational process. The concept of
motivation has inplications for both the individual and tie organization. Some of
the key features ofmotivation on the basis ofthe individual and the organization
are as follows:

Individual

l. Motivation will help an individual
achieve hislher personal goals.

2. lf an individual is motivated, he/she
will also possess job satisfaction.

3. Motivation will help in the self
development of individual.

Organization

l. The more motivated the employees
are, the more empowered the team is.

2. The more is the team work and
individual employee contribution,
more profitable and successful is the
business.

3. Motivation will lead to an optimistic
and challenging attitude at work place.

Need



2.4.2 Early Theories of Motivation

Motivation is the root ofall our activities, so it is not surprising that over the years

many efforts have been made by researchers to explore this concept. The early
theories ofmotivation constitute three ma.jor theories that are as follows:

(i) Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory

(if HerzbergTwo factortheory

(iif TheoryXandTheoryY

These three are early theories and still hold relevance in contemporary
organizations. In fact, many managers still think and act in accordance with these

models. Furthermore, many later theories developed on these frameworks. A
description ofthese theories is provided as follows:

2.4.2.1 Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Theory

This is one ofthe oldest theories ofwork motivation. Maslow's theoryis based on
the assumption that people have universal needs and at one point oftime only one

need remains active. The theory also assumes that once a need is satisfied

substantially, it will cease to motivate people; therefore the next higher level of
need must be activated. The five needs are as follows:

1. Physiological needs: These are the most basic needs whichwe need for
survival. These comprise ofthe need for food, water, rest, etc.

2. Safety needs: These refer to the need for security and protection from
physical and emotional harm.

3. Social needs: Social needs include the need for love, affection, care,

belongingness, and fr iendship.

4. Esteem needs: Esteem needs are oftwo tlpes, i.e., internal esteem needs

(self-respect, confidence, competence, achievement and freedom) and

external esteem needs (recognition, power, status, attention and

admiration)

5. Self-actualization need: This refers to the urge to become what one is

capable ofbecoming on the basis of individual potential. This includes the

need for growth and self-contentment. This need is the culmination of all
needs and one can never reach this level unless all the four needs are

substantially met. Therefore, this need is rarely achieved by most people.
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Figure 2.3 illustrates Maslow's hierarchy ofnecds.

Fig 2.3 Masloy,'.s Hiarttrchy of Neetls

The shape ofthe triangle conveys that rnajonty ofpeople in any organization
or society stmggle to satisft the basic physiological nceds, thelefore the base is
broad. Also, few are able to reach the self actualization level.

Maslow separated the five needs into higher-orderneeds and lower-order
needs. The physiological and the safety needs constitute the lor,ver-order needs.
These lower-order needs are mainly satisfied externally. The social, esteern, and
self-actualization needs constitute the higher-order needs. 'fhese higher-orderneeds
are generally satisfied internally, i.e.. within an individr-ral.

Implications of Maslow's Hierarchv of Fieeds

Employees are motivated by variety of neercls. 'fhe task of the managers is to
determine the levels at which the enrplo,vee-s are urorking ancl design motivational
strategies to motivate them.

Different needs require different strategies, such as for ernployees who are
at the first level, salary and perks must be given in a marmer that employees should
be able to satisSz thern. On the other hand, for employees lr4ro are at the final level
ofthe needs hierarchy, i.e., self actualization, growth opportunities should be
provided by the organization.

Limitations of Maslow's theory

The following are the limitations ofMaslow's theory:

o The assumption that people have five universal needs is not scientifically
proven. In 1969, ClalonAlderfbr revised Maslow's HierarchyofNeeds
and established the ERG Theory (Existence, Relatedness, and Growth).
It was established to support Maslow's rnotivationtheorywith empirical
research.

o The theoryhas intuitive appealbut not much empirical support.

o The assumption that particular needs nrust be satisfied substantially only
then a person will move to next level ofthe hierarchy is not always true.



Many times lower order needs are not substantially satisfied but we strive

for higher order needs.

2.4.2.2 Herzberg Two-Factor Theor.v of l\{otivation

F. Herzberg and his associates developed the two-factor theory in the late 1950s

and the early 1960s. As part of a study ofjob satisfaction, Herzberg and his

colleagues conducted in-depth interviews with over 200 engineers and accountants

in Pittsburgh, USA. The researchers fe lt that a person's relation to his work is a

basic one and that his attitude towards r,vrok would determine his organization
relatedbehaviour. The respondents were required to describe in detailthe type of
environment in which they felt exceptional$ good or bad about theirjobs. It seems

natural to believe that people who are generally satisfied with their jobs are more

dedicated to their work and perform better. He adopted the Critical Incident
technique (CIT) and asked each respondent two basic questions pertaining to
theirjob:

1. What is it about your job that.vou like?

2. What is it about youljobthat you dislike?

The results were fairiy consistent and two patterns were found. It was

found that the respondents associated whatever good feelings theyhad about their
job to the job contents, i.e.. factors which were intrinsic to the job, i.e., the job
itself On the other hand, respondents associated whatever negative feelings they

had about their jobs to extrinsic/context factors. T'he first set of factors was

categorized as motivators and the second set of factors was termed as hygiene

factors.

(i) Motivational factors: These factors are related to the nature of work
(ob content) and are intrinsic to the job itself, These factors have a positive

influence on morale, satisfaction, efficiency and higher productivity. The

second set offactors which were responsible fordeveloping positive feeling

or satisfuction is called motivators. These fbctors are inherent to work.
These factors are also called satisfiers. Employees find these factors
intrinsically rewarding as r.vell. Motivational factors include the following:

o Recognition

o Sense ofachievement

o Growthandpromotionalopportunities
o Responsibility

o Nature of the work

(ii) Hygiene factors: These are extrinsic factors which are responsible for
preventing dissatisfaction, however, in themselves theycould not produce

satisfaction. At a theoretical level, the elimination ofdissatisfaction does not
mean satisfaction and these factors simply maintain a'zero level of
motivation.' Hygiene factors inclrrde the following:
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. pay

o Company policies and administrative policies
o Friuge benefits and physicalworking conditions
o Interpersonalrelations

o Job security

Implications for practicing managers

It was Herzberg who for the first time introduced the idea that work content or
work itselfis very important for motivation or satisfaction ofemployees. Before
Herzberg, managers only focussed on hygiene factors to motivate ernployees.
The idea being that the best way to motivate employees is to give them good pay
and job security. However, as it is clear from the above discussion that these fall
under hygiene factors, therefore theycouldnot motivate employees inmanyareas.
The answer lies in the concept ofmotivators, which rnany organizations successfully
incorporated in the past and even today to motivate employees.

Limitations of the two-factor theory

Like alltheories Herzberg's theoryis not free from limitations. The following are
the limitations o f the approach:

(i) There is nothing new in this theory as it is a normal human tendency to
associate success to one selfand failure to contextual factors

(if Not all ofus are motivated by motivators, Herzberg neglected this aspect
ofhumanlife

(ii| This theory was based on a specific sample of people and could not be
replicated.

2.4.2.3 Theory X and Theory Y

Douglas McGregor proposed theory X and theory Y as two contrasting models
based on different assumptions about human beings, which could be used for
motivating, guiding and controlling behaviour.

Assumptions of Theory X
o A normal humanbeing does not like work and therefore would like to avoid

it as much as possible.

o Since employees do not want to work, helshe must be persuaded, conpelled,
or forcedto work.

o Punishment or fear ofpunishment is the onlywayto motivate people to work.
o A close supervision is required onpart ofmanagers to ensure that employees

are working; hence a short span ofcontrol is needed.

o Many employees rank job security on top, and they have little or no
aqpiration/ ambition.

o Employees generally dislike responsibiiities.

. Employees resist change.60 Self-Instructional Material



Assumptions of Theory Y

o A normal human being likes work and wants to grow in his/her role' As

employees are selfmotivated, they do not need to be motivated. Instead a

good and enabling culture is needed so that they can work easily.

o No close supervision is required; therefore a broad qpan ofcontrol is perfect

for employees.

o If employees are not performing well, then there is something wrong with

the culture ofthe organization, whichneeds to be corrected or improved.

o An average employee can learn to admit and recognize responsibility. In

fact, he/she can even leam to take responsibility.

In short it can be said that Theory X presents a pessimistic view ofemployees'

nature and behaviour at work, while TheoryY presents an optimistic view ofthe

same. In terms of Maslow's approach, we can say that Theory X is reflects

physiological and safety needs; while TheoryY is more close to social needs,

esteem needs and self-actualization needs of employees'

McGregor always advocated for Theory Y than Theory X to achieve both

satisfaction and performance of employees'

Implication and criticism of Theory X and Theory Y

Mc Gregor advocated for Theory Y as the panacea of all problems. Many

organizations andpracticing managersuse principles ofTheoryYmorethanTheory

X to motivate and control employees in organizations. However, we must

understand that the choice between Theory X and TheoryY must be based on the

cultural context of the organuations. Moreover, situational factors, types of
employees, types oforganizations, etc., are important considerations that should

be kept in mind before choosing a particular motivational model.

The three theories discussed in this section come under the category of
earlytheories ofmotivation. Inrecent times, manytheoreticalmodels havebeen

presented to explain work motivation

2.4.3 Contemporary Theories of Motivation

The following are the contemporary/modern theories ofmotivation:

1. ERG theory

2. McClelland's theory ofneeds

3. Goalsettingtheory

4. Reinforcementtheory

5. Equity theoryofmotivation

6. Expectancy theory ofmotivation

However, a detailed discussion ofthese theories is beyond the scope ofthis

unit. We shallonlybe focussing on some ofmore important ones inthe following

section.
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2.4.3.1 Equity theory of motivation

organizations are in some ways social units, where people tend to compare with
somerelevant others (known as referents inthis model) interms ofwhat iheyhave
given (inputs) and what they got in retum (output) fiom organizations. Inputs can
include knowledge, experience, efforts, etc., which we give to the orginzation
while output includepay, perks, recognition, promotion, demotion, etc., whichvre
receive fromthe organization hr exchange ofour inputs. The core ofthe equity
theory is the principle ofbaia,ce or equity of inputs and outputs. The higheris an
individual's perception of fairness of outputs and inputs ratio, greater is the
motivation level and vice versa.

The following are certain choices that ernployees may make to reduce
irequity'

o Change in input: This may include putting less effort.
o change in outcome: Ernployees mayproduce output oflesser qualrry
o change in self-perception: Employees may change the level of

comparison with other employees. Employees maybelieve either that
other peopie get better outcomes because they work harder at it or
because they belong to a different category ',vith which the comparison
is not valid or justified.

o Quit the job: Employees who feel that they have been inequitably treated
at a particular job may find another job.

The under equity/negative tension state is well supported by researches.
However, the same cannot be said fbr or,er rewarcied inequity. Employees may
complain onmany occasions due to negative equity; however, theyusl various
fo rms o f defe nse mechanism t o j u st ify o ver rer.varded equity.

Referents

A 'referent' is a person rvith whom an employee compares his/trer input. According
to Robbins, Judge and Sanghi there are four types ofreferents:

(i) self-inside: This refbrs to an enrployee's experience in a diferent position
inside his,/her presents organization.

(u) SeH-outside: This refers to an employee's experience in a situation outside
the present organization.

(iii) other-inside: This refers to another employee or group ofemployees inside
the ernployee's present organization.

(iv) other-outside: This refers to another employee or employees outside the
employee's present organization.

An employee might colnpare himserflherselfwith colleagues andpeers in
the current organt,ation or with peers working in some other organization. An
employee's choiceof refereut willbe influencedbythe appealofthereferent and
the employee's knowledge about the referent. The choice ofreferent is moderated



by gender, length oftenure, level in the organization, and amount ofeducation or

professionalism. It is unlikelythat mencomparethemselves withwomenorajunior

level manager may compare himself/herself with the CEO ofthe company.

Assumptions of the equity theorY

The theory demonstrates that individuals are not only concerned with their own

inputs and outputs but also with the performance of referents in terms oftheir
inputs and outputs.

Problerns arise rvhcn therc is discrepancy in the salary of employees.

Therefore, equity and fairness has to be ensured.

Employees decide what their equitable return shouldbe after comparing

their inputs and outcornes u,ith those of their colleagues/referents inthe future.

Therefore, the anrount of efforts required by the focal person in the future depends

on whether there u'as equity during the last quarter/cycle.

Employees who perceive themseh,es as being in an inequitable scenario will
attempt to reduce the inequity either by distorting inputs and/or outcomes

psychologically, by directly altering inptrts and/or outputs, or by quitting the

organization.

Implications and limitations of the equity theory

Perception of cc1uit1,i insquity is nrore important than its actual presence. Therefore,

managers must ensure that there is perceived equrty in the organization and in case

there is inequity pre sent in the organization it is perceived to be removed by the

enployees. Furthermore.perceptionofequityshallnot oniybe limitedto the salary

but also to allkinds ofrewards andrecognition.

To work on perception of equity is not an easy task. In this model, all

propositions/assunrptions are subjective in nature; thereforethe conclusions drawn

are difficult to actually apply in practice.

2.4.3.2 Reinforcement theory

Reinforcement theory which was originally developed as a theory ofleaming was

proposed by B.F. Skinner and his associates. This theory is based on the underlying

concept that beliaviour in itself is as important as what follows behaviour. If
behaviour is followed by rewards/something which the individual likes, then it is

more likely to be repeated in the future. On the other hand, if behaviour is followed

by negative conseqLlences/something which the individual does not like, its chances

ofbeing repeated are less. This theory is widely used in training programs, in

hospitals or even schools in order to develop the desired behavioural patterns

through appropriate use ofrewards (reinforcement) and punishment. The theory

focusses on designing the work context in a manner that rewards the desired

behaviour and punish/not reward urrwanted behaviour in order to enillre that the

desired behaviour is repeated u,hile the undesired behaviour is eliminated with the

appropriate use ofrew'ards and punishment.
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The theory is a strong tool for the development and control of desired
behaviour.Its applicationinthe orgi^nzationalcontext isknownas Orgataational
Behaviour Modification (oB-Mod), which is discussed later in the unit. A
drawback ofthis approach is that it focusses solelyon the external environmerrt to
instill or control behaviour without stressing on any intemal mechanism. As aheady
discussed, the equity theory stresses on the perception or how things are being
interpreted rather than the actual event. This is completely ignored in th;
reinforcement theory. For example, intro ductio n o f mo dern t echno lo gy can be
either accepted or resisted by employees, which will depend on their perception
or interpretation oftechnology. As the reinforcement theoryprimarily stresses on
rewards (reinforcement) and punishment as a means to motivate and control
behaviour, there are manyvariants ofreinforcement. These are as follows:

1. Positive reinforcement- This implies giving a positive reward when an
individual shows positive behaviour. For exarple, praising an enployee for
coming early. This will incre ase probability o f co ming earlylpunctuality in
the organization. Anyevent/reward which increases the likelihood ofthe
behaviour again in the future is calledpositive reinforcement. Therefore,
positive reinforcement must be chosen with great care because things which
are liked by people act as positive reinforcement. For example, if an
employee knows that his incentives depend on his performance then he is
bound to work hard.

2. Negative reinforcement- This implies rewarding an employeebyremoving
negative/ undesirable consequences. Removal of undesirable events or
consequences as a result ofcerlain behaviouralpattems can act as a good
motivator. Both positive and negative reinforcement canbe used for ensuring
the desirable / required behaviour.

3. Punishment- Punishment involves imposing something negative or
unpleasant as a result ofundesirable behaviour. For instance, suspension of
an employee for deviating from the organizational policies.

4. Extinction- This implies absence of reinforcements. In other words,
extinction inplies lowering the probability ofundesired behaviour by removing
reward for that kind ofbehaviour. For instance, if an employee no longer
receives praise and admiration for his good work, he may feel that his
behaviorn is generating positive consequences. Extinction may u:rintentionally
lower desirable behaviour.

Implications and limitations of reinforcement theory

Reinforcement theory, primarity involves shaping and developing desirable behaviour,
while removing undesirable behaviour in the organtzati.on with the appropriate use
ofreinforcement, punishment and extinction. The theory implies that people are
aware that they will be rewarded or punished for their behaviour on the basis of
the organizationalpolicies. However, organizations should ensure that there is no
ambiguity or lack of transparency in punishments and rewards for a particular
behaviour.



Reinforcement theory is a very simplistic presentation of a very complex

environment, known as the organuation. By completely focussing on external

conditions (reinforcement, punishment, andextinction) theoristshaveneglected

the intricacies ofthe human mind. We are not externally governed all the time,

extrinsic aspect of motivation (Herzberg's motivators) is important on many

occasions. Moreover, it is not possible to devise a very articulated system of
reward and prxdshment especiah in contenporary organizations which are diverse,

global, and in some cases boundary less.

2.4.3.3 Expectancy theory

The expectancytheorywas proposed byVH. Vroorn It has itsroots inthe cognitive

aspects of Psychology. Also, some of its assumptions have been taken from the

classical economic theory. The theory focusses on cognitive forces, i.e., what is

perceived, inferred is more important thanwlut is actual. The expectancytheory

is similar to the equity model. According to the classical economic theory we are

rational adult human beings therefore we try to choose that course of action/

alternative, which appears to be the best at a particular point oftime. According to

Vroom, the content theories of work motivation did not provide an adequate

explanation for the conplexprocess ofwork motivation. Therefore, an altemative

is required that should be able to tap the complexities of modern organizations and

explain how these complex forces interact to create motivational force for an

individual Vroomidentifiedtlree suchconplexforces, whichdefinethemotivation

for a person at a particular point of time. This model is therefore known as the

'VIE'theory. The following are the features ofthe ME theory:

o V stands forValence. This refers to the value ofa particular reward for a

particular person. Valence may be positive, negative or even zero. For

example, promotion may have positive valence for a person but may have

negative valence for a woman who has just become a mother as it entails

increasing worlg more reqponsibiliry and an outslation posting. Valence rnany

be high, moderate or low. Promotionmayhave a veryhighpositive valence

for apersonwho is readyto do anything to achieve it. However, for some

a promotion might have a moderate or low positive valence.

E stands for Expectancy. This refers to expectancy that the efforts made

would result in a desired level of performance. Thus, it refers to the

relationship between effort and performance. Ifthe relationship is well-

defined and well articulated, chances of putting in efforts increase. For

example, when an employee knows that no matter how hard he/she works,

he will not receive any benefits his efforts will remain low.

I stands for Instrumentality. This aspect ofthe VEI theory stresses on

human needs and ambitions.

Although the concept ofinstrumentality and expectancy seemto be similar,

they are very different concepts. Expectancy relates to a person's eforts towards

the organtzational outcomes, while instrumentality enphasizes on how organizational
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level outcomes transform into individual level outcomes. The motivation to perform
a certain act depends on the algebraic sum ofthe products ofthe valence and
instrumentality for the outcomes times the expectancy.

As it is evident from the above discussion, this model focusses on the
relationship between an employee's efforts, performance, rewards and personal
goals. Ifthe relationship between all these aspects is clear and well-defined then it
is easier for employees to put in efforts.

Vroom was ofview that employees consciously decide whether to perform
or not. This decision solely depended on the employee's motivation level, which in
turn depends on three factors of expectancy, valence and instrumentality.

Advantages of the expectancy theory

The advantages ofthe expectancytheoryare as follows:

o It is based on the rational economic model, which assumes that people
want to maximize their benefits andweigh possible costs andbenefits before
deciding on any course of action. It has intuitive appeal and most ofus
operate fr om this framework.

o This is a cognitive based theory. Therefbre, what is perceived and inferred
is more important than the actual event.

o This model assumes the conplexities ofmodern organizations as it is evident
that people may differ in terms ofvalence, instrumentality and expectancy,
therefore, it is not possible to make simplistic predictions about human
motivation at work place.

Limitations of the expectancy theory

The drawbacks ofthe expectancytheoryare as follows:

. The three aspects ofthe expectancy theory (valence, expectancy and
instrumentality) are the corner stone of this model. Howeveq in many
organizations these linkages are not so well-defined; therefore it is not possible
to actually apply them in reality.

o The expectancy theory is based on the rational economic model, which
implies that the costs and beneflts ofthe alternatives are weighed most of
the times. However, this is not true in many cases.

o Perception and inferences are important aspects of this theory and are not
easy to identify for practicing managers.

o The three elements of this theory 'vIE'are subjective in nature, hence
pose a challenge to practicing managers.

Implications of the expectancy theory

Following are the implications ofthe expectancy theory:

o To ensure that the linkages among the tkee components (vIE) ofthis model
are well- defined, so that people can clearly see them.



o To ensure that what is oommunicated or what has been done by the manager

or the organ tzatron is actually perceived in the right manner by the employees.

2.4.4 Attributional Style

Attributional st/e is a personality characteristic which was introduced by L.Y.

Abramson, M.E.P Seligman andl. Tbasdale. Attributional style refers to how
we infer the events in our life. l'he impetus for this came when the learned

helplessness theory on depression rvas reformulated by Abramson and his

colleagues. According to the leanted theory of helplessness, which explains the

attribution style ofpatients suffering Aom depression, people under depression

tend to view negative events as caused by internal factors (in contrast to extemal

factors), by factors that are stable (rather than temporary ), and by factors that

exert global influence across n-mn-v domains in one's life (rather than specific or
nalrow influence in only a feil, situations). The opposite is used to infer positive

events in life as caused by external factors. by factors that are temporaryiunstable

and caused by forces that influence only a narrow or limited domain of one's life.

This style will effect how we are tnotivated at work place.

Attnbutiontheorydiffers ftolnothertheories ofmotivationbecause it identifies

attribution made by people on the basis of their motivation. It does not only
explain individual motivation but also explains the relationship between personal

perception and interpersonalbehaviour. There are many theorists that used the

attribution framework to explain motivation, such as H.H. Kelley, F. Heider, B.

Weiner. Howeveq there are certain common assumptions related to attribution
that are as follows:

o They try to provide a logical explanation to all situations.

. They attribute actions of individuals to internal or external causes.

o These theories propose that individuals follow a fairly logical approach

in making attributions.

F. Heider propagated the trst attribution theory and according to him

behaviour is detennined by both intemal forces, such as ability, personality, efforts,

mental framework as well as external fbrces, such as environmental factors and

luck. According to this liamework, it is the perceived attributions of an individual's

behaviour that is more important than the behaviour itself. Whether a particular

behaviour is attributed to internal or external sources have implications for
motivation. For example, if a person has come late to the office and it is attributed

to internal sources then this can be connected to his/her personality. On the other

hand, ifthe attribution is external, then it is assumed that there is nothing wrong
intemally with the person, it might be because ofa traffic jam or other environmental

factors.

Another attribution model to explain motivation and behaviour is the locus

ofcontrol. Locus ofcontrol refers to the beliefor attributionofthe responsibility

for results/outcomes in one's life. Intemal locus of control refers to the idea that

the person himselfor herself is responsible for all the outcomes in one's life while
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the extemal locus ofcontrol refers to the beliefthat environmental factors or chance
factors are responsible for events and outcomes in one's life. An employee,s
perceived locus ofcontrol has important implications for determining his/her own
performance and satisfaction level. While Heider's framework is used to explain
behaviour patterns displayed by others, the locus ofcontrol framework explains
one's own behaviour. In recent times, attribution style has generated a lot ofinterest.
However, as a model ofmotivation, it is too narrow to explain the whole gamut of
motivation in the work context.

2.4.5 Value Theory of Motivation

value theory was proposed by John Lo cke as a theory of ob satisfaction; however,
its implicationis also evident forwork motivation. Here, the terms 'satisfaction'
and 'motivation'may be used interchangeably. The theory is based on the premise
that the things being provided by the organization to employees is not as inportant
as what employees want, desire orvalue fromthe organization.Amatchbetween
what the organizationprovides and what employees desire results in motivation
and satisfaction. one implication ofthe value theoryis that bymerelyknowing the
importance or value that a worker attaches to a particular outcome does not by
itselfpredict how satisfied/motivated the worker will be, however, the importance
shall predict the range ofpotential worker attitudes and behaviour. For example,
for an employee, money is the most important value as compared to promotion or
work profile, therefore, policies related to pay (variations in pay), are more strongly
related to motivatior/satisfaction as compared to policies regarding promotions
ore job profiles.

According to A. Furham there is empirical evidence for the value theory
but not very conclusive support. However, it has added a new dimension to the
existing framework ofmotivation. For example, the need forpay, fringe benefits,
andworkingconditions, etc., maybethe same fortwo enployees, the satisfaction
ofthese needs mayprovide an equal level of fulfillment, however, the employees
motivation/satisfaction will differ to the extent their values vary with regard to
these needs.

2.4.6 Comparison and Integration of Different Theories

It is difficult to make a choice between various theories ofmotivation. This is
indeed a very dfficult proposition. We will first compare the various theories of
motivation and then integrate thern
A. Furnham used the framework ofJ. Schermerhorn and others to compare the
theories of motivation under the following head:

o How many different indMduals needs are there?As discussed in the text,
there is no consensus among experts onthis. As apracticing manager one
should be aware ofthe factthatdifferent individuals have different needs
whentheycome to work.
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o Can one work outcome satisfy more than one need? The answer is yes. It
means anyreward (for example) can satisfr or block more than one need.

For example, salary is a source ofperformance feedback for the high need

achiever. Salary also satisfies one's security as well as biological needs.

o Is there a hierarchy ofneeds? There may be a hierarchy of needs, however

it may differ from the one proposed by Maslow. The hierarchy of needs

maynot be as rigid as suggestedbyMaslow, but maybe more inline with

Alderfer 's ERG theory. Furthermore, it is rseful to distinguish between lower

and higher order needs.

o How important are the various needs? The cultural context wouldbe very

important in determining what needs are important in a particular society.

For exarnple, in India the relationship or affiliation need is more important

than the need for achievement or power, which may be more important in

other parts ofthe world.

o What is the manager's responsibility?As it is evident that there are so many

corrplexities involved in motivatiorq the manager must be sensitive and well

aware ofthese complexities. This would make it possible for managers to

create a work environment/culture where the needVmotives ofthe enrployees

are fulfilled.

Robbins, Judge, Sanghi provided a model to integrate the various theories

of motivation. According to therq the basic model on which the entire framework

is built is the expectancy model proposed byVroom.

Vroom presented various linkages that operate behaviour (individual effort,

individual performance, organizational rewards and personal goals). We are aware

that opportunities can either aid or hinder individual effort. Individual efforts flow

from person's goals, which operate in tandem with the goal setting theory. The

goal setting theory irnpiies that personal goals lead to goal-directed activity, which

influences the amount of effort to be put in by employees. According to Locke's

value theory if an enployee is working on a task, which has the potential to satisfy

one's desired value, the amount ofeffort shallbe much more thanwhen this linkage

isweak.

The three basic linkages ofVroom's theory are also likelyto be moderated/

influenced by a variety offactors. The individual effort and individual performance

linkage is moderated by ability as well as the objective performance evaluation

system. We all know that effort is always in accordance with the ability of the

person and ifthe performance system is frir and transparent the person can cleady

see how hisiher effort actually results in performance. Similarly, the performance-

reward relationship ir,'ili be srr ong ifthe individual perceives that it is perfornmnce

(rather than seniority, personal favoritisrr! etc.,) that is rewarded. Finalty, according

to Maslow and Herzberg the orgaruzational rewards-personal goals linkage is

influenced by dominant needs of the person. What the person gets as reward to

his,/her contribution to organtzational goals must be in sync with what the person

wants (need theories) and what the person values (value theory).
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2.4.7 SkiIIs Involved in Motivating Employees

It is important to understand that employees become a partof an organ ization
because ofvarious needs and expectations. Different employees have varied beliefi,

I 
attitudes..values,.backgrounds ancl thinking. Diversity in workplace is emerging as

I 
a maJor element m contemporary organizations. Motivating employees ofdiverse
background, gender, age groups, ethnicity, etc., is the real challenge forpracticing
managers. Therefore, firanagers need to be flexible as well as sensitive, only then
will it be possible to motivate employees.

Employee motives are intangible and hidden, they can onlybe presumed.
The reasons for good performance vary across different employees and may be
attributed to different motives. Thus, tracing the realmotive becomes different and
motivational training difficulties a complex task. Hence, managers must have the
knack of understanding these differences ancl using them in a sensitive and
tranqparent rnanner in order to make all ernployees feel valuable to the organization.

Errployee motivation becomes challenging, especially in the changing context
oforganizational structure. Not alr enrprovees are firlltime employe.r, ,orrr. ur.
part time workers, consultants/free agents. urch as doctors, liee lancers, etc. These
are the challenges, which require a nc\\. kind of organizational framework.

An employee has diverse needs anrlexpc-ctations at a certainpoint oftime.
These needs and expectations transfonl rr.ith changes in status, role, etc. For
exanple, after becoming husbald/father a nmnager's 'need for security'will become
more important than when he was single. Also, need rnay be incongruent with
each other. For example, employees who spend extra time at work for meeting
their needs ofaccomplishment rnight discover that this curtails their social needs.

As organizations have become clir,'crse . neecls ancl expectations mayvary
among them. Therefore, managers must bc sensitive ancl flexible whlte aevising
motivational strategies.

Motivation is a state of mind. FIigh rnoti'r'ation leacls to high morale and
greaterproductivity. Amotivated employec gives his/her best to the organization.
He/she usually stays loyal and committed to the organization.

Effective motivation at workplace

A sound motivation system in an organization should have the following features:
o Link rewards directly to performance

o Compliment employees

o Ensure transparency

o Workon PersonalDevelopment plan (pDp)
c Participate and network



Self-motivation at work

Self-motivation is a power that drives us ahead. It encourages continuous leaming

and success, irrespective ofthe context. Self-motivation is a primarymeans of
realnngour goals and progressing on it. It is related to originalityin setting dynamic

goals for ourselves, and the faith that we possess in the required skills and

competencies for achieving challenging goals. We often feel the need for self-

motivation.

Some ofthe techniques of self-motivationare as follows:

. Communicate andtalkto get motivated

o Remainoptirnistic

o Discover your interest area

o Self-acknowledgement

o Monitor and record your success

. Uplift energy level

o Assist, support and motivate others

o Encourage leaming

o Break your bigger goals into smaller goals

2.4.8 Management by Objectives (MBO)

Management byobjectives is anoverallphilosoplryofmanagement that concentrates

on goals and end results. The term'management by objectives' was coined by
Peter Drucker in 1954, who advocated it very strongly and developed it as a

system MBO. It refers to the process of setting goals and objectives through the

active participation of the management and the workers. MBO is a program

consisting of a specific set of goals to be achieved within a pre-determined time
period, an open feedback system and an appraisal system to measure the degree

to which the goals have been accomplished. Some authors have used the term
management by results interchangeably with management by objectives.

MBO is based on the goal setting theory of motivation. In fact, it is the

application of the goal theory in organization.

2.4.9 MBO and Motivation

MBO is a system that seeks to align employees' goals with the goals of the

organization. This ensures that everyone is clear about what they should be doing,

and how it is beneficial to the whole organization. The goals could be a source of
motivation ifit has following characteristics:

o Be mutuallyagreed upon

o Be difficult, but achievable (realistic)

o Have a defined time frame

o Be measurable (objective and budgeted)

o Provide means for feedback
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In other words, goals should be SMART, which is an acronym for:
o Specific
o Measurable

o Attainable

o Result-oriented and

o Time-related

MBo functions on the principle which ensures that eveqfoody within the
organization has a clear understanding ofthe airns, or objectives, ofthat o rgantzatioq
as well as awareness oftheir own roles and responsibilities in achieving those
aims. It canbe explained as a four-step process in which:

l. Managers and employees jointly set objectives for the employee
2. Managers develop action plans

3. Managers and employees periodically review the employee,s
performance

4. The manager makes a performance appraisal and rewards the
employee according to the results

For MBO programto be successful few important considerations should
be undertaken, which are as follows:

o The commitment ofthe top management
o It must be applied across the entire organization
o objectives must cascade, i.e., objectives are structured in a unified

hierarchy, becoming more specific at lower levers ofthe organization

Strengths of MBO

Following arethe strengths ofMBO:

o It can improve performance at all levels

o It emphasizes on getting results

o It motivates employees to perform better

Limitations of MBO

Following are the limitations ofMBO:

o It cantake too much time and energy

o MBO requires considerable training ofmanagers

o It will not work in rigid, authoritarian organizations

o Specific objectives can distract from strategic goals

o MBO canbe misused byzealous orpunitive managers

o Not as effective in dynamic environments that require constant resetting of
goals

o overemphasis on individual accomplishment may create problems with
teamwork
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2.4.10 Behaviour Modification

Behaviour modification--often referred to as B-mod--is the therapy technique

based on B.F. Skinner's operant conditioning. It has been applied in all sorts of
psychological proble addictions, neuroses, shyness, autism, even
schizophrenia-andworksparticularlywellwithchildren Inrecenttimes,behaviour

modification has been used in the organizational context, which is known as

organizationalbehaviourmodification(OB-NI). OB-M is advocatedbyF. Luthans,

R.M. Hodgetts and S.A. Rosentrantz.

OB-M refers to organizational improvement methods on the basis ofwhich
employees contribute towards continual improvement of the organization's

objectives. It is based on the learning theory and is directed towards changing
individual behaviour rather than group behaviour. Desired individual behaviour

can be reinforced by incentives, such as money, social approval and responsibility.

Thus, thebehaviouroforganizationalparticipants canbe tumedtowards apositive
direction resulting in desired results and productive efforts. OB-M has been

increasingly applied to a variety of organizations including business firms.

Behaviour modification is based on Thorndike's Law ofEffect. It posits

that behaviour, which leads to a positive result will be repeated and vice versa.

B.F. Skinner, the pioneer ofOB-Mod has advocated the maximumuse ofpositive
reffircernent and opposed use ofnegative reinforcement. Following are the various

steps of anyOB-Mod:

1 . Identifying the problern-related behaviour. For exanple, ifthe problem

area is falling attendance, managers can assess the implications of
frlling attendance on the organization as a rvhole

2. Measuring of the baseline behaviour. For example, gauging the

percentage of absenteeism

3. Identifying the triggers or possible causes that result in the behaviour.

For example, in case ofabsenteeisrn, introduction ofa new pay scheme

can be seen as a reason for the falling attendance

4. Devising an intervention strategy and removing doubts on new pay

scales or promotion policies by managers. This can be achieved by
actively invoiving enployees in devising the pay scales or the prornotion

policy ofthe organization

5. Introducing positive and negative reinforcement strategies to make

employees learn or remove anxieties associated with the new pay
structure or promotion policies

6. Evaluating the impact ofthe intervention

7. Checking whether the problem has been solved
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Figure 2.4 presents a

OB-Mod.
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Fig 2.4 Steps Involved in OB-Mod

The following are certain guidelines for applying behaviour modification in
organizations:

o Identify exact behaviour to be modified.

o Applypositive reinforcements as far as possible.

t Applypunishment only in unusual circumstances/cases and for specific
behaviour.

o Igpore minor undesirable behaviour to allow its extinction.
o Use shaping procedures (reinforcement schedules) to develop the correct

behaviour.

o Minimize the time between the correct response and the reffircement.
. Applyvariable ratio reffircement schedules where possible.

o Provide reinforcement relatively frequently.

1. ldentiff the performancerelated behaviors that are
poblematic. tAfrat are the behaviors and organizational
consequences?

2. Measure: Establish a baseline in the target problem behavior.
t\lhat is the frequency, duration, or intensity of the behavior?

3. ldentiff behavioral contingencies through func.tional analysis.
lAlhat are the triggers or antecedent conditions that lead to the
beharrior?

4. Develop an intelention strategy. How can you use structure,
technology, tasks, processeg and groups to modi$ the
behavior?

5. Apply the strategy^ Use +l reinbrcement, punishrnmt,
extinction, or cornbin ation

6. Measure: Chart the respnse fulouing intervention. Does the
behavior show a pattern ofchange?

8. Maintain the desirable behavior. Use a reinforcement
schedule to maintain it (fixedfuariable interval or ratio,
selFreinfurced)



Benefits of OB-Mod

The following are the benefits of OB-Mod:

. Employee productivity can be increased by adopting the OB-Mod.

o Anykind ofbehaviouralproblems, such as absenteeism, tardiness, etc.,

canbe controlled withproper use of reinforcement as well as punishment.

o It can aid in safety and accidort prevention. OB-Mod ean be used to develop

safe Lehaviour in the workplace, for exanple. encouraging the use ofhelmets

and glasses while welding or some other kind ofdangerons actMty. Similar$
accident prevention can also be done byadopting suitable reinforcement
shategies.

Limitations of OB-l\{od

The following arethe limitations of Ots-Mod:

o Argatizational behaviour is too complex to identify a single cause for a
particular behaviour. For example, absenteeism o f different employees at

different o ccasio ns may be caused by various factors.

o Human behaviour is a caused by various internal and external factors. In
cases where extemal factors are not responsible for individual actions, it is

difficult to control and gauge behaviour.

2.4.11 Employee Involvement Programs

Every organization needs to work effectively in order to succeed. Employee
involvement programs ensure that goals are consistentlybeing met in an effective

and efficient firanner They may focus on the perforrnance ofthe entire organization,

a specific department, processes to build a product or service, etc. In today's
global environment, it is becoming increasinglyvital to incorporate employees in
the decision-making process. Moreoveq diversified workforce is the reality of
modern organizations and brings with it varied ideas, which may be tapped to
achieve competitive advantage.

One of the greatest underlying factors in the success or failure of any

organization is the power of its people, and how well that power is focussed

towards meeting the organization's objectives. Employee involvement is a process

ofenpowering employeesto participate inmanagerialdecision-rnaking andvarious

organizational activities . Every employee is regarded as a unique human being and

e.ach e,nployee is involved in heSing the organization meet its goals. Each enployee's

input is acknowledged and valued by the management. Employee empowerment

is a broader concept, which in addition to involving employees in running the

business, consists ofrecognizing problems or obstacles that are identified and

solved by employees. Empowerment means that all employees feel that they have

the rcsponsibility and authority to participate in decision-making and problem-

solving at their appropriate levels.
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Enployee involr,'ement is a long-term commitment. In enployee involvement,
employees virtuallyolvnthe companyandhave a sense ofpersonalresponsibility
for its perforrnance. The l'rest rvayto obtain a genuine conunitment frompeople is
to involve them in the project from the beginning. Organizations that involve their
employees not only inforrn employees about the activities and policies but also
actively seek their contribution in the decision-making process. Civing ernployees
a sense ofownership ofthe company can have remarkable effccts on the enployees,
comrnitment to the company and the type ofactivities theywiil undertake. The
involvement ofrvorkers means involving them in the goals ofthe company and
obtaining commitment and loyalty.

In order to implernent employee involvement and empowerment,
organization needs to adopt the following:

(i) Giving employees responsibility

(if Training employees to accept responsibility
(ii) Communicating and giving feedback

(iv) Giving rewards and recognition

By adopting all the above fbur strategies, organizations reflect that they are
ready to develop and nurture its workforce by providing themproper training,
giving themproper feedback and finalbrewarding and recognizing enployee efbrts.

Benefits of employee involvement

Ernployee involvement is beneficial for organizations as well as for enrployees and
resuhs in the following:

o Increased employees morale
c Inprovement ofreputation
o Reduction in operating costs especially in recruitment and crisis

management

Research shows that employee involvement programs show development
of enployee competencies in the following areas:

c Planning and inplernentation
o Teamwork

o Listening skills

o Communicatiorr

o Customer focus

Thus, emplolee involvement programs focus onupgrading employee skills
and knowledge to improve jcb efficiency and customer service. well designed
and well implernented employee involvement programs change the fundamental
relationship between individuals anrl the organization. Cornpanies are choosing to
empower people as it is rnutually bencficial for organizations as rvell as the
rvorkforce.



Methods of ernployee involvennent

Errployee involvement activities include the fbllorving:

c Suggestion systert

o Workteams

o Qualitycircles
e Total quality schernes

o Kaizen (Contfuruous improvement)

o Periodic discussion with supervisors

All these methods aim to invohe erryloyees in various organ?ational activities.

The basic idea remains the same, i.e., to involve employees in order to empower

thenr, which ultimately leads to the development oforgarrizational ow'nership.

CgscxYouR PRoGRESS

i 1. List the tkee early theories ofmotivation,

12. State the limitations ofthe two-factor theory.

13. Who proposedtheoryX andY?

I 4. List the contemporary theories of motivation.

I 5. What isbehaviourmodification?

The Individual
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2.5 SUMMARY

o According to GordonAllport, 'Personality is the dynamic organization within

the individualofthose psychophysical systems that determine his unique

adjustments to his environment'. In other words, we can define the term
personality as the total functions of an individual who interacts wlth his

environment.

o According to J.C. Nunnally, personalityrneasurement aims at studying the

social traits, motives, personal conception and adjustment.

o Work related behavioru can rrsult from both environmental as well individual

factors. Environmental factors include attributes like interpersonal, group

and social influences while individual factors include cognitive abilities,

experiences, personality styles and motivation.

o Emotional intelligence is the abilityofan individual to imagine oneself,in

another's situation. Also, there has been extensive research showing that

intelligence, especially general intelligence is a good predictor ofboth job

performance and work proficiency. An intelligence test is believed to be a

good technique of selecting employees.

o Classic personality theory deals with personality traits, such as extraversion

and Machiavellism and relates them to work related behaviour. The main
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idea behind this theory is to measure personality as the independent variable
and understand its role in workrelated behaviour.

e classic occupational psycholory/o rgmizatiorul behaviour stresses on work
related behaviour, which is conceived either at the individual, group or
organtzational level and examining its personalrty conelates

o Development o fwork-specifi c individual differences measure is rnainly aimed
at measuring personality and predicting only work specific behaviour.

c Longitudinal studies have been considered to be essential in examining the
development and effect ofpersonalityattributes and how they change in
time. The concept of cause and effect canthoroughly examined trrough
longitudinal studies.

o Biographical or case studyresearch studies the life ofa person in order to
find out which factor in the person's biographypredicts job success.

o Among the trait theories, the most comprehensive approach was provided
by Hans Eysenck, which has given rise to some ofthe most well-known
personality inventories, such as Maudsley personality Inventory (MpI),
Eysenck Personality Inventory (EpI) and the Eysenck personality
Questionnaire (EPQ). This theoryhas three major factors which relate to
social behaviour. i.e., extraversion, neuroticisrrl and psychoticisrn

. Type A kind of personality is found to be extremely competitive, high
achieving, aggressive, impatient and restless.

o TypeApersonalities as compared to the Tlpe B believe themselves to be
more ambitious, cold, conplaining, crue! dishonest, dominating, enthusiastic,
jealous, impatient, selfuh, etc. Type Amay have lower self esieem and rate
themselves more highly on negative traits and less on positive traits as
compared to Type B.

o Work values refer to the values attached to work. It indicates the cenhality
ofworkin corrparisonto other life roles suchas fimily, connnuniry religion,
etc. work value refers to the degree ofgeneral importance that working
has inthe life ofanindividual at a givenpoint oftime.

o Attitudes are learned, as human beings w,e learnvarious other responses.
At any given moment an attitude maybe inactive, but when the appropriate
circumstances arise, attitudes make individuals react in a favourable,
unfavourable or indifferent numner.

o Attitude measurements help to change attitudes bychanging the conditions
leading to the same. As we are aware that all attitudes are leamed, negative
attitudes can be changed bycreating positive and healthywork conditions.

o That job satisfactionis anindividual's affectivereaction, usuallypositive,
towards the content ofthe job and also the context in which theiou is ueing
done. There are various job components/facets that have direct bearing on
job satisfaction. These facets/components include pay, promotion, benefits,
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Supervisors, co-workers, work conditions, communication, safety,

productivity, and the work itself

The early theories ofmotivation constitute three major theories, which are

as follows:

(iv) Maslow's hierarchy ofneeds theory

(v) Herzberg Two factor theory

(vi) TheoryXandTheoryY

o Reinforcement theory which was originally developed as a theory ofleaming

was proposedbyB.F. Skinner andhis associates. This theoryis based on

the underlying concept that behaviour in itselfis as important as what follows

behaviour.

. The expectancy theory was proposed by V.H. Vroorn It has its roots in the

cognitive aspects ofPsychology. Also, some ofits assumptions have been

taken fromthe classical economic theory. The theory focusses on cognitive

forces, ie., what is perceived, inferred is more important thanwhat is actual.

o Value theory was proposed by John Locke as a theory ofjob satisfaction;

however, its inplication is also evident for work motivation. Here, the terms

'satisfaction' and'motivation' may be used' interchangeably'

o The term 'management by objectives' was coined by Peter Drucker in

1954, who advocated it very strongly and developed it as a system MBO.

It refers to the process ofsetting goals and objectives through the active

participation of the management and the workers.

OB-Mod refers to organaational improvement methods onthe basis of
which employees contribute towards continual improvement of the

organization's objectives. It is based on the leaming theory and is directed

towards changing individualbehaviour rather than group behaviour.

Employee involvement programs focus onupgfading employee skills and

knowledge to improve job efficiency and customer service. Well designed

and well implemented employee involvement programs change the

fundamental relationship between individuals and the organization.

2.6 KEY TERMS

Values: Broad preferences conceming courses ofaction or outcomes

Power/distance (PD): Inequality or equality that exists and is accepted by

the members ofthe society

o Individualism (IDY): The extent to which people are connected or

disconnected with other people in the community

o Uncertainty/Avoidance Index (UAI): The degree oftolerance a society

has for risk-taking or uncertainty

a

a
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o Long-Term orientation (LTo): This refers to how much ofthe society
values are long standing as opposed to short-tenn traditions and values

o Indoctrination: The willful and intentional action ofa personto get sonreone
to accept their beliefs without question or without seeking the truth

o operant conditioning: The development ofa particular kind ofattitude or
extinction of a particular kind of attitude as a result ofreinforcement or
punishment

o Perceived rganizational support (poS): The degree to ,*,hich employees
feel the organaationcares about their well-being

2.7 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

l. The termpersonality may be defined as the total functions ofan individual
who interacts with his environment.

2. There are three most common tools for the measurement ofpersonality.
Theyare as follows:

(i) Personality inventories and questionnaires

(i| Observational method/situational test
(ii| Projective techniques

3. Emotional intelligence is the ability ofan individual to imagine oneselfin
another's situation.

4. This theory ofpersonality deals with personality traits such as extraversion
and machiavellism and relates them to work related behaviour. The main
ideabehindthis theoryis to measure personalityas the independent variable
and understand its role in workrelated behaviour.

5. The following are three advantages ofpersonality tests:

0 The numerical information obtained in tests is useful in the long rur1
which is more specific and easier to analyse and recollect.

(i| Since the records are maintained one can simply go back to the
previous records and keep track ofthe personnel.

(iif The results obtained from the tests provide specific results, which give
a clearer picture.

6. According to research conducted byJ. Brockner, people with high self-
esteem in comparisonto those with low selfesteerq portraythe following
characteristics:

o Theywork harder in response to negative feedback
o Theyhardlyimitate the managerial style oftheir superiors
o They are also less likely to be affected by stressors, like role ambiguity

orconflicts



. They are more likely to be productive in quality circles

7. Values can be explained as, one's personal convictions about what one

should strive for in life and how one should behave.

8. B. Peterson defines indoctrination as the willful and intentional action ofa
person to get someone to accept their beliefs without question or without
seeking the truth. Indoctrinators mayprovide reasons fortheir beliefbut
theydo this insuchawaythat encourages othersto ignore opposing beliefs.

9. Attitude consists ofthree components. It should be:

(i) Cognitive

(ir) Affective

(O ConationrBehavioural

10. Operant conditioning implies development of a particular kind ofattitude or
extinction of a particular kind of attitude as a result ofreinforcement or
punishnrcnt.

11. The earlytheories ofmotivation constitute three major theories that are as

follows:

(i) Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory

(i| HerzbergTwo factortheory

(iif TheoryXandTheoryY

1 2. The following are the limitations ofthe approach:

(i) There is nothing new in this theory as it is a normal hurnan tendency to
associate success to one selfand failure to contextual factors

(i| Not all ofus are motivated by motivators, Herzberg neglected this

aspect ofhuman life

(ii| This theorywas based on a specific sample ofpeople and could not

be replicated.

1 3. Douglas McGregor proposed theory X and theory Y as two contrasting

models based on different assumptions about human beings, which could

be used for motivating, gording and controlling behaviour.

14. The following are the contenrporary/modern theories ofmotivation:

o ERGtheory

o McClelland'stheoryofneeds
o Goalsettingtheory
o Reinforcementtheory

o Equitytheoryofmotivation
o Expectancy theory ofmotivation

15. Behaviour modification-----often refened to as B-mod-is the therapy

teclmique based onB.F. Skinner's operant conditioning. It has been applied

in all sorts of psychological problems- addictions, neuroses, shyness,

autisnr, even schizoplrenia-and works particular$ well with children.
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2,8 QUESTTGNS AND EXERCISES

Short-Arnswer Questions

1. Narne the rnajor attributes that affect personality.

2. Give some drawbacks ofpersonalitytesting at work.
3. What af,e the sources ofvalues?

-4". Define the n'reaning ofattitude, its sources and types.

5" I-ist the theories ofjob satisfaction.

6. F{ow do we measure attitude? What are the skills involved in measuring
attifude?

Long-Answer Questions

l. Describe the six approaches ofpersonality.

2. Explain the role ofculture in shaping one,s personality.

3,. Describe the three most important theories ofmotivation.
4. Discuss the types of skills that are required for motivating workers.

5. Write anote onOB-Mod.

6. Explain variom employee involvement progmms.
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In this Ltnit yot-t will tream about grorlp dynamics. You will also learn about the
various {,pes of grotrps aiong with their benefits and drawbacks. Further, you will
know aboutthe concept ofteamworkandgroup diversityhighlightingthe diversity
ofworkplace as well as discriniinations. The rneaning of,communication, the
communication model and communication across culture has also been explained
in detail. AJso, yotl will be introdueed to leadership as well as its various approaches
and theories. This unit also elaborates on the relationship between leadership,
power andpolitics at workplace.

3.I UhITT OBJECT'EVES

^After going throughthis unit, 5,ou willbe able to:

e Erytlain the meaning ofa group and explain its types

e Describe the characteristics ofan effective workgroup
e Elaborate on teanrwork and group diversity

o Anaiyse the various aspects of communication in organizations

o Understand the different facets of leadership

84 SelfJnstruclional M\lerial

3.2 GR&UF: MEANIF{G

Group dyramics is concerned with the interaction between goup members in a
sccial situation. Ttrie concept of group dynamics was first established by Kurt
tr-ewin in 1930s. F{e viewed the concept from the perspective ofthe intemal nature
ofgroups, why they forrn, how they fonq their structure, how they function, their
ef.bct on other group members and other groups in the organization.

A group rnaybe defined as a collection oftwo or more people who interact
with each other alrd are influenced by each other in one way or the other. Individuals
fornring a group form the group members and are the primaryconstituents ofa
g0up.

In order to understand a group, let us take an example. Every day, we see
people all ar<,rund, so if,w'e see people standing in a queue at a ticket counter, can
we say that they fonn a group? Now let us take the exarnple of teachers of a
ccllege/university sitting together in the staffroom ofthese two examples, which
of tire two could be called a group? Well of course, the latter because it fulfills
certain criteria ofa group. These include the following:

o The members ofthe group interact with each other
e The members believe in collective accomplishment oftheir goals
o There is interdependence among the members



Theyalso perceivethemseives to be apart ofthe group

Theyhave comrnon goals

Why do peopie join groups?

People join groups for the foliowing reasorls:

Security: Groups induce a s€nse of unity and feetrings of security.

Status: In a group there are much higher chances of being
known.

Self esteem: People feel worthy in a group and groups are also a
form of conveying one's cwn status.

Affiliation: By interacting with the group nrerlbers, onr need of
socialization is also accornplished.

Fower: In a group the chances to accornplish tasks are beicer as

one has support from members.

Goal aehievernent: In a group the menibers can eombine various
skills in order to accomplish their goais.

3"2.1 Group Developrmemt

The need for socialization is what diffierentiates human beir-rgs lioin animals.

Throughout history humans have settled in srnall and large groups to satis$'their
need for safetyand security. Eventoelay, we are aware ofthe fact tliat forming
a group lightens our burdens and increases proeluetivity. ln aridition to this, in
a group people specialize in different skitls that add varietSz and ieads to better
results. In the society, we have peers, colleagues, classmates, ete . Being a
member ofa group is valuable to us. Through group relationslrips rve satisfomany

needs, such as cornpanionship, status and porver. We also creveicp sociai rt'rles

and relationships.

Development ofgroups takes time and depends on various f.actors, such as

the size, frequency of interaction and so on. One of the weil kncwn models on
group development is Bruce Tuckman's rnodel ofgroup deveiopn:eni which has

five stages:

(i) Forming: At this stage people come together. At this stage there rs uircertainty

and hesitation amongst group members and the extrovefi members ofthe
group quickly asstrme the leadership roles.

(ii) Storming: At this stage people tryto rnaintain theirpositiori in the group,

there can be disagreement but eventually roles are aliocated. This is the

most uncomfortable phase of group development.

o
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(iii) Norming: At this stage as memberships are formed, the group tries to find
an issue they stand for, the kind ofbehaviour should be acceptable.

(iv) Ferforming: At this stage after the formation ofgroup is complete, the
group members carry out activities they intended to perforrn

(v) Adjourning: Tirclcnan and M.A. Jensen added this fifth stage to the original
nnodel. In some cases, particularly when groups are formed for a very short
duratioq the adjourningphase is relativelyordinary. This implies that the
group members leave the group and move on.

Figure 3. I illustrates Tuckman's model ofgroup development.

Forming

Storming

{

1

L*
Norming

Performing

A{iourning

Fig 3.1 Tuckman's Model of Group Development

3.2.2 Forrnal and Informal Groups

In anyorganizationwe can see manytypes ofgroups ranging fromthe security
staffto the management staff Everyone is apart ofsome kind ofgroup based on
the nature oftheir work. However, onthe other hand there me also groups formed
by members who sinpty form a group on the basis oftheir interest and cornrnonalitla
Groups can be primarily classified as formal or informal.

Formal groups can be defrred as those grorrys that are formed and authorized
by the management in order to achieve the goals of the organization. The goals of
formal groups are determined according to the need ofthe organization. In formal
groups, the behaviour of group members is predetermined and directed towards
ttre achievement ofthe goals ofthe organization. Some ofthe examples offormal
goups include airline crew, hotel stafl teaching stafi etc. Suchgroups are formed
depending onthe skills required, knowledge, and experience.



Informal groups are more casual and based on interpersonal relationship,

i.e., people with whom other employees get on well. Informal groups are not
under anymanagerial control. [n the work environment informal g'oups are ibnrred

naturallydue to the need ofsocial contacts, but theyare not related to the ovemll

firnction ofthe organization Informal group satisfies social and psychological needs

and also acts as a huge motivator. Some ofthe examples ofinformal groups inclucie

colleagues, friends, peers, etc. Such groups are found in everyworkplace. For
instance, people fromdifferent departments ofthe organization fllay spend tirne

together cutting across the forrnal line ofthe organization. Figure 3.2 illustrates the

classification of groups.

Fig 3.2 Clossification of Groups

3.2.3 Group Characteristics

There are various characteristics or dimensions of a group which altrow us to
understand the $oup dynamics. These are as follows:

(i) Norms

Group nonns are a set ofbeliefs, feelings, and attitude commcnly shared by group

members. These are also referred to as rules of standards ofbehaviour that apptry

to group members. They are prescriptions ofbehaviour accepted and determined

by the group. Every group has its own set ofrules or norrns, which it expects from
its members, such as things whichthey must do and not do. Nonris also determine

the kind ofbehaviour expected from group members. However, depending on the

tlpes and kinds of groups, each group has its own set of specific noffns.

(ii) Status

Status refers to the official position enjoyed by an individual in an organization. It
refers to the importance that is given to others. People who belong to the higher

levelofthe organization andwho have brought recognitionto the organizationby

devoting their time to the organizatiorl enjoy a higher status. Therefore, theyhave

more control over their subordinates. Those who are experts enjoy more authority

in group decision-making as conpared to those who are relative$ less experienced.

All members in a group do not enjoy equal status, which is dependent on factors

like,
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o Nahre

. Demogtraphic characteristics

o Educational levef experience

o Expertise

o Personalattributes

(iii) Cohesion

cohesiveness definesthe degree ofcloseness thatthe rnembrs feelwiththe goup.
It identifies the strength ofthe members' desires to remain in the group and the
degree ofcommitment to the group. cohesiveness ofthe goup is reflected bythe
level ofunity displayed by the group members and obedience to group nonns,
cohesiveness of a group can produce miracles in the organization if group
objectives and organizational objectives are corresponding to each other. Ifthey
differ then group cohesiveness can be disastrous for the organization.

(iv) Conformity

when an individual belongs to a group, heishe abides by group norrns and the
group decision against one's ownjudgment. An individual's need for affiliation is
satisfied when an individual is fully accepted in the group bygroup members. In
conflicting sitr.rations an individual goes by the decisions made by the group.
Conformity with group norns and group decision provide an individual enough
emotional strength to cope with organization stress.

Characteristics of a group

o Members engage in frequent interaction
o Each individual det'ines himselflherself as a

member
o Members share common nonns and mutual

interest
o Members identify with each other and share

values
r Members share a feeling of collective

responsibility
c Members act in a unified way towards the

organization

3.2.4 Team Work

Nowadays, we can see in every workplace that teams are becoming fundamental
in organizing work in the contemporary business world. Team work can be
identified as a group of individuals who contribute and work together in a task
for which their collective effort is greater than their individual inputs. Today,
teamwork has become an inevitable part of the working culture, and most



companies realzethat, tearnwork is important because individuals with different
specialties are placed in a team to perform a common goal. Webster's New
World Dictionary defines teamwork as, 'a joint actionby a group ofpeople, in
which each person subordinates his or her individual interests and opinions to
the unity and efficiency of the group.'Teamwork is most effective when all the
individuals involved are contributing to the achievement ofthe organizational
goals, harmony and mutual understanding.

Characteristics of a team
. Members of teams are highly interdependent.
. Work is divided in a team to each member according to

expertise, so the members of a team are responsible for
performing several functions.

. Skills, knowledge, expertise, and information are often
distributed unequally among the members of a team.

o Due to differences in their backgrounds, training and
abilities, members are not interchangeable.

3.2.5 Group Diversity

Group diversity has become an important aspect of organtzational behaviour as

more and more people from different background have started joining the same

workforce. Diversity has become a part of our daily business life. We come
across diversity in every aspect of our lives. We can see diversity even in the
workplace. There are various viewpoints suggesting that diversity is unfivourable.
Howevet, in the long run the benefits of diversity to work life and for an

organuation's productivity are many. In a diverse group we can see individuals
with varied personalities and abilities, having different experiences, contributing
to the collective efforts of a group because their diverse experiences and knowledge
help to make better decisions leading to better approaches to their organizational
goals. The chances of excelling are very high in such diverse groups. This is
because they have a lot of knor,vledge and resourccs. which can be effectively
utilized for better perfomuncc. Since, a group comprises of varied people with
different perspectives, members can discuss issues and reach the best solution.
Such groups have the advantage for communicating and managing clients with
varied backgrounds.

3.2.6 Individuals, Teams and Occupational Success

The management ofpeople would be much easier if everyone were the same.
Howevel people are different due to their ability, intelligence, personality,
background and culture. Further, gender, race and disabilityare additional factors
to be taken into account whenreflecting on individual differences. Importantly, the
needs and wants ofindividuals will also differ, often fundamentally and this affects

their motivation. Individual differences maybe a result ofpeople's background,
which will inchrde the environment and culture in which they have been brought up
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and now exist. This includes the socio-cultural environment ofpeople; their roles
and relationships as well as the opportunities and constraints that enable or inhibit
them to express and develop their personality.

According to Walter Mischel (1968), some of the differences in personal
characteristics are based onthe follorving:

o Competencies: Abilities and skills

o Constructs: The conceptual fiamework, which governs how people
perceive

o Expectations: The thingspeople have leamed to expect fromthemsehes
and others

o Values: The issues that people believe to be important

o Self-regulatory plans: The goals people set for themselves and the
plans theymake to achieve them

Teams are a special set ofgroups. Ateam maybe defined as a group whose
members have complimentary skills and are committed to a cofirmonpurpose or
a set ofcommon goals, for which they are hold themselves mutually accountable.
The members ofa team are highly interdependent; they are formed in such a way
that theyare reqponsible for performing certain responsibilities. Due to their different
backgrounds, their responsibilities are unequally distributed among them. Team
building is considered as an essential part of organizational behaviour because
teams openup awider range ofexperience and abilities. Teambuilding reduces
worker discrimination in highlyprofessional work settings because each member
has his/her own specific specialty. A team is responsible for making its own
decisions. Teams are preferred when ajob requires different skills that no individual
can perform single handedly. A work team has the potential for improved quality
andproductivity.

3.2.7 Benefits and Drawbacks of \Yorking in Groups

People come to a group because ofvarious reasons, such as attraction, similarities,
likes and dislikes. However, a group does have its advantages that are as follows:

o A group has manyresources at its disposal to accomplish its goal, including
the skills, knowledge and experience ofthe members

o Agfoup can have greater division of labour, so the members can focus on
particular tasks at a time

o As Sroup members focus on particular tasks they generally become skilled
atperforming them

o Group members are motivated and committed to the group's goals

o In a group information can be easily shared and discussed
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Despite the various advantages of groups, a group also has many disadvantages

that are as follows:

o In a group, an individual has to follow the rules establishedbythe group

o In a group all tasks have to be performed according to the requirements of
thegroup

o The credit for all the achievements ofa group is given to the group collectively

and not to individual members, despite the fact that some members may

have made little or no contribution towards the group's success

o Due to dMsionoflabour some members ofa group maybe responsible for
performing more tasks than others

o Certain tasks may require contributions from individual members rather

thanthewhole group

3.2.8 Inter-Group Behaviour

By inter-group relations we mean the relationship that occurs between two or
more social groups. Contrarily, the term 'intragroup'refers to the relationship

within a group. Inter-group relations are dependent on factors like cooperation,

conflict and competition. Individuals join groups and sometime move from one

goup to other in order to acquire better status or security. For a group to function

well and contribute to organizational effectiveness the number ofdifferent groups

within and outside the organization must function in tandem. For example, in order

to hire a new recruit there is a need to collaborate the groups responsible for
recruitment act ivities in the organization.

Therefore, intergroup behaviour maybe defined as the collaboration and

sharing ofinfomation between groups responsible fbr the task in hand. Thus, for

the establishment and achievement of organizational goals there is a need for
interaction and interdependence of various groups ancl its members.

3.2.9 Women at Work

Nowadays, a large percentage ofwomen are joining the workforce. Women are

moving out oftraditional bounda ries and have overcome the strict conventions of
the past. Today, a number ofwomen enjoy top positions across various fields.

Popularexamples ofsuccessfulprofessionals include lndraNooyi (ChiefExecutive

Officer, PepsiCo), Chanda Kochhar (Managing Director,ICICI Bank), Kiran
Mazumdar Shaw (Managing Directoq BioCon Ltd..;, PratibhaPatel (President of
India) and Hillary Clinton (US Secretary of State). All these women have held a

significant position in their respective fields. Their success can be attributed to
factors like rise ofliteracy and the increasing demand for women workforce in
organizations.
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Due to globalization and societal changes, it is no longer a taboo for women
to work in the formal employment sector. The gender roles are being redefined as
both men and women, especially in the urban centers are efficienilymanaging

, 
falav hfe and succesful careers. Some organizations are even encourag:,rg peopt"
to form marital alliances across the same organuation in order to ensure greater
conrnitment. These developments are now taking place even in the more traditional
societies like India and china. Although new forms ofwork arrangements, such
as flexi+ime and telecornmuting are evolving, which hefo women to manage various
roles effectively, there are various issues that act as barriers to their progress. The
term 'glass ceiling' refers to a point after which a qualified person cannot move
ahead within the hierarchy of an organization due to gender discrimination. Not all
organizations are readyto develop family-friendlypolicies for employees, especially
women. However, recently the Government of India introduced .Early chili
Care Leave'forits women work force. However, this facilityis not available inall
organizations.

It isimportant to provide a work place, where it is possible for qualified
wornen to balance the demands ofcareer, children and family-Therefore, errployers
have to adopt a sensitive and flexible approach and adjust their poticies accordingly.
The following is some data pertaining to women work force in US and India.

Changes in Women,s lYork purticipation i" th, US

In 1950 about one in every three women participated in the labour
force. By 1998, nearly three of every five women of the working age
were in the labour force. Among women of the age of l6 and ubor-.,
th_elabour force participation rate was 33.9 per ceit in 1950, rising to
59.8 per cent in 1998.

c 63.3 per cent of women between the ages of 16 and 24
worked in 1998 versus 4-3.9 per cent in 1950.

. 76.3 per cent of r4,orilcn between the ages of 25 and 34
worked in 1998 vers,-tsi 34.0 per cent in 1950.

c 77.1 per cent of lrrornen between the ages of 35 and 44
worked in 1998 versus 39.1 per cent in 1950.

o 76.2 per cent of women between the ages of 45 and, 54
worked in 1998 versus 37.9 per cent in 1950.

. 51.2 per cent of women between the ages of 55 and 64
worked in 1998 versus 27 per cent in 1950.

o 8.6 per cent of women over the age of 65 worked
contrast to 9.7 per cent in 1950.

rce: U.S. Department of Luuor

1998 in



A Review on Women's Employment in Indiu

As per Census 2001, the work participation rate (all ages) for women
in India is 25.63. (Ref: Data highlights Census Bl&82 tables).

At all India level, female main workers constitute 23.28 per cent of the
total main workers and they constitute 14.68 per cent of the total
female population. (Ref: Census 2001 results Table B1).

Female marginal workers constitute 60.92 per cent the total marginal
workers and they constifute 10.95 per cent of the total female
population. (Ref: Census 2001 results Table Bl).

Female non workers constitute 58.94 per cent the total non workers
and they constitute 74.37 per cent per cent of the total female
population. (Ref: Census 2001 results Table B1).

At all India level, the proportion unemployed (ie proportion of non-
workers seeking i available for work to total population) for females,
males and persons are 4.8,4.01 and 4.39 respectively. (Ref: Data
highlights Census Bl&82 tables).

Women's employment in the Organized Sector in India as on 31st
March 2005, is 50.16 lakhs (29.21 lakhs in Public Sector and20.95
lakhs in Private Sector) (Ref:Quarlerly employment Review March-05,
Directorate General of Employment and Training, IWo Labour
&Employment).

Women's employment in the Organized Sector in India as on 31st
March 2005 is 18.96 per cent of the total employment in the Organized
Sector.

Share (percent participation) of women in wage employment in the
non-agricultural sector at All India level is 20.23 (Rural - 21.39, Urban
-19). (Ref: NSSO report no. 515: Employment Unemployment
Situation in India 2004-05).

3.2.10 Diversity and Discrimination at Work

Neverbefore have organizations been so diverse andheterogeneous. Manyfactors
contribute to diversity at work place, such as globalizatioq migration ofpeople
from one place to another, affirmative action (encouraging/ special provision given

to minorities, women and people from backward regions), education, global
outsourcing, etc. Diversrtynot only involves how people perceive themselves, but
how theyperceive others. It is these perceptions, whichaffect socialinteractions.
Individuals differ on a number of dimensions. Thus, diversity can be used
advantageously in order to effectively control organizational behaviour.

In the present work environment, we can see a lot of diversity in the
workplace. Keeping this in rnind, there is a serious need for individuals and groups

to accept these changes, and maintain equilibriumwiththe diverse workforce.
Lkewise, dueto the advancement ofinformationtechnology(IT) andthe dominanc€

ofthe workforce by increasing number ofBPOs, we can also find anumber of
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people working at odd hours. All these requir.e adjustments on the part of
organizations, which needto adapt according to the changing times.

Due to the diversity ofa workplace, discrimination at workplace is inevitable.
People fromdifferent backgrounds join an organization and face various forms of
discrimination including sexu,al and racial discrimination. There rnayalso be instances
when people with disabilities are discriminated against. The need for adjustment
and an awareness ofsuch differences is essential for the fulfillrnent oforganizational
as well as group roles. Awareness and sensitivity to the feelings ofthe others, who
maybe wlnerable to discrimination is the need ofthe hour. Organizations are
being encouraged to use diversity as an advantage. They can make use of the
variety of perspectives and skills that come with a widely varied workforce to
better serve a widely varied set of customers. An organization's success and
competitiveness depends upon its ability to embrace diversity and realize the benefits.
Therefore, valuing diversity as a fact of life, rather than reluctantly accepting
affirmative action for identified minority groups seems to be the key to a bettei
future.

BeneJits of Diversity Management
c Increasedadaptability

Employees fi'om diverse backgrounds bring individual
talents and experiences in suggesting ideas that are
flexible in adapting to fluctuating markets and customer
demands.

o Broader- sen,ice range
A diverse collection of skills and experiences allows a
company to provide service to customers on a global
basis.

Variefi' o/'fiewpoints
Varying points of view provides a larger pool of ideas
and experiences.

o More e./fbctit,e exeattiort
Companies that encourage workplace diversity inspire
all employees to perforrn their best.

Cuocr Youn PRocnrss

1. How do you define a group'/

2. What are the different stages ofgroup development,?

3. Name the two types ofgroups.

4. What do you understand by diversitf
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3.3 COMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATION

Communication is an essential element for any group's or organization's

effectiveness. It is the most vital element of any orgarttzation. Without conrnunication

an organuation would only be an assembly of people, material and processes,

which are inoperative. Organizational effectiveness depends upon the quality of
communication. Communication is the thread that holds all the units, sub units,

processes, systems and culture together. Ifcommunication stops, the organization

will cease to exist. Communication is vital for the very existence of an organization.

As an organization grows, the role of communicationbecomes more critical'

Communication maybe defined as the process bywhich aperson, group

or organaation transmits some type of information to another persoq group or

orgunirrtion, i.e., from the sender the message is delivered to the receiver. In

rhort, it may be understood as the transference and understanding ofmeaning.

3.3.1 Communication Model

The communication model consists of certain steps that flow in a pattern. The

communication process has been explained by S.P. Robbins. In every

communication there is a purpose, which is expressed in the form ofa message to

be conveyed. This message passes betweenthe sender and the receiver in steps

as illustrated in the F'igure 3 .3 . Firstly, the messag e is encoded and transferred

through a medium towards the receiver who must decode the message in order to

understand the message sent by the sender. This forms the transfer ofmeaningfrrl

ffirmation from one person to another.

1. Sender 2.Encoding 3.Message 4.Medium 5.Decoding 6.Receiver T.Noise

8.Feedback.

Sender Receiver

Fig 3,3 The Communication Process

In the process of communicatior! the sen der rilitiatesa message by encding

a thought. For example, the manager wants to inform everyone about the

introduition of new technology, so it must be encoded. Different information

requires a different form of encoding. Thus, when we $peak the speech becomes

the message and when we write, the writing becomes the message. Likewise,
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when we gesture, the movement of our body and the expression of our faces
becomes the message. This is followed by the channelwhichis the medium tlyough
which the message travels. A channel is selected by the sender, who will decide
whether to use a formal or informal channel depending on the situation. Formal
messages, such as meeting notices or policies, are established and managed by
the otganaation and are related to the professional activities ofthe organization
and its members. Iffirmal channels are unstructured and emerge as a response to
individual choices and requirements, like casualtalk and chats airong the members
ofan organization.

The message then reaches to the receiver,who is the destination of the
message. For example, receivers may include all the employees to whom the
manager wants to inform about a meeting. However, before the message can be
received, the symbols and signs in which the messages have been encoded bythe
sender must be translated into an understandable form by the receiver. This siep is
known as the decoding ofthe message, in which the message is found to be fully
received and understood. This stage may be overshado*Jd by the p..r.r.. of
noise, which represents communication barriers that disturb o.iirtort the clarity
ofmessages. The final link in the communication moder is thefeedbackroop. This
involves a response on horv successful has the transferrinj and sendinjofthe
messages been. It also reflects whether the message has leen understood as
intended. Feedback determines whether the entire i.rrug" has been properly
understood. After all these steps have been carried out, the communication process
is complete. The entire cominunication process is critical for the successful
interpretation of ffi rmation.

3.3.2 Barriers and Sources of Distortion

when a communication is made by a sender, it must be received correctly by the
receiver. The message must be interpreted by the receiver as has been intended
by the sender. There are various problems lii<e the message does not reach the
receiver, problems ofencoding and decoding, faulty selection ofchannef wrong
language or misinterpretation ofthe message. Some ofthe barriers to communication
are as follows:

o Time: while sending a message a person must evaluate the timing ofthe
message. Inadequacy o f timing and last minute co mmunication is likely to
put too much pressure on the receiver. Therefore, the message must be sent
in an appropriate time.

o choice of channer: Message canbe sent inverbal ornon-verbalmode of
communication. Therefore, an appropriate mode ofcommunication charurel
must be utilized for better communication.

o Inadequate information: Too much or little information in the
communication can alter the message that is originally intended to be
communicated. Thus, it is very important to ensure that the correct amount
of ffirmation is sent inthe correct manner.



o Filtration : Filtration is a process in which the sender deliberately wants to
withhold information fromreaching the receiver. Filtrationtakes place when

subordinates send ffirmation to superiors basedon what theywantto reveal

o Culfural barriers: Cultural differences can adversely affect communication
effectiveness. Due to liberalization, multinationalplayers are operating in
India. It is therefore necessaryto understand ethnic backgounds and cultures

ofvarious employees working in the organization.

3.3.3 Direction and Network of Communication

There are different networks of communication depending onwho controls the

communication

Direction of communication

Communication flows intwo different ways, i.e., verticallyand laterally. Vertically

the process of communication can be downward and upward.

(i) Downward: This involves the flow ofcommunication from a higher level of
a group to a lower level. The communication pattern used by the managers

n an orgarrization is one such exanple. It is often used by group/team leaders

and managers to assign goals and to provide job instruction and also to
inform emplo yees about vario us or ganuational matters. Thus, an o ffic ial

letter or anemail sent to the employees about a new policyofthe organization

is an example ofdownrvard communication.

(ii) Upward: Upward comnrunications flows from a lower to a higher level in

the group or organization. It is generallyused for providing feedback or for
informing employees about the progress towards goals or to communicate

about current problems. This process of communication helps to keep the

managers and the subordinates informed about the various issues ofthe
employees. Inthis waythe managers can get ideas forthe improvement of
the organization.

Lateral communication

This is the type of communication that takes place among members ofthe
same levels ofwork groups, like among the colleagues belonging to same

department ofthe organization. This type of communication is necessary in

the organnation as there is always a need for coordination among managers

and employees ofthe same rank.

Network of communication

In a centrally contro lled o rgarwatiory communication revolves around a key person

It is through that communication flows down to the supervisors and subordinates.

Communication can be chain, inverted Y and wheel type.

The chaintype ofcommunication is used where information flows upward

and downward in a hierarchical manner. There is no lateral communication. This

tlpe ofcommtlrication is best suited for organizations where reporting is strict and
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jobs are well defined. A lot ofwritten communication takes place in the form of
orders, instructions, etc.

The inverted rtype ofcommunication represents one person having two
subordinates. They report to the designated boss.

The wheel type of communication represents the manager in the center
having control over two superior officers. The wheel type ofcommunication is
very commonly used in most organizations as it good for solving problems.
However, this tlpe communication displays lack of flexibility and results in low job
satisfiction.

The circle type ofcommunication is lateral. In this formofcommunication
there is no leader but a person may assume leadership. AIso, mernbers experience a
greater level ofsatisfaction in this form ofcommunication. This tpe ofcomnnrnication
is prevalent in decentralized organtzations. The centralization of an organization
adversely affects its employee satisfaction. Decentralized networks are suitable for
organizations inwhich jobs are complexand members have to interact withvarious
departments. when the tasks are comparatively srmple and of routine nature,
centralized communication (Chain, I and Wheel) is recommended.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the different types of communication.

(a) Chain Type of
Communication

o
A

d1
(b) InvertedYType of

Communication

(d) Circle Type of Communication

Fig 3.4 Types of Communication

(c) Wheel Type of
Communication

a.,,^ re

Jb
o



3.3.4 Cross-Cultural Communication Skills involved in Communicating
and Listening

The advent ofa global economy has transformed the very nature ofour workplace.

The work place has become -elobal, heterogeneous and diverse. It is not usual to

find people of different age, gender, ethnicity, nationalities, speaking different

languages, different preferences, and value system working together in a teaml

organization connected to each other through the Internet at different geographical

locations. We are all arvare of the fact that effective communication is basic

requirement lor any organization. Therefore, there is a need to communicate

effectively with diverse pe<lple (in marryways), so that the organizational objectives

are met. Earlier people used to work in the same location, therefore communication

was direct and any tniscouceptions could to be resolved soon. However, in the

contemporary world. people work in diverse locations and interact with the help

of technology without any dilect contact, making communication all the more

complicated. It is obvious that there can be a huge risk in the misinterpretation of
what one means to convey. Management ofeffective communication is always a

challenging task because cross cultural factors increase the chances of
communication problems.

One ofthe ban iers ir cross-c-ultural communication is the confusion in the

meaning ofwords or gestures. Different cultures have different interpretations of
particular words or gcstures. In sorle cultures, communication is formal and in

others it is infonlal. Depending on their socio-cultural ethnicities, people have

different words for the same object. Some cultures are more context sensitive,

such as China, Korea and India while NorthAmerica and Switzerland are low on

this aspect. For instance, people liomcountries like China, Korea, Japan,India

and Vietnam heavily depencl ou the non-verbal cues when communicating with

others. On the other hand people from Europe and NorthAmerica basically rely

on spoken words to convey the meaning.

A better understanding of all these cultural barriers and differences can give

an insight into cross-culturalcommunication. Therefore, when comm'.rnicating

with people ofdifferent cultures one should have some understanding ofthe culttral

variations. Also, it is essential for managers to portray sensitivity and acknowledge

these differences. The following guidelines as suggestedby S.P. Robbins, T,A.

Judge and S. Sanghi rnay be used to make cross-cultural communication more

eflective:

Assurne cJiflerences until sinrilarity is proven in cross-cultural interaction.

F,mphasize on description rather than interpretation or evaluation. The

idea behind this is to delay grving value judgment untilwe have sufficient

time to observe and interpret the situation fromthe differing perspectives

of all the cultures involved.

It is important to practice empathy. Before communicating it is very

effective to put yourself i1the position ofthe recipient to get his/her

fr amework/perspective.

a

a
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o Treat your interpretation as a working hypothesis. Before making any
final communication get it checked/verifiedbypeople ofhome country/
manager fromathird countryso that your interpretation is onthe target.

Crmcx Youn Pnocnnss
5. What is corrrnunication?

6. Howdoescommunicationflow?
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3.4 DECISION.MAKING

Decision-making is an important aspect ofany leader and, organuation. At every
step in the organization, some decisions have to be made. becision-making is
inevitable to the otgantzation all goals and tasks require some kind ofdecisions-
making. Decisions involve studying various alternatives and selecting the best
alternative to the problem. Agood decision always helps the components ofthe
organaation such as the individuars, groups, and the organization to achieve their
goals and perform well. on the other hand, a bad decision or an inappropriate
decision will obstruct the achievement ofgoars and also lower the performance.
Decisions could either be routine in nature or may have a premeditated outcome.
S-o, 

.it 
is solely the judgment ofthe individual to arrive at a particular solution. The

decision-making process is quick and is primarily based on the ability, nature, skill
and experience ofthe individual concerned.

3.4.1 Personal Decision Stvle

Individuals portraytheir own styre ofdecision-making on the basis ofpersonal
orientation Individual decision-nmking can be effective as well as affective. Making
a decision is the most important part ofan individual,s life, and decision_making iI
a crucial part ofprofessional rife. A small decision can have a huge impact on Ih"
organization as a whole. Due to the advent ofthe information technology (IT)
revolution, a manager has plenty of information on products, market ii"nas,
customer preferences and availability of various resources that are required for
the management ofan organization. Managers also require using various statistica
Itools before arrirri.rg at a decision. Adecision must be rational and based on
the available facts and the future expectations ofthe user.

3.4.2 Rationality

As rational human beings, we all have the tendency to maximize gain, i.e., to
choose an option fromvarious possible alternatives tLt upp.urs to be the best at
a particular point oftime. For example, when buying u ."[ phon , we first research
about the brand, cost, features, appearance, style, apprications, comfort, quality,
durability, etc. For some ofus the brand is thomosi important criteria, f";.;,
others the features or the price maybe priorities. oepending on what is important



foruswe look for allpossible altematives, researchandeventuallyreachadecision.
Therefore, rationality simply refers to the success of goal attainment, in the best

possible manner. Anyrational decision involves the following steps:

c Definition ofthe problem. It is always important to understandthe problems

before any rationaldecision is being taken.

o ldentification of criteria. One must be aware of all the possible course of
options that are available.

o Assignment of accurate weightage to criteria according to preferences.

The advantages as well as the disadvantages ofthe options should be well
studied according to one's choices and needs.

. Knowledge of the alternatives and assessment of each alternative based
on the criteria.It is always better to have viable options and alternative
plan ofactions.

c Choosing of the alternative with the highest value. The options with the

best and highest chance of suitability and choice should be considered in
order to make a rational decision.

3.4.3 Behavioural Economics and Money Decisions

The rational decision-making model is sometimes referred to as the rational-
economic model. The origins ofthis model can be traced to the classic theories of
economic behaviour. This is a traditional approach, which has been proposed to
understand decision-making. According to this model nxmagers are rational human

beingswho make consistent, value maximization choices forthe improvement and

achievement of organuational goals. The system ofvalues consistent with this

assumption assesses outcomes based on their current or prospective monetary
worth. Values ofthis type are used in business situations whenever fiurnagers weigh

ahernatives in terms ofprofitability or loss. They then choose one ofthe alternatives

and implement that option as the preferred solution or decision. This choice is

made byassessing the available options and altematives that are expected to give

the rnaximumbenefits incomparisontothe otheravailable ahematives. The expected

worth ofa particular alternative consists ofthe sum of the expected values ofthe
costs and benefits ofall outcomes associated with that alternative.

Research conducted by Nobel Prize-winning scientist Daniel Kahneman
and his colleague Amos Tversky indicates that, in general, people have a slight
preference for sure outcomes as opposed to risky ones. However, their research

also shows that people have a very adverse reaction towards loss. This loss-
aversion bias affects people's decision-making even more strongly than their
preference for non-risky situations. When given a choice between a sure gain and

a risky gain, most people will prefer the former and avoid the risk. When given a

choice between a sure loss and arisky loss, however, most people will avoid the
sure loss and take a chance on the latter.
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3.4.4 Factors Affecting Decisions

There are various factors that influence decisions. The following are the factors
that affect decisions:

o Information: Adequate information must be rnade available to the decision
maker. What is important is the amount, quality and the format in which the
information is rnade available to the decisionmaker. Inadequate information
is as dangerous as too much ofinformation.

o Bias: Every individual's decision is highly affected by attitudes and beliefs.
An individual has preconceived ideas about an issue and accepts what he
wants to, and ignores information which is not acceptable byhim.

o Time: Aproblem is identified and a solution is sought within a specified
time. As the complexity or impact of extemal variables affect a problem a
longer time period may be required. Hor,vever. in today's fast-paced world
it is important to keep in mind the available time frame when making a
decision. Arigid time schedule mavbe necessary rvhen makjng a decision.
There are managers who can take e ffective decisions even under time
constraints.

o Taking risks: Amanager's abilityto take risks is dependent on personal
characteristics, organizational culture where risk is rewarded and not
penalized for failed decisions, intelligence level and the expectations ofthe
decision maker. People with high expectations are generally highly optimistic
and take decisions evenwith minimurn information.

3.4.5 Individual vs Group Decision-Making

In an individual decision-making style the decision is taken by the heacl of the
organization. This style is adopted in many nrilitary organizations where people
rely on the decision taken by the leader. Flcre sonr- people are primarily concemed
with achieving success at any cost, others are llrorc conccrned about the effects of
their decisions on others. Further, sonrc individuals tend to be more logical and
analyical in their approach to problems, whereas others are intuitive and creative.

when it comes to decision-making, people are less than perfect in making
decisions. People make wrong decisions quite often. People have limited capacities
to process information accurately and thoroughly. Individuals often focus on
irrelevant information when making decisions. We also fail to make use ofthe
conplete information that may be available. There is also a possibility ofan individual
depending too much on heuristics, certain biases and personal sensitivity pertaining
to particular issues.

An organization comprises ofgroups and teams, most ofthe decision-making
in organizations is done by groups. It is a matter ofdebate whether individual or
group decision-making is better. However, in group decision-making the
knowledge/expertise/ varied skills of different people can be used, which is not
possible in case of individual decision-making. Decision-making in groups can
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only be effective when the group members are ofdifferent age, gender, race, and

ethnic backgrounds. The more diverse the group members the better opporttrnity

a group has to consider different perspectives and make abetter decision.

Even though diverse work groups can improve decision-making, there is

also a high risk that they can give rise to many problems. In some group, it is

possible that members might have different perspectives on some issues but are

not readyto accept the position ofother members. Therefore, many organizations

are trying to respond to this challenge tlrough various techniques like diversity

training programme. The airn ofthis technique/s is to help the members understand

each other and acquire an awareness ofeach other's diversities so that they can

effectively make better decisions despite their differences. Figure 3.5 illustrates

the advantages and disadvantages of group decision-making.

3.4.6 Brainstorming

An effective approach for solving creative problems commonly used by groups is

brainstorming. The technique of brainstorming is participative in nature and

participants are encouraged to come up with as many ideas as possible without

being criticized by group members. Therefore, it is more like an idea generation

process in order to reach creative solutions to problems. A usual brainstorming

session will consist ofthe following steps:

(r) All the members of the group collaborate and a member describes the

problem requiring attention.

(ir) Without any hesitation or critical evaluation, members are encouraged to

share their own opinions freely with the rest ofthe group members. Different

suggestions maybe proposed bythe members ofthe group.

Group decision-making

It takes time as it is difficult
to make a joint decision

Potential for group{hink

Availability of diversity

More information

Greater ability due to collective

collaboration

Fig 3.5 Advantages and Disadvantages oJ'Group Decision-Making
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(ii) whether the ideas are relevant or not, members are encouraged to come
up with as rnany ideas as they can and consider the available zuggestions.

(iv) The whole process and the ideas are recorded by a member while they are
beingpresented.

There are four main rules that the group members are expected to follow:
() Avoid criticizing the ideas presented by others.

(if Share even those suggestions that may appear the least relevant.
(ii| Otrer as manycomments as possible.

(iv) Generate new and better ideas than those that have alreadybeen presented
by others.

The process ofbrainstorming usually leads to the generation ofa wide range
ofalternatives and the best alternative is selected. However, researchevidence is
not infavourofbrainstorming.Arnajor disadvantage ofthistechnique isproduction
blocking. Production blocking refers to a tendency of a person to block other
group members during agroup discussion. Thus, productionblocking impedes
the sharing ofideas. However, an effective alternative to neutralize theeffects of
production blocking in order to utilize the effectiveness of individgal potential known
as electronic brainstorming has been developed. In this process group members
use their own personal computers and record their ideasTviews while at the same
time theyhave access to alternatives generated by other group members on their
computer screens. In this way they share their views individually in connected
networks through electronic systems. This technique could be an effective means
ofovercoming some ofthe deficiencies thatmight occtrwtenbrainstorminggroups
meet face to face.

3.4.7 Techniques to Improve Decision-Making

There are certain advantages that can be gained from using individual decision-
making techniques and some that can be attributed to group decision-making
techniques. Adecision-making technique that combines the beJ features ofgroups
and individuals, while minimizing the disadvantages would be the best choice.
Several techniques designed to realtzethe best ofboth have been used widely in
organizations. These include techniques that involve structuring the effectiveness
ofgroup decisions bytraining decision-nrrakers indifferent wayslo avoidunwanted
results. So while training individuals in making better decisions, researchers have
observed that that people make four types ofmistakes when attempting to make
creative decisions, and after training they make better decisions. The four types of
mistakes are as follows:

1. Hypervigilance: This involves searching for quick solutions to problems
and switching fromone idea to another. This canbe avoidedby keeping in
mind that the best option is to focus on one suggestion and urge peopt to
use their skills and education to perform the task at hand.



2. Unconflicted adherence: Many decision-makers make the mistake of
focussing on the first idea that comes to their mind without any deep

evaluation. Thereby, people are unlikely to see the problems associated

with it. Therefore, people can be urged to think about other alternatives and

techniques.

3. Unconflicted change: People are also sometimes quickto change their

minds and adopt the first new idea that comes to their mind. So one can be

encouraged to consider the risk and problems of adopting an alternative,

and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses.

4. Defensive avoidance: Too often people fail to solve problems as they

avoid working on the problem at hand. It is not advisable to put awaythe
problemindefinitely. It is important to take responsibilityandnot ignore the

problem.

Delphi technique

This is a technique that is used when the gtoup members do not meet face to face.

It is also a form of decision-making, which is found to be very effective. Thus,

when a leader has a problem that has to be resolved, suggestions from experts are

sought through written commturication. This technique does not require a meeting.

In this technique, the leader describes the problems in a series of questionnaires

and seeks the responses of the group members. Once the filled questionnaires are

received bythe leaders, they are compiled by the leader, responses are summarized,

and some additional review questions are added by the leader and sent back to
the group members for their opinion. In this way, the process continues until an

agreement is reached.

The main advantage ofthis technique is that it allows the collection of expert
judgment without the need to bring all the experts together, which can be very
cost-effective. Onthe contrary the main drawback ofthis technique is that sending

letters or email messages, waiting for everyone to respond, translating and

disseminating the response and repeating the process until an agreernent is reached,

usuallytakes quite a long time. However, despite these facts, the technique has

been foundto be successful.

Nominal group technique

This is a group decision-making method in which individual members meet face to
face to pool their judgments in a systematic but independent fashion. In this
method, small groups of individuals present and discuss their ideas or opinions
before privately voting on their preferred solution.

According to this technique, the group members sit around atable andthe
problems to be discussed are described by a group member. The members are

given a considerable amount oftime usuallyabout half an hour to come up with
their ideas or opinions concerning the problems. The members then write them
down their ideas on a piece ofpaper and vote for their preferred choice of solution.

Since each member brainstoms privately, this technique avoids the production or
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interference ofblocking factors which can occur in a face to face interaction. The
advantage ofthis technique is that it encourages the members to share their ideas
whether they are relevant or not. Further, this technique helps to overcome the
self-consciousness that can otherwise occur in some brainstorming groups.

This technique has advantages as well as disadvantages. The nominal group
technique furnishesusefulresults inonlya fewhours. Thistechnique discourages
anypressure to conform to the wishes ofsenior group members. However, the
main disadvantage of this technique is that it considers one problem at a time,
therefore for a complex problem many such sessions will be required.

3.4.8 Groupthink

In agroup situation that involves decision-making, there are times when some
members do not agree with the solution but anyway support it, since it is the
predominant decision. This situation occurs because individuals do not want to
override the decisions taken by the group. People want to follow and stick by
group nonns instead ofpresenting acontradictory decision. This situationoffauhy
decision-taking is known as group think. This happens when the decision is taken
without analyzngthe data appropriately and what is being emphasized is the
infallibility ofthe group and not the facts and figures related to the decision. The
term 'groupthink' was coined bylrving Janis. Some ofthe synptoms ofgroupthink
according to Robbins, Judge and Sanghi are as foilows:

1. Members in a group usually support group opinions even ifthere might be
strong evidence against them.

2. Groups will usually put on more pressure on those members who directly
speakup against group opinion.

3. Ifsome members are confused about some ofthe opinions theyusually
remafur silent and agree with the dominant opinion.

4' Group members tend to think that ifsome ofthem do not share their opinion
the others suppose themto be strongly supportive ofthe dominant opinion.

Groupthink was traced as the cause for two famous space tragedies, i.e.,
the challenger and the columbia crashes. Groupthink is the reality of many
organizations.

However, there is various strategies could be used to minimize the potential
hazards ofgroupthink. One possible and practical option is that a nxmager should
encourage the leaders ofthe group to ask for the opinions ofthe members rather
than trying to give them their opinion. This process willbe most usefi.rl ifthe opinions
are collected at every stage ofthe decision-making process. Also, the members of
groups should be encouraged to discuss more applicable options.

3.4.9 Group Polarization in Risky Decisions

When in a group, people are more inclined to make ris(y decisions, which they
would not make otherwise. In groups, people make drastic decisions as opposed



to a decisionmade alone or independently. For example, Tarun goes to the market

to purchase a particular laptop. However, on reaching the store the salesmen

convince himto purchase a more expensive laptop. Gradually, the salesmen are

successful in their endeavour and Tarun purchases a more expensive model than

the one he had originally intended to purchase. However, after making the purchase

Tarun begins to regrets his decision.

This shift in decision is known as group polaruation and is a common
characteristic ofgroup decision-making. The initial opinion and belieft ofindividuals

or a group change after various options have been weighed. The thnee factors that

cause group polarization are as follows:
o Persuasion: In this process people change their mind after rational

arguments are given.

o Comparison: People can also change their mind when desirable

alternatives are being presented in the arguments. For example, an

altemative can be more beneficial than the original decision.

o Differentiation: People can also change their mind when arguments

are distinct and different to the rest.

Let us take an example of a group of executives who have gathered to
discuss welfare reforms for employees. The po licy will require more money from
the organization's fund. Initially, during the discussion a majority ofemployees are

against the welfare policy due to the large investment involved in the procedure.

After a thorough discussion the group is even more against the policy than the

initialphase ofthe discussion. The majoritydoes not support the policy. Thus, it is

concluded that the initial idea has been strengthened and the group is now more
polarized against the policy than before.

CmcrYouR PRoGRESS

7. What is decision-nr,aking?

8. Define the term'brainstorming'.
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3.5 LEADERSHIP

Leaders and leadership are the most common features ofallorganizations inthe
world. Leaders are present at every level in the organuation and in all spheres of
life. A leader is the backbone of all decisions taken by any group or organization.
A leader is responsible for taking all the important decisions ofthe organization
and guides the organization through difficult situations.

Therefore, a leader canbe defined as someone who has the abilityto influence

and lead a group towards the achievement of a vision or a set ofgoals. Leaders

are also supposed to inspire and motivate the members of the group in order to
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achieve the group goals. However, leadership is not only about the leader, it is also
about the followers (whom the leader leads) and the situation in which leadership
takes place. Without any followers, there is no leadership. Similarly, ifthe leadei
isunable to understandthe context/situationtlrcnhe/she maybe a failure as different
situatiors require different leadership. Therefore, leadership is based on the leader,s
personality, the followers'personalityand needs as wellas the situation.

3.5.1 Nature and Types

kadership is about coping with change. A leader establishes direction by developing
a vision ofthe future and helps them to overcome hurdles. A leader is an important
as well as an inevitable member of any organaation. His or her personality,
characteristics, function style, abilities and skills play an inportant role in influencing
human behaviour. Leadership helps in the process ofinanagement, motivation of
employees, influencing humanbehaviour h certain ways anddirecting changes to
be incorporated in an organization. Leadership is a necessity for effective and
successful management ofan organization's affairs. A good leader perforrns many
important functions andplays an important role inan organization.

According to the types of leadership given by K. Lewin, R. Lippitt and
R.White there are three types of leadership that are as follows:

(i) Autocratic: In this tlpe of leadership the power is centralized in one person.
As the authority lies with one person, nobody is subject to question the
authority and decision ofthis type of leacier.

(ii) Democratic: As the name suggests, in this tlpe of leadership, the power is
delegated and everybodyhas the right to speak and voice their opinion,
thereby it is ruled by the majority.

(iii) Laissez-Faire: In this type there is no leader in particular, and people
make their own rules based on their own choice. This type of leadership
has its own advantages and disadvantages.

3.5.2 A Historical Review of Approaches to Leadership

The following are various historical approaches to leadership.

Behavioural theory

According to this theory the best way to study and define leadership is in terms of
the functions ofa leader rather than hisAer personality. Thus, it is concerned with
a leaders' behaviour rather than his,lher traits. This approach involves the following
steps:

o Collecting critical incidents of good and bad leadership behaviour by the
interviewprocedure.

. Scaling each incident to determine how good or bad behaviour is judged.
o Developing a checklist that can be used to check off, which of these

behaviours have been shown by each leader or supervisor.



Ohio State studies

This was the rnost detailed and comprehensive behavioural study ofleadership.
This study was undeftaken at the Ohio State University, USA. in the I 940s. This

researchbegan frornidenti8ring thousands ofdimersions about a leader'sbehaviour,

which finally narowed dorn n to two contrasting leadership styles which accounted

for the leadership behaviour described by employees:

o Initiating structure: According to this leadership style, the leader exhibiting

initiating behaviour is well-organized andtends to structure the role and

responsibilities ofeach member for the attainment ofgoals. The leader who

is high in initiating structure is one u,ho can give workers their specific roles

and expect them to flilfill those responsibilities in time following the defined

standard.

o Consideration: The leader exhibiting this type ofleadership style believes

in mutual trust and respect between the leader andthe employees. Such

leaders are considerate and focus on the well-being and welfare of the
employees. Aleader who is high in consideration is one who helps enployees

with personal problems, is easy to communicate with and treats all ernployees

equally.

University of Nlichigan studies

At the time ofthe Ohio State Research, another similar research about leadership

was undertaken at the University ofMichigan, USA. The objective ofthe research

was similarto the ones undertakenbythe Ohio State University: This research

initiative too resulted in two contrasting leadership pattems:

(i) Employee oriented: Leaders exhibiting this leadership style are found to

be more inclined towards the needs and well being of employees. These

leaders have a great insight onunderstanding the individual differences of
employees. They care about the welfare of workers and focus on their
needs and works. This stfle is similar to the consideration style ofthe Ohio

State studies.

(ii) Production oriented: This tlpe of leadership st1'le emphasizes towards
the tasks per"formed by workers and their productir,ity. Such leaders consider

employees as lreans to achieve the targets ofthe organization. This style is

similarto the initiating structure ofthe Ohio State studies.

Unlike the Ol-rio State University research, which found that both initiating

structure and consideration were important for effective leadership, the University
ofMichigan researchers advocated for employee-oriented leadership. According
to them, an employee- centered leadership style is associated withhigher group
productivity and greater job satisfaction.

Contingency theory

Unlike the behavioural theory this framer,vork assumes that there is nothing called

abest/ideal leadership style. The leadership style must be in spc withthe need of
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the followers as well as the situational requirements. The first theory in leadership
under this framework was given by F.E. Fiedler. we can thus say that the success
of a leadership is dependent on the compatibility o f the leader 's styleVvalues with
the situation as well as with that ofthe follower's needs and values.

Fiedler theory

This theory is the first leadership theory under the contingency framework. This
model is about finding a fit between the leadership styleA ana tire situation. These
models involve the following steps:

1. Identiffing leadership style: Fiedlerassumedthat the leadership style of
a leader is fixed. He identified two basic leadership styles, i.e., relaiionship-
oriented and task- oriented leadership style. The first step is finding the
basic leadership style ofa leader. Fielder used the Least Preferred Coworker
(LPC) questionnaires to identify the basic leadership style. This set of
questionnaire contains sixteen contrasting adjectives on which the worker
has to give a rating from I to g about each individual that he has worked
with. Ifthe Least Preferred Coworker is described in a relativelypositive
term, then the relationship-oriented style is the basic style. on the other
hand, ifthe Least preferred coworker is seen in relativl$unfavourable
terms then the basic style is task oriented.

2. Defining the situation: Fiedler defined the situation in the terms ofthe
following three factors :

(i) Leader-memberrelation: This defines the degree oftrust, confidence
and respect the subordinates have towards their leaders.

(ri) Thsk structure: This determines the degree to whichjob assignments
are well-defined and well-structured.

(iii) Position-power: This is the degree of authority ofthe leader over
critical issues, such as hiring, firing, salary increments, etc.

3. Assessing the favourableness of the situation: The situation is fivourable
for the leader ifthere exists a good leader-member relatiomhip; tasks are
well-structured and well-defined and have a good position power. on the
other hand, ifall these three elements are at the lower side thenfavourableness
is low. In between these two extremes, there may be various levels of
favourableness for the leaders (out ofthree situationalvariables some may
be high, some moderate and some low).

4. Matching leader and situations: Fiedler has proposed that the proper
match ofleadership styles with the favourableness ofthe situation would
determine the effectiveness ofthe leadership, which would eventually help
the organaation in goal achievement. According to him, task-oriented
leaders usuallyperform better in both those situations which are either high
or low on favorableness, while relationship-oriented leaders perform better
inmoderate situations.
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There is partial empirical support for the model. However, there are some

problems as well. The idea offixed leadership style is a problematic proposition.

Situational contexts are far too complex and focussing on just three factors is not

adequate to understand these complexities. Moreover, the LPC scores are not

stable, it may change over time. However, this is the first contingency model,

which gives a different direction to leadership research and is a significant contribution

inthe domainof leadership studies.

3.5.3 Contemporary Issues in Leadership

Leadership is one ofthe most thoroughly discussed, debated and practiced concept 
I

in the area of Organaational Behaviour. Despite so much interest in the area, the 
I

boundary of the concept is still very uncertain, newer dimensions/labels for

leadership are coming to fore every day. Warren Bennis in his article, The End of
Leadership stated the changing paradigms on leadership, he went on to say that

leadership cannot exist without the fullinclusion, initiative and cooperation of
employees. Leadership in the old framework of compliance and control must

pave the way for different frameworks where the followers and the context ofthe

leadership needs to be explored. Many contemporary issues, such as trust,

collaboration, followership, emotional intelligence, spirituality, etc., have been

gaining ground, and effective leaders must take a note of all these issues. In the

recent past many exciting notions ofleadership, such as servant leadership, e-

leadership and ethical leadershfi emerged to handle the changing realities ofmodem

organizations. Some contemporary issues that leaders must manage are as follows:

Tiust: Trust in organization refers to the global evaluation ofan organization's

trustworthiness as perceivedbythe employee. Employees continuallyobserve the

organizational environment when they consider whether or not to trust their

organuation Organizationalprocesses communicate the orgarmation'sviews of
its employees and their roles, and employees will respond to trust relations

communicated by the organization. Trust is an essential element in constructive

humanrelationships. It creates togetherness and gives people a feeling of security.

Therefore, the leader being the agent ofan organization is expected to ensure that

the tust ofthe followers is not breached. Trust among the top management facilitates

strategyinplementation, making it easierto brring about change. lnthe organizational

context, three types oftrust have been identified:

(i) Deterrence-based trust: This is primarily based on fear, one violation or

inconsistency can destroy the relationship. This form of trust is based on

fear ofreprisal ifthe trust is violated. Individuals in this type ofa relationship

do what they say because they fear ofthe consequences that may occur

fromnot following through ontheir obligation.

(if Knowledge-based trust: This trust is based on the predictability of
behaviour that comes from a history of interaction. It exists when one has

adequate information about someone, in order to understand them well-

enough and accurately predict his or her behaviour.
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(iir) Identification-based trust: This is based on mutual understanding ofwants
and needs. The highest level oftrust is achieved when there is an emotional
connection between the parties. Trusts exist because the parties understand
each other's intention and appreciate the others, wants and desires. This
mutual understanding is developed in the point that each can effectively act
for the other. The controls are minimal at this level.
o Leader personalities: The admirat ionlidealization ofthe leader is more

in India as compared to some other parts ofthe country. whenySR
Reddy(the fonner chiefMinister ofAndhra pradesh) died ina crash,
many ofhis supporlers/admirers committed suicide, this isjust one such
case, many such cases have occrrred in the recent past. Therefore,
most ofus believe that the leader possesses some extra qualities. In the
organuational context, the leader's personality has always intrigued
researchers. R.M. Stogdill carried out the first ryatematic studyto .*ptor.
the leader's personality and found five characteristics inffuence leadership.
These are, capacity ( inteligence, judgment), achievement (knowledge,
scholarship), responsibility (dependability, aggressiveness, sercontrol,
desire to excel), participation (activity, sociability, cooperation,
adaptability) and status (position, popularity). populairesearches on a
leader's personality could not become prominent because many
researchers after Stogdill established different lists ofleadership traits
and could not reach a consensus. However, global leaders like Steve
Jobs, Jack welch, Lee lacocca, Richard Branson, have generated much
interest in the personality of leaders. Therefore, the stuly of leadership
made a strong come back in 1990s, which was followedlytwo strands
o f research, i. e., trans format io nal and charismatic leadership.

Transformational leader: This is the kind ofleadership that inspires the
followers to rise above their self interest for the good ofthe oiganization. Such
leaders are verycompassionate about their followers and ahJys want themto
stand on their own. They adopt the role ofmentors guiding their followers in their
work and struggle for achievement. Theypay close attention to the concerns and
developmental needs of their followers. Further, these leaders help in introducing
new approaches to problem-solving. These leaders want their followers to develop
their capabilities and contribute in the o ryanuationand,even beyond the organization

Tiansactional leader: Transforrnational leadership may be contrasted from
transactional leadership. Transactional leaders u..-rrrully found in most
organizations whose task is to ensure that the goals of the irganizations are

lghieved [n exchange ofthis goal achievement, employees are paid and rewarded.
This is based on the normal exchange principle of business. This leadership is
about achievement ofpre defined organizationalgoalsttroughobserving, monitoring
and rewarding employees.



Robbins, Judge and Sanghi presented the following table to compare

transactional and transformational leadership. This table shows how leaders in
both the styles function and achieve organtzational goals.

Tab I e 3. 1 C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of Tr ans a c t i o n a I an d Tr ansfo rmat i o n a I L e ade r s h ip

Transactional Leader:

Contingent reward: Contracts exchange

of rewards for effort, promises rewards

for good performance. recognizes

accomplishment.

Management by exception (active):

Watches and searches for deviations from
rules and standards, takes correct action.

Management by aotion (passive):

Intervenes only ifstandards are not met.

Laissez-Faire: Abdicates responsibilities,

avoids making decisions.

Charismatic leader: This is a form of leadership originally identified by
Max Weber, which remained donnant for years, however rnade a strong conrcback

inthe 1980s. The word charismatic originates fromthe Greekword 'charisma'
meaning gifts. According to this theory of leadership, such leaders have unique

qualities in them that make the followers admire them. They are believed to be

gifted with special qualities; some examples of a charismatic leader are Indira
Gandhi, John F. Kennedy and Bill Clinton. Their primary qualities are that they
have vision, willingness to take personalrisk to achieve that vision, and sensitivity

to the needs oftheir followers. While interpreting charismatic leadership one should

be very careful, because there are many instances when these leaders portray the

downside of charismatic leadership. When the vision ofthe leader is to justify his/

her self-interest, they tend have a larger than life persona and they may not act in
the best interest ofthe organization. Hitler has all the attributes of charismatic
leadership but he will always be remembered as the cause ofWorldWar II that
claimed so many lives. Recent researches on charismatic leadership have also

broken the myth that these leaders are bom with certain extra ordinary qualities as

many situational correlates ofthis leadership have been identified. This implies that

these leaders emerge more in certain specific situations. Therefore, it can be

concluded that both personality as well as situational factors influence the

development of charismatic leadership.

Emotional intelligence: No other concept in the recent past has generated

so much expectations, hope, and controversies as the concept of Emotional
Intelligence. Emotional lntelligence and EQ were selected as the most rseful words

Transactional Leader:

Idealized influence: Provides vision and

sense of mission, instills pride, gains

respect and trust.

Inspirational motivation: Communicates

high expectations, uses symbols to focus

efforts, and expresses important
purposes in simple ways.

Intellectual stimulation: Promotes

intelligence, rationality and problem-

solving.

Individualized consideration: Gives
personal attention, treats each employee

individually, provides advise.
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or phrases of 1995 by the American Dialect Society. The popularization ofEI led
to cover stories in popular magazines lke Time and usA Trdry weekend onthe
importance ofEI to success in schooland at work.

There are manytheoretical models of EI, such as Goleman, Mayer and
Salovey, Bar-on, cooper's Executive Ee, etc. Adetailed analysis ofthese models
is beyond the scope ofthis unit. However, it would be sufficient to say that EI an
important leadership quality, which can be groomed and developed for the benefit
of all. High EI enables leaders to develop an understandingof the needs and
feelings ofthe employees. EI constitutes of several competJncies, such as self
awareness, empathy, adaptabilifyand self-confidence. EI canbe leamed. Honest
feedback fromcolleagues and ongoing guidance can help leaders to acquire EI
competencies. Agood leader is one who understands the inner world/feelings/
emotions oftheir subordinates before taking a decision. EI affects the way leaders
make decisions. Under high stress, leaders with high EI tend to keep their cool
and make better decisions, while leaders withpoor EI rnake poor decisions. There
is now sufficient evidence to show that EI has great business imperative and it is
essential to provide EI training to all leaders in order to harness its benefit to the
fullest.

3.5.4 Leadership and Power

Robbins, Judge and Sanghi defined power as the capacity of ,l( to influence the
behaviour of 'B'so that 'B'acts in accordance with 'A's wishes. This definition
implies that power is a potential that need not be actualized,tobe effective and
also power reflects dependency relationshrp. They fiuther elaborated that power
may exist but not be used. Therefore, it is a capacity or potential. powir is a
fi.rnction ofdependency. The more dependent we are on someone, the more power
he/she has over us. We experience power in some form or another, at each instant
in life, and often wonder at the way in which circumstances either remain adamantly
unchanged or change swiftly, no doubt in both cases, through the application of
different kinds of power. A study of power is very essential in the corporate
environment. The application ofpower depends on the attitude ofan individual.
Power in public life is different than in the corporate world. While the former is
situational the latter is object oriented. Proper use ofpower in organizations is
necessary so that the power is not misused and directed towards the attainment of
organizationalgoal.

Contrasting leadership and power

The concepts ofleadership and power are closery related to each other, yet differ
on the following points:

o Goal compatibility: Power does not require goal compatibility merely
dependence. Leadership requires some goal compatibilitybetween the goals
ofthe leader and the followers.



o Direction of influence: Leadership usually involves downward influence,

i.e, influence ofthe followers. However, power involves influence in allthe

three directions, i.e., downward, upward and even lateral.

o Research emphasis : Leadership research mostly focusses on identiffing
leadership styles. Onthe other hand, power research focusses mostlyon
power tactics, i.e., the behavioural manifestation of power to extract

compliance fromthe individual, group, etc.

3.5.5 Bases of Power and Power in Action

The sources ofpower can be divided into two general groups:

Formal power

In this forrn, power is based on an individual's position within an organization and

is also determined by it. This power and authority comes from the ability to reward

or from the formal authority bestowed upon the person. Formal power can be

categorized as follows :

(i) Coercive power: This power is based on fear, such as the power to punish

or reward. It reflects the extent to which a rnanager can deny desired rewards

or administer ptrnishment to control other people. For example, failure to

meet given targets would result in reduction in salary.

(ii) Reward poh,er: This power source derives from the person's control over

resources, for example, power to control human resources, pay and

promotion. Greater the perceived value of each rewards the greater the

power.

(iii) Legitimate power: This is the power which is exercised in accordance

with organizational rules. This power is exercised with the authority of an

organization. Power derives from our cultural systemofrights, obligations

and duties, wherebyposition is acceptedbypeople, i.e., right ofprivate
property.

Personal power

In this category one does not have to have a formal position in an organization to

portraypower. This power comes from an individual's unique characteristics.

Personal power is categoraed as follows :

(i) Expert power: This is the power that is derived fromknowledge. This is

also known as sapient authority, and is based on an acknowledgement of
others expertise.

(ii) Referent power: This type ofpower depends on charisma or personal

attraction ofthe individual Interpersonal skills and emotional support from
others are the sources ofpower for people portraying this type ofpower.
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3.5.6 SkiIIs Involved in Managing politicking

Inanyorganaationthere are managers and individuals inpower, who have the
authority to enact power. They sometimes display their poier in self interest or
for guiding the flow ofdecisions towards themselves. potitics refers to power in
-acfion. 

In a group, power is always present, directly or indirectly, and people,s
behaviour is influenced by it. Politics involves those activities or behaviours where
there is an involvement ofpower. Both politics and power work together and
work on each other influencing the achievement and execution of goals. power
and politics together lead to improvement and development. politics involves the
executionofpowerinorderto get something accomplishedas wellas those activities
that are undertaken to expand the power which is arready present.
Different varieties ofpolitical tactics may come into play depending upon the
various environmental variables and actions necessary. certain processes of
power formation andpolitics are as follows:

o Forming affiliation: One basic and rnost important process is the formation
ofcoalitions orpolitical affiliation. This can increase individuals, power and
give them more political gain which would othem,ise be beyond their grasp.
Bybanding together, people can share their collective corrtrol or.r..,ru.d,
or punishments. They can also combine their expertise, legitimacy, and
charisma. For instance, collective bargaining enables unionmembers to obtain
wages and conditions far superior to those that they could demand as
individuals.

o controlling critical resources: Another way to acquire power is by
controlling the suppry of certain significant resources. irri. giu., p.opt"
power over others who require the resources. Awarehouse lnanager, for
example, can decide which orders will be filled immediately and which will
be delayed. As a political tool, power ofthis sort can be ur.d to ensure that
personal interests are satisfied. Similarly, controlling access to information
sources also provides power over those who need that information to
reduce uncertainties.

. Negative politics: This is apower tactic where one tries to gainpolitical
control either by attacking and blarning others for certain failures or by
making them scapegoats for those failures or criticizing the achievement of
others. This approach ofnegative politicking involves-a direct attack upon
the interpersonal sources ofpower possessed by others in order to weaken
current politicalpositions and gain control,

H. Mintzberg has suggested the following strategies to wield political power
in organizations:

o cultivate right ailies: one must seek alliance with right people who are
rising in the corporate ladder. It is necessary to develop foendships with the
management. It mayalso be advisableto formalliance withpeople who are
well-connected.
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o Be positive towards others: Human beings want to be appreciated and

complemented for anywork done. When you appreciate other people they

will develop a positive outlook towards you and may be helpful when the

situation demands.

o Reciprocity: It is good to help others. Accordingly, recognize those

members ofthe organization who will be more powerful in future. Help

them so that theyreciprocate the same whenyou needtheir support.

. Be persuasive: It is necessary to develop a persuasive technique to get

the job done. Forceful agreements when stated eloquentlyare oftenhighly
influencing. It inproves your image andprovides substantialbenefits in future.

o Image building: One must build a positive image and create a good

impression in the organuation. One must therefore be honest, sincere,

attentive and social.

o Control information: More critical the information and fewer the people

who have access to it, stronger the power base. It is therefore necessary to

control and disseminatecriticalinformationwhenit is likelyto have aninpact
and serve self- interest.

3.5.7 Followership and Mutual Influence

Unlike leadership, the concept of followership is not extensivelyresearched. All
theories ofleadership presented above are fromthe leader's perspective and the

followers have been depicted as passive and waiting to be led. HoweveE recent

developments in the field have been attempting to highlight the features of
followership. Inthe contemporarywork environment, followers recognize their

interdependence withleaders and at the same time leamto challengethemwhenever

they go wrong. According to D. Nelson and J.D. Quick, effective followers are

active, responsible, and autonomous in their behaviour and critical in their thinking

without being insubordinate or disrespectful. Nelson and Quick have presented

the fo llowing q4pes o f followers :

o Alienated followers think independently and critically, yet are verypassive

in their behaviour. They are emotionally and psychologically distanced from

their leaders.

o Sheep followers are those who do not think independently or critically
and are passive in their behaviour. They simply do as they are told by their
leaders.

Yes followerc are followers who also do not think independently or critically,

yet are very active in their behaviour. They uncritically reffirce the thinking
and ideas oftheir leader with enthusiasrrq never questioning or challenging

the wisdom of the leader's ideas and proposals.

Survivors are the least disruptive and the lowest risk followers in an

organization. They always take the middle ground and their motto is 'better

safe than sorrSr'.

Group Dynamics
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o Effective followers are the most valuable to a leader and the organization
as they activelyconfirbute to the organtzation. Theypractice selfrnanagement
and self responsibility. They invest in their own competence and
professionalism and focus their energy for maximum inrpact. Finally, they
are courageous, honest and credible.

o Dynamic followers are responsible, effective in managing the relationship
with the boss, and practice selfmanagement. The dynamic follower becomes
a trusted advisor to the boss by keeping the supervisor well informed and
building trust and dependability into a relationship.

3.5.8 Networking

A network maybe defined as a set ofinter-connected relationships among people
inside as well as on the outside ofthe organization. Within the network one shares
information, collaborates and solves problems. Within the network there are also
differences of opinion and sometimes conflict. It is from the position ofa leader
that one influences and responds to a network. Anetwork in common terminology
is often regarded as something that people do to keep in touch with people. TIL
abilityto network is indeed important, however, it is in everydaywork oileading
that networking becomes an essential and indispersable skill. Therefore, leadoshif
networking is about building relationships, and making alliances in services of
customers, clients, etc.

Networking by a leader is found to be beneficial in many wala such as the
following:

o It increases effectiveness by broadening and deepening the
communication channel.

o It removes political roadblocks by bridging distances between work
groups, tearns, etc.

o It also opens new oppornrnities with other individuals or groups.

3.5.9 Negotiating

Negotiation skills come into playinresolving issues like difference ofopinionand
demands irnposedbyworkers. Negotiation is the process bywhichtwo or more
parties come to a comnon understanding. It is a very inpoftant aspect for managing
and leading the organization as a whole. Negotiation is a way ofmediating towarl
the differences of parties and come into a term ofsettlement. Often a situation
may require for the third party to mediate. However, sometimes a third parry is not
necessarilyrequired. This thirdpartyis generallyknown as amediator. Negotiation
is the best way for bringing extreme opinions to an agreement. Leadership experts
believe that people in a leadership positionpossess such kind ofnegotiation rkip,
which help them in accornplishing the task of maintaining uniformity and the
accornplishment of goals.



3.5.10 Enabling

Enabling is a form of seeking interest and keeping a keen observation on certain

organizational activities. An enabling leader willbe passionate and eager to find

different ways to actively engage people in working on issues, which are affecting

the progress ofthe organization. The aim ofbeing enabling is to discover ways of
motivating everyone towards the attainment of organaational goals. Enabling

leaders are continually found to test their own motivation and reflect on how their

personality and behaviour have an impact on the behaviour and performance of
others.

Enabling leaders are also fotrnd to have confidence intheir ability andportray

a sense ofhumility, recognizing that theyhave much to learn. In their approach,

trust and respect play a significant role in work. Further, working as a team is

preferred because this provides an effective technique for the demonstration of
values to every individual involved. The enabling leaders' initiative is to include

everyone in a constructive process of teamwork in order to achieve commonly

agreed upongoals in which theyare mostly self-motivated to contribute their best.

Therefore, enabling leaders need to be skilled at implementing their
organaationalplans irrespective ofthe locations andsituations. Theyencourage

others in order to get feedback ontheir actions, however theytake all feedback in

apositive light. Enabling leaders are aware ofthe fact thatpeople are conditioned

to see things fromtheir own perspective and tend to filter out information that does

not fit their beliefand expectation. One important thing to be noted is that they are

also aware of the need to balance their ego. Enabling leaders are aware that

leadership involves a collective sense ofduality and flexfoility in a team environment.

Cnocx YouR PRocRESS

9. Diferentiate between transformational and transactional leader.

10. What is formalpower?

Group Dynamics
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3.6 SUI\TMARY

A group maybe defined as a collection oftwo or more people who interact

with each other and are influenced by each other in one way or the other.

Development ofgroups takes time anddepends onvarious factors, suchas

the size, frequencyof interaction and so on. One ofthe wellknown models

ofgroup development is Bruce Tuckman's modelofgroup development.

Groups canbe prirnarily classified as formal or inforrnal. Formal groups can

be defined as those formed and authorized bythe management in order to

achieve the goals ofthe organization. Informal groups are more casual and
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based on interpersonalrelationship, i.e., people withwhom other employees
get onwell.

o Team work can be identified as a group of individuals who contribute and
work together in a task for which their collective effort is greater than their
individualinputs.

o Team building is considered as an essential p arl of orgarrszational behaviour
because teams open up a wider range of experience and abilities. Team
building reduces worker discrimination in highlyprofessional work settings
because eachmember has his/her own specific specialty.

. By inter-group relations we mean the relationship that occurs between two
or more social groups. contrarily, the term 'intragroup,refers to the
relationship within a group. Inter-group relations are dependent on factors
like cooperation, conflict and competition.

o The gender roles are being redefined as both men and women, especially in
the urban centers are efficiently rnanaging family life and successful careers.
The term 'glass ceiling' refers to a point after which a qualified person cannot
move ahead within the hierarchy of an organization due to gender
discrimination.

o Due to the diversity ofa workplace, discrimination at workplace is inevitable.
organzations are being encouraged to use diversity as an advantage. They
can make use ofthe variety ofperspectives and skills that come with a
widely varied workforce to better serve a widely varied set of customers.

o organtzational effectiveness depends upon the quality of communication.
In every communication there is a purpose, which is expressed in the form
ofa message to be conveyed.

o communication flows in two different ways, i.e., vertically and laterally.
vertically the process of communication can be downward and upward.
communication networks can be chain, inverted y and wheel type.

o Decision-making is an important aspect of any leader and organization
Individualsportraytheirown style ofdecision-making onthebasis ofpersonal
orientation. Depending on what is important for us we look for altpossible
altematives, research and eventually reach a decision.

o E ffective appro aches o f dec ision- making inc lude brainstorming, Delphi
technique, nominal group technique and groupthink.

o Leadershrp helps in the process ofmanagement, motivation ofemployees,
influencing human behaviour in certain ways and directing changes to be
incorporated nanorganizati.on. The three types ofleadership are autocratic,
democratic and laissez-faire.

o According to the behavioural theory the best way to study and define
leadership is in terms ofthe functions ofa leader rather than his/her personality.
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. According to the contingencytheorythere is no best/ideal leadership style. Group Dvnamics

The leadership style must be in sync with the need ofthe followers as well
as the situational requirements.

NOTES
3.7 KEY TERMS

o Group: Acollection oftwo or more people working towards a cortmon
goal

o Formal groups: Groups that are formed and authorized by the nranagement

in order to achieve the goals ofan organization

o Informal groups: Casual groups that are based on interpersonal
relationships, i.e., people with whom other employees get on well.

o Group norms: A set ofbeliefs, feelings, and attitude commonly shared by
groupmembers

o Status: The official position enjoyed by an individual in an organization

o Cohesiveness: the degree of closeness that the members feel with the
goup

o Team: A group whose members have complimentary skills and are

committed to a common purpose or a set of common goals

o Inter-group relations: The relationship that occurs between two or more

socialgroups.

o Intragroup: The relationship that occurs within a group

o Downward: The flow ofcommunication from a higher level ofa group to a

lowerlevel

o Upward communications: The flow ofcommunication fromalowerto a
higher level in a group or organization.

o Network: Aset ofinter-connected relationships amongpeople inside as

well as outside an organization.

3.8 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. A group maybe defined as a collection of two or more people working
towards a common goal.

2. Group development takesplace in five stages that include forming, norming,

storming, performing and adjourning.

3. Formal groups are those groups that are established by the management

while informal groups are formed due to personal attachment and
interpersonal relationships.
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4. Diversity may be defined as differences that are present among people
from varied cultures and backgrounds who are working together in an
organization. Diversities canbe ofrace, gender, ethnic group, age, personality,
education, background, etc.

5. Communication may be defined as the process by which people transmit
some type ofinformationto others.

6. In an organtzation, the flow ofcommunication can be downward, upward
or lateral.

7. Decision-making is the process by which perceived information is used to
evaluate and choose among possible options.

8. The technique ofbrainstorming is participative in nature and the participants
are encouraged to come up with as many ideas as possible without being
criticized bygroup members. Therefore, it is more like an idea generation
process in order to reach creative solutions to problems.

9. Transformational leaders want their followers to develop their capabilities
and contribute in the organization and even beyond the organization.

Transactional leaders on the other hand focus on the achievement ofpre
defined organizational goals, tkough observing, monitoring and rewarding
employees.

10. In formal power, power is based on an individual's position within an
organization and is also determined by it.

3.9 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

l. What is a team?

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages ofworking in a group?

3. How are discriri'rrilrrrtr aird diversityrelatecl?

4. List the various barriers to commturication.

5. State the tlpe of followers accorciing to D. Nelson and .1" D. Quick.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Explain Bruce Tuckman's modelofgroup development.

2. Discuss the characteristics ofan effective work group.

3. Describe the various techniques ofdecision-makirrg.

4. Explain the various approaches ofleadership.

5. How is power important in leadershiir? l)iscLrss rlri: "t<iiis required in
politicking.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit you will leam about the meaning of organizational designs and change.

You will leam about the various changes taking place in organizations. You will
also know about the designs and the techniques for organizational change. You

will examine the approaches for change, and the various intervention strategies

undertaken. Further, you will learn about organizational development and the

meaning of creativity, innovation and lateral thinking.

4.I UNIT OBJBCTIVES

Aft er going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Understand the meaning ofdesign and change I

o Analyse the types ofchanges andtheir inplementation
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Explain various techniques for organizational development

Discuss the models ofdevelopment
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4,2 MEANING OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

Otganaational change refers to any activity or activities that result in a change in
the course or processes that affect the manner in which an o rganaationop.rut.r.
Changes could be conscious and intended or could be introduced intemally or
externally. Nowadals, changes are an integralpart ofthe organizational environment.
Techno lo gical developments, competitive environment, globalzation, cost
controlling and increasing effectiveness together with greater consumer demands
all implythat organizations require to continuouslydevelop andrenew for survival.
Businesstrends likeworking fora single organization, tltoughout one'sprofessional
life have become a thing ofthe past. Business transformations are an integral
constituent ofwork li[e. An organization that resists rrarxformation can never ffimage
to succeed in the present scenario. Good implementation and planning are the
prerequisites for surviving in today's world.

consequently, management of change is the primary concern for all
organizations functioning today. Large scale technological development and
globalization effected by liberal policies and free trade have put a lot ofburden on
organiz,ations for introducing flexibitty, responsiveness and efficiency in their
structure. Therefore, organizational change can be described as process of
evolution, deterioration and modification in an o rganuational set up.

4.2.1 Cultural Change

Culture is an inherent feanre ofall organizations. Organizationalculhre constitutes
the environment at work onthebasis oftherelationsdeveloped amongst enployees
in the organization. It is structured by one's knowledge, skills, capabilities, cultural
background, etc. It is the top nranagement that deftres o rgadzatiornlculture through
actions and leadership and the employees compose an import ant part of the
organizational culture. Organizational culture is not inborn. It has to be established
and later developed over a period oftime. It enables employees to perform within
the framework ofthe organization's culttre. Environment plays a dominant role in
developingthe culture and so does demographic factors. Organizationalculture
helps develop profes sionalism among its employees.

Organaational cultures form for a reason. Culture usuallyreflects the existing
managerialstyles. Managers are more inclinedto recruit employeeswho theycai
relate to and thus, organizational culture is reinforced when newpeople are hired.
Organizational culture evolves with time. Enployees usual$ get used io the existing
otganizatiotnlculture. Thus, for employees to accept a change in the organizational
culture, an important event must take place. Change can onlybe introduced when
employees identifythe need for change for the betterment ofthe organization.



However, change is always hard and very difficult to introduce' It requires vanous

techniques and strategies to ensure optimumresults.

4.2.2 Process Change

Process change is essentialto change management. Change canoriginate from

any level of anorganaation. It does not have to come from the top. In order to be

successfuf ev-ery level of an organization should take part in defining what changes

are needed and horv they willbe achieved. There are many organuations, which

introduce change to improve productivity. Also, there are various organizations

that feelthe need lcrr reforms due the forces operating outside the organization

including economic, social and political conditions. One ofthe chieffactors that

initiate change is the desire to gain a competitive edge. Change management

works towards the betterment oforganizations engage in change management

activities to improve work techniques cunently as well as in the future. The various

procedures involved in change management are formulated by the management to

make sure that organaational objectives are achieved with minimal losses due to

mechanical errors. The top management introduces changes in the prevalent

procedures aimed towards improving them, following industry standards or

complyng with the regulations.

Process changes are necessary to keep pace with the development in 
]

technology, automation, information technology, free market environment and 
]

availabiliiy oftrainedmanpower. The organization must take advantages ofthese

processes. This however needs heary investment and entails various operational

.hurrg.. but cuts down tirne and energy. This would bring about a change in the

work environment, organizational culture and modify the behaviour pattern of
employees.

4.2.3 Structural Change

Organizational structure is related to the foundation ofan organization It provides

an overview of the composition and procedures of an organization.It further

describes how work is classified and controlled. The structure ofan organization

shapes the attitude and behavioural traits of its employees, The main areas that

operate tnorganaational designs include work specialaatrorydepartmentalvatioU

chain of command, span of control, centralization and decentralization, and

formalization. Anorganizationalstructure is the overallpractice ofabusiness, which

is introduced to attain the set goals ofthe organization. It stresses on employeejob

description, the type ofcommunication across the enterprise, and the strategically

aligned techniques developed with the aim of increasing output. With technological

advancements it becomes essential to continuously stay ahead of the competition.

The structure ofan organization is meant to help the management in achieving its

objectives. However, it is apparent that the organizational goals are acquired from

an enterprise's business strategies. Thus, it is important that the strategies and

stnrcture ofan organization work intandern Also, the structure should be established
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on the basis ofthe strategies. Any big changes introduced by the management
related to the business strategies ofan organization there is established a need for
the structure to be modified in order to accommodate and support this change.

4.2.4 Nlodels of Change

Following are the various models pertaining to organuational change:

(i) Lewin s Three-Step Model; The oldest theory ofthe general organizational
change process is Lewin's Three-Step Model for moving the organization
from the present position to a changed position. Lewin used a physical
metaphor to explainthe process bywhich social systems change.

Stage 1: Unfreezing

Employees can be motivated and prepared for changes throw
disconfirmation or lack ofconfirmation, creation ofguilt or anxiety and
guarantee ofpsychological safety.

Stage 2: Changing through cognitive restructuring
This involves aiding the customer to view, anabrue and wrderstand procedgres
on the basis of fresh viewpoints acquired by the identification of a new
guide and analysing the environment to obtain any ffirmation ofrelevance.

Stage 3: Refreezing

This involves aiding the consumer to add the new perspective in their
personality. Figure 4.1 illustrates the Lewin's Three-Step Model.

[Tnfreezing

C'hanging
through
cognitive

re*trucfuring
Refreezing

Fig. 4.1 Lewinb Three-Step Change Model

(ii) Action Research Model: A second general theoretical model of the
organtzational change process, also attributed to Kurt Lewin, is theAction
Research Model. The general idea behind action research is that the process
oforganizational change is likened to a cyclicalresearchprocess. Action
research also emphasizes that throughout allphases ofthe research process,
there is active collaboration between the researcher and the members of
the client system.

As can be seen, the first step in the action research process is problem
identification. For any research to be undertakeq or any change to occur,
there has to be some recognition ofa problemthat people care about. In
organizations, what qualifies as a problem may vary greatly across different
settings. In the most general sense, a problem is found to exist whenever
there is a significant difference between the current state ofaffairs and the
desired state of affairs.



The second step in the Action Research Model is development ofhypotheses.

Obviously, for anyparticular problern, there could be a multitude ofcauses.

Based on prior the theory and the experience of orgarmational members, it
is often possible to focus heavily on some causes and pay less attention to

others.

After hlpotheses have been specified, the next step in the action research

process is to collect the data needed to engage in hlpothesis testing. This is

an inportant step because it distinguishes action research from less scientific

formsofinquiry.

Then, after the empirical data has been collected, the very next step in the

process ofaction research is data interpretation. At this jturcture the critical
question that the action researcher is trying to answer is whether the enpirical

data support the proposed hypotheses. The biggest problem for the

researcher at this point is essentially deciding whether the data support the

hypotheses. It is here that inferential statistical methods assist the action

researcher in making such decisions.

Thus, according to the Action Research Modef the process oforganiztional
change canbe characteiaed as a continuing cyclicalprocess ofhypothesis
generation, data collection, data evaluation, and, ultimately, intervention.

Figure 4.2 illustrates Lewin's Action Research Model.

Problem
irlentification

Deuelopment
ofhypotheses

Hypotheses
testing

f)at:r
Interpretation

Fig. 4.2 Lewinb Action Research Model

(iii) General Systems Theoty: A thild general theoretical base upon which
much of organaational development rests is General Systems Theory
developed was by Ludwig von Bertalanft in I 950 but only made its way
into organizationalpsychology in 1 966, throughthe work ofKatz and Kahn.

The basic idea ofgeneral systems is that the orgarruations import material
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fromthe environment, transformthat input, and ultimatelyreturn it to the
environment in some other form. As a result, organizations are constantly in
a dynamic interaction with the external environment. More often than not,
organizations change inreaction to changes inthe extemal environment.

4.2.5 Organizational Design for Change

The aimof organizational design is the creation ofthe conect framework that
conforms to the needs ofthe plan that will be executed . Organizational transfonnation
is aimedat the modification ofthe current framework, whichhas become faulty
withtime and fiils to fulfillthe specifications ofthepresent scenario. Organizational
design is a formal method, aimed at integrating the personnel, knowledge and
technological framework ofan enterprise. Further, organtzatiorrtl design irrplies to
the composition ofthe management and employees in an organization. The two
main types of organizational design include the following:

(i) Hierarchical design: This design constitutes various rnanagerial levels having
a number ofmodes ofcommunication. The structure has a specific system
in place that is applicable uniformly in order to control organizaiional
behaviour.

(D Flat design: In the flat tlpe oforganizational structure, there is no noticeable
variation amongst the managerial level and other subordinate levels. This
design empowers each employee to contribute towards organuational
decisions.

The flat design has a nurnber ofadvantages. However, it is applicable in
smallorganizations. Forbigger orgariz,ations, the systemtransforms fromflat to
hierarchical.

4.2.6 Systematic Organizational Change

The systems theory implies that various resources constitute an organizatron like
individuals and groups, functions, products and services that form a part of the
conplete system. Also, in case a part ofthe system transforms, it affects the whole
setup which also undergoes a change. Thus, the different systems or subslstems
constituting anorgaruzation are minutely interconnected in order to achieve the
organizational objectives.

This approach ensures that the decision-makers of an org anaationget an
opportunity to see the impact ofthese changes on the orgaruzation from a wider
point ofview. Thus, it can be ensured that any decision pertaining to the organization
will take into account the entire organizational setup instead Jfcertain situations.
Thus, by viewing the influence of change on the organaation from a broader
perspective, it is possible to aid the organization in locating the actual concems
and deal with them accordingly. Thus, it is important to keep in mind that any
change, even if it is introduced in a comprehensive and methodical way has a
downside. Instead, identifying the main components ofthe organization as well as
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oq,ecm e: ofthe change across the organization.

4.2.7 Socio-Technical Systems Approach

This technique can be considered the earliest approach that highlighted the

significance ofthe altering ofjob and activities, which are also called the technical

relationships to improve organizational effectiveness. The technique originated from

the altering of labour practices in the British coal mining industry. The theory
investigates different metlrods ofimproving productionandmorale inorganizations

through action research. It is based on the theory that an organization constitutes

ofthe relationship involving a nonhuman system and a human system. It further

looked at the role of semi-autonomous groups that provide flexibility in
organizationalexistence, whichis viewedinthe light ofsocialandeconomic contexts.

Aided by an action-based research, this approach attenpts to develop organizational

fornr, serving human as well as technical aspects ofan organization. According to

theorists together with the social aspects the technical aspects of organizations

should be collectively optimized. This theory funher highlights the work group

interactions more than individual performance. This is based on the assumption

that a well-structured work group can result in better incentives, assistance, and

social supportthan individualjob designprogams. Aworkgoup isusuallyprovided

with resources and duties in safety, quality control, etc., and through teamwork it
identifies and corrects problems.

4.2.8 Experiments with Organizational Change and Intervention

This section explains the experiments concerning organizational change and

intervention.

4.2.8,1 Individual level intervention

Sensitivitytraining (T-Group): This is the most populartechnique ofintervention;

it involves changingbehaviour tkough unstructured group interaction It heps an

individual establish better relation with others. The primary focus ofthis theory is

reducing ofinterpersonal friction. Although T-group training is carried out as a

goup activity, it is aimed at the individual rather thanthe goup. The goals ofT:
group training include enhancement of interpersonal skills and competence,

enhanced awareness ofthe impact of one's behaviour on others, and a greater

general understanding of group dynamics.

Management by Objective (MBO): This is another extremelypopular

tool. It involves a systematic and programmatic goal setting throughout an

organization. Itis aprocessbywhichmanagers and subordinatesworktogetherin

identiffing goals and setting up objectives and together make plans in order to

achieve these objectives. These objectives and goals are consistent with the

organaatronal goals. It is based upon the assumption that involvement leads to
commitment andwhen an employee participates in goal setting as well as setting
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standards for measurements ofperformance towards that goal, then the enployee
will be motivated to perform better and in a manner that directly contributes to the
achievement of organizational objectives. MBO was introduced by Peter Drucker
in his bookThe Practice of Management :rr 1954.

Job rcdesign: Another common individual-level organizational development
intervention is job redesign. It is a technique that attempts to boost the variety of
tasks performed by an employee, directed towards job satisfaction and employee
motivation. Job redesign can be a por.verful individual-level organizational
development intervention because employees typically spend more time on
performing their jobs than on any other actMty in the workplace. Thus, job redesign
can be a very efficient wayto change the behaviour of employees.

4.2.8.2 Group level intervention

Group level intervention includes the following.

Team building: Team building is an attempt to assist the work group in
becoming adept by leaming how to identift, diagnose and solve its own problems.
It directly focusses on the identification ofproblems relating to task performance
and lays down concrete plans for their elimination. Ateambuilding prograrnme
deals with new problems on an ongoing basis. It is an effective technique by which
members of an organaational group diagnose how they work together and plan
changes that will improve their effectiveness. Thus, the basic aim is to help the
group members in examining their own behaviour and developing action plans that
fo ster tasks accomplishment.

4.2.8.3 Socio-technical interventions

Sociotechnical interventions include the following.

1. Systems analysis: Anorganaation should studyboth external and internal
environment, analyse the socio-economic factors like prevailing standard
ofliving, social demands on enployees, aspirations ofchildren and the abihy
ofthe individual to fulfll the same. Based on the above frctors an organization
should design its reward system so that the employee is able to live at a
desired level and meet his social obtigation. This is important because the
systems so evolved would be able to generate enthusiasm and desire to
excel in the job that will bring growth to the organization.

2. Flexible work hours: organaations should plan work based on teams.
The responsibilityto produce is assigned to teams and work groups. The
work should be assigned to them based on timings. All the resources should
be made available and there should be no interference bythe senior members
thereby providing them with total autonomy. Flexible work hours are
necessaryfor dualcareer families. For instance, dualcareer members, who
are now trying to combine their family and work lives, face problems
managing their work like family interface.
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3. Job sharing facilities: Organizations should create job-sharing facilities

within the organization and also have tie-ups with other organizations for

sharing thejob. Job sharing creates additional facilitywithout anymonetary

burden on th e oryantzation and most favourable utilization of resources is

achieved. Ifthe facilities are provided for performing the work, employees

can meet the dead line oftheir tasks.

4. Job evaluation and role analysis techniques: An individual shouldbe

trained in handling more than one job so that when required he could be

assigned to a different role. An individual has to play different roles in the

orgarruation He should be self-sufficient so that he can fulfllhis obligation.

It is also important that an individual should be satisfied on the job he is

performing.

4.2.8,4 Structural interventions

Structural interventions include the following.

1. Change in physical setting: The objective ofphysical setting is to reduce

physical fatigue ofthe worker and afford maximumphysical convenience

while performing the job. This involves layout ofthe machinery position of
the operator and availability of tools and raw material. This also involves

the supervisionthat is required to be carried out bythe superiors.

2. Formalization: Formalization refers to the extent to which policies,

procedures, rules and regulations exist in the organization. Policies are basic

guidelines and principles based on which the organizational objectives are

to be fulfilled. They are laid down with great thought and deliberation and

are indicative ofthe culture the organization wants to follow. Policies are

mandatory requirements ofany system. Policies are general in nature and

gives basic guidelines to the manager on how to operate.

3. Organizational mirroring: Organzational mirroring is an intervention

technique to assess and inprove anorganization's effectiveness by obtaining

feedback from the organuation with which it is interacting. When an

organization experiences difficulties working with other organizations, it can

seek assistance from these organizations.

4.2.9 Successful Change Attempts: Searching for Excellence

For most initiatives rn organizational settings to succeed, support from top

management personnel is crucial. Lack oftop management support is almost a

guarantee offailure. Thus, it should come as no surprise that top management

support is a key factor in determining whether programs ofplanned organnatiotnl
changes are successful. One of the most fundamental reasons why the top

management Support is so crucial is that top management personnel have a great

deal of control over organlzational resoufces. This is important because

organizational change and development programmes are very expensive. Not only

does an org aruzationtypically have to pay the fees of outside consultants, in most
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cases organizational change and development programmess require a great deal
oftime.

Top management support is also crucialbecause, inmost organizations the
top management is the level that provides broad strategic direction. The top
management's involvement and support are essential in order to give an
organizational change effort a proper direction. If anorgaruzational change effort
were to be conducted without this involvement, it is quite possible that change
might occur, but it might be counterproductive. A final reason that the top
managernent's support is so crucial is that it has synbolic value. Although enployees
in most organizations may not feelpersonallyconnected to members ofihetop
rnanagement tear4 they do look to these individuals for guidance. Ifan organizational
development program is initiated and members ofthe top management team are
indifferent towards it, it signals to empioyees that the program is irnimportant. on
the other hand, if top managers enthusiastically supporl it, it communicates to
enployees that the organizational effort is important and they should be committed
to it.

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

CrmcxyouR PRoGRESS

What is organizational change?

Define organizational culture.

What is the meaning ofprocess change in organization?
Define organizational structure.

What do you mean by organuational development?
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4.3 ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

organizational Development (oD) is concernecr with the planning and
implementation ofprogrammes designed to enhance the effectiveness with which
anorganization functions and responds to change. Beckhard defines oD as 

,an
effort, planned organization-wide and managed from the top, to increase
organization effectiveness and health through planned interventions in the
organizations in the organization's pro cess using behavioural-science knowledge,.

The aim is to adopt a planned and coherent approach to improving
organizational effectiveness. oD is concerned with the pro..r, not the structure
or the systems with the ways things are done. process refers to the ways in whichpeople act and interact. It is about the role theyplay on a continual basis to dealwith events and situations that involve other people 

1ni also to uoup, ,o the changing
circumstances. It is also an attempt towards influencing tn"Lemuers of theorganization and extends their openness with each other-about their individual
views towards the organization. It also involves sharing ofindividual experiences
and taking greater responsibility for actions as a member ofthe organtzation.



4.3.1 Survey Feedback

A well organized and systematic approach with a relatively long history of good

performance is the Survey Feedback Intervention ofOD. This technique is derived

from a long and sound tradition of attitude measurement and survey research. This

is a useful and efficient technique for fostering organizational effectiveness. As it

does not involve a high degree ofemotional and soul searching on the part ofthe

participants, this technique is devoid ofthe main limitation ofthe emotional instability

or psychological damage ofthe participants.

This step involvesthe following steps:

1. Collection of data: Information is gathered through a comprehensive

questionnaire. Such a questionnaire consist s o f company-related multiple

choice items. The iterns focus on issues like employee satisfictioru leaderstrip,

decision-making, etc.

2. Feedback of the information: Reporting the information and the key

findings to employees is another critical step in survey feedback. The results

are fed directly to the participants rather than to the top management. Such

results must be presented in a non-threatening and constructive manner to

the employees.

3. Developing action plans: The management should develop anactionplan

that is both straight forward and workable. Participants are asked about

theirrecommendation.

4. Follow-up: The basic purpose ofthis technique is to assist the organization

in diagnosing problems and developing action plans for problem-solving. It
also assists group members to improve relationships through discussion of
coflrmonproblems.

This technique is fiuitful and can be used in nrany types ofgroups. Furtheq

the technique can cut across vertical as well as horizontal dimensions of the

organization.
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Fig.4.3 Process of Survey Feedback
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4.3.2 Process Consultation

Edgm Schein, a social psychologist enphasized the role ofa consultant in effectively
designing the methods to solve the problems faced by a modern organtzatiofi.
Process consultation involves a group of actions directedtowards helping clients
to recognize, comprehend and take action on the processes that take place in the
clients' environment. It focusses on particular fields, such as communication,
functional roles ofmembers, group problem-solving and decision-making, group
nonr! leadership and authority, inter group cooperation and competition- 

-

Process consultation involves the following steps:

1. Initial contact: The client comes in contact with the consultant and specifies
the problems that cannot be solved bynormal organtzationalprocedures.

2. Define the relationship: The client and consultant enter into a formal
contract. This is also a psychological contract because both parties are
involved in the satisfaction ofcertain expectations.

3. Select the method of work This involves a clear r.rnderstanding ofwhere
and how the consultant will perform the job. The individual employee is
made aware ofthe consultatrt so that he can help the consultant by fumishing
the required informat io n.

4. Collection of data and diagnosis: The consultant invests agreatdealof
time in collecting relevant information. Normally data are gathered by
questionnaires, observation, personal interviews, etc., and an in-depth
diagnosis is conducted.

5. Intervention: Agorda setting, feedbach coaching and strucflral suggestions
are made in the process consultation approach. During this phase the
solution designed by the consultant will be translated into action in the
organization

6. Reducing involvement and termination: when the goals of oD
intervention have been successfully achieved, the consultant leaves the
organnationbyclosing the formal contract with the client.

The advantage ofthis approach is flrat it focusses onthe interpersonal and
inter group problems faced by organizations directly. The professional consultant
assists errployees in facing the problems and resolves the conflicts in a dispassionate
way' Howeveq the success ofthis approach depends on the diagnostic skills of
the consultant. Ifthe consultant is looking for the requisite experience and skills the
whole exercise may be self-defeating.



Fig. 4.4 Proc'ess Consultation

4.3.3 Action Research Model

The action research model has already been discussed. This model can be applied

to process consultation

As an approach to organizational consulting this modelprescnbes a positive

and collaborative working relationship between the consultant and client, this

therefore provides the essential establishment for the organizational change process.

There are sevenphases ofchange process in this action researchmodelwhich are

summarized as follow:

1. Entry: The consultation processes proceed by developrng the relationship

between the client and consultant as well as validating the matches between

both parties. Aft er the presentation ofthe client with a practicable business

venture, the consultant and the client arrange an initial phone conversation

In this process the consultant gains some insight on the presentation df
problems and the prirnary concems ofthe client

2. Contracting: Contracting determines whether or not to proceed with the

consulting relationship and there is a negotiation for any final conditions of
the contract. The contracting phase is activated as soon as the client and the

consultant agree to work together. It begins after theydiscuss the actual

scope ofthe project. During a face-to-face interaction with the client, the

consultant clears the possible doubts by asking some probable questions in

order to better understand the expectations ofthe client.

3. Data gathering and diagnosis: Afterthis contract, bothpartiesproceed

to collect the necessary data as well as its analysis. After defining the scope

oftheproject during the contract phase, the consultant andthe client begin

data collection. Here both parties are involved in an active role in conpleting

this task. The client sponsor provides the necessary organizational data to
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the consultant to help himunderstand the environment and initiate more
data gathering activities.

4. Feedback This involves presentation of the data andits analysis to the
client and reviewing any preliminary recommendations. once the diagnosis
process is completed, the consultant actively engages the client and the
entire management team in the feedbackprocess. In order for change to be
successfullyimplemented, it is veryimportant to share these findings from
the feedback with the client and guide them to determine the next steps.
Here, theymust initiate the process ofchange ifthey ever plan to accept it.
The consultant develops a summaryreport ofthe findings with conclusions
and recommendations suitable for the organrzation to move forward.
Generally qpeaking, these findings duly support the original disputation which
stated that initially there was a lack of collaboration and team identity inside
the client's organization.

5. Planning change: Since the data has been analysed and the problems
have been identified, the specific cotrses ofaction appropriate to the client's
requirement is developed. The main objective ofthis phase is to create an
action plan which will guide the corresponding phase ofthe change process.
Planning change is not only about the implementation ofthe solutions being
discussed, rather it is an opportunity to investigate the probable solution
and determining exactly, how the intervention will progress.

6. Intervention : Intervent ion is about app lication or implementation o f the
change technique to the client organ2ation. Intervention is an important
phase where theplan is carried out and the suggested solutionto the change
process is actually implemented within the client organization. It is different
from the diagnosis phase where the consultant accepts the responsibility of
intervention as the expert. This is rather a one time engagement where the
consultant can take the role of a facilitator. It is the responsibility and the
objective ofthe consultant to support the development. However, the client
must be held responsible for it. It is the client's orgaruzation that must be
changed, and only the actual members ofthis organization can be the experts
oftheir organizational environment. In the process of intervention, the
consultant in several sessions facilitates and encourages the learning
processes.

7. Evaluation: After the implementation ofthe change process is assessed.
The future course of action is determined from the closure ofthe project,
until the new contract development actMties. Evaluation is the last part of
the whole process. However, evaluation takes place at everyphase ofthe
work during this engagemant. Here, the corsultant and client together evahnte
the results ofthe contracting phase before moving toward data gathering
and diagnosis. Ifthe results are not satisfactory then the individual parties
must re-evaluate whether they are ready to move forward with the planned
change strategies. Also, the consultant performs a more formal review of
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the project. The consultant develops a standard code ofbehaviour for the

measurement ofthe success ofeach activity. Also interviews are conducted

with each ofthe managers to draw together their opinions and perceptions'

Fromthese gathered responses the consultant combines all the data and

presents themto the client for review.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the Action Research Model applied to process

consultation
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Fig. 4.5 Action Research Model Applied to Process Consultation

4.3.4 Person-Focussed Change 
I

Organizationaldevelopment interventions are qpically aimed at individuals, groups,

o, th. organization asa whole. However, the most popular level ofintervention is

groups, largely because most organizations have realized how important $oups
are to the success of organizations. Individual-level interventions are also used

frequently, although, in many organizations, these are presented simply as taining

proit* rather thu, u. organizational development interventions' Interms of
p.o...r., the interventions are designed to impact, essentiallyanything that can

impact the performance ofindividuals, or the organization as a whole, could be the

focusof anorganaationaldevelopmentintervention.

Inthe history of organaational development, one ofthe first organizational

development interventions was sensitivitytraining, also known as T-gfoup training'

Although T-group training is carried out as a gloup activity, it is aimed at the

individualrather thanthe group. This is because the goals ofT-group training

include enhancement of interpersonal skills as well as competence, enhanced

awareness of the impact of one's behaviour on others, and a greater general

understanding ofgroup dynamics. Although T-groups were at one time fhe most

popular intervention rn organuational development, they are rarely used by

organizational development practitioners today. This canbe attributedto the fact

that the effectiveness ofT-groups is doubtful as it is dfficult to applywhat has
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been leamed in the T:group to the workplace. The totalhonesty and authenticity
that are the hallmarks ofthe T:group movement maynot playwell in most real-
world work settings. Despite the fact that T-groupr ur. iur.lyused now as an
organizational development intervention, it w,ould be a mistake-to underestimate
its impact on the field of organuational development. Many organizational
development interventions that are popular today such as process consultation,
teambuilding, etc., are rooted inthe T:group.

Another common individual-level organizational development intervention
is job redesign. It can also be a powerful individual-leve lorganizitional development
intervention because employees typically spend -or. ti-" on performing their
jobs than on any other activity in the workplace. Thus, job redesign can be-a very
efficient way to change the behaviour of employees. The primary limitation of is
that it does not typically address more comprehensive issues in the work
environment. Anotherdrawback ofjob redesignis that it is costly. The expense
necessaryto diagnose and change.jobs maybe too costlyfor some organizations,
and the system-wide effects ofjob redesign rnaybe far-reaching.

Another co mmonly used organizational development intervention that is
focussed on individual enployees is Management by objectives (MBo). Although
the specifics ofMBo programs varywidelyamong different organizations, certin
features are common to most. Most involve some level ofioint goal setting between
employees and their supen isors. In addition, in most MBo programs, the
performance ofindividual employees is assessed in relation to theirprogress in
accomplishingthese objectives. Empiricalresearchhas shownthat MBoprograms
have a positive effect on employee performance. Top management support is
necessary for MBO programs to be successful.

4.3.5 Value Audit and Effectiveness

Manyorganizational development programs are conducted without the benefit of
any formal evaluation. Fortunately, enough enpirical evaluations oforganizational
development programs have been conducted over the years and they have yielded
several sunnnaries, using both qualitative and quantitative methods. the mosiwidely
cited qualitative summary of the eflectiveness of a number of organizational
development interventions was conducted by D.G. Bowers rr lg73.The most
important finding was that when a number of organizational development
interventions were compared, the survey feedback appeared to be the most
effective.

In more recent years, researchers have applied meta-analytic methods to
the evaluation oforganizational development interventions. Quantitative reviews
suggest that many o rganizational development interventions positively impact a
number ofemployee attitudes and behaviours. It is also true, that in all ofthese
meta-anallses, aportionofvariance inthe effects is leftunexplainedafteraccounting
for statistical artifacts, such as sampling error, unreliability, range restriction, and



so on. This suggests that while organizational development interventions can have

positive effects, these effects may vary considerably across organizations.

Organaational development effectiveness aids companies to transform and

develop self-evaluation techniques. In order to achieve these goals scientific

techniques, procedures and efficient human resources tools are used. OD

effectiveness generally constitutes ofthe following factors:

o Humanresource metrics

. Performance and sulvey assessment research

o Trainingande-leaming

r Leadershrp

o Orgaruzational development techniques

All these aspect s amalgamate to achieve organizational effectiveness.

Group involvement in each and everyaspect ofan organization can make it

more effective. Technology like the Internet and web-based tools canbe used for

implementation in distributing the organizational development feedback.

Management tools and training tools for all leaders can make the organization

more effective. Organizational effectiveness can also affect the overall financial

performance o f the organizat io n.

Any OD effectiveness depends on the communicative competence and ethics

of that company. The relation between OD effectiveness should be very

commnnicative inorderto achieve individualand organuationalgoals. Ethics form

the foundation oforganuationaleffectiveness. An organization must respect, be

honest and integrate all members equally to achieve effectiveness along with

development.

4.3.6 Creativity: Innovation and Lateral Thinking

Creativity is an intellectual way to an approach to problems. It generates a unique

and novel way to respond to problems. Individual decisions are made by a person

on behalfofa group. In a dynamic and ever changing environment full ofunexpected

problems, creativity in making a quick and unique decision determines the way

people andorganizations handle and respond to complex challenges of life. A
groupplays an irrportant role inenhancing creativityand incorporating it indecision-

rnaking. Therefore, making a good utilization of suchtraditionaltechniques like

brain storming, nominal groups, and the Delphi techniques can greatly help in

developing the creative potential ofpeople and the organization.

Stages of creative thinking

Creative thinking is carried out in five stages as under:

Preparation: Inthis stage people engage in active learning and dayto day

sensing that is required for dealing successfully with a complex environment.

Concentration: Actualproblems are defined and framed so that alternatives

canbe considered for managing them,

(D

(ii)
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(iii) rncubation: People look at problems in diverse ways that permit the
consideration ofunusual alternatives.

(iv) Iltumination : In this stage people reqpond to flashes o finsight and recognize
theproblem.

(v) verification: This stage involves logicalanalysis in orderto confirmthat
good problem-solving decisions have been made.

Fig. 4.6 Stages of Creative Thinking

4.3.6.1 Innovation

Innovation is also another unique way for approaching day to day problems and is
more practical and applicable. It is the process ofgenerating novel methods and
applyrng them. It is through innovation that creativity finds its way into daily
performance. It is these procedures that add to the improvement of customer
services or organuationalproductivity. Product innovationisthe reasonbehind
the beginning of novel or enhanced services in order to cater to customer
requirements. Innovation in processes leads to the introduction ofadvanced work
procedures and operations.

Innovation process

New product development can be carried out by innovative ideas. The process
ofinnovationtakes the following four steps:

(i) Idea generation: This involves generating ideas using spontaneity, creative
thinking, ability, and information processing.

(ii) Initiat experimentation: Experiments are conducted in order to set up an
idea's possible worth and relevance in the organizational context.

(iii) Feasibility determination: This involves identification ofthe expected
expenses and advantages.

(iv) Final application: In this stage the final application is developed and it is
determined whether products or services are to be rnanufactured or whether
a new approach to operations is to be implemented.

The final application marks the end ofthe process. However, ifthe final
stage is incomplete the process of incorporating innovation is yet to end. The
mere generation of a novel concept is not sufficient for any organization. Since,
concepts and ideas should go by every phaSe ofthe innovation process in order to
arrive at the last stage before any value can be assigned to it.



Figure 4.7 illustrates the process of innovation.
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Fig. 4.7 Process of Innovation

4.3.6.2 Lateral thinking

The theory of lateral thinking has been established by Edward DeBono. The Oxford

English dictionary states that lateral thinking is, 'a way ofthinking that seeks the

solition to inflexible problems through untraditional methods or elements which

would normally be ignored by logical thinking. ' Lateral thinking involves a group

ofprocesses that can be employed to enhance creative thinking' The application

of-lateral thinking processes is a planned approach to disrupt usual, unintemrpted

thinking designiL order to help the change in the pattern, and to increase the

variety ofpotential. Lateral thinking is applicable to standard as well as particular

use in all areas (physics, mathematics, political science, social systenl education).

The features of lateral thinking by Edward DeBono's are as follows:

1. The characteristics ofideas should be demanding, non-sequential, and

non-1ogical.

2. Theprocedure oflateralthinkit g should look for extra alternative,

investigating doubtfulareas, and does not haveto be exact.

3 . The procedure oflateral thinking must try to break free from set pattems,

labels, and categorizations.

4. The results oflateral thinking are unpredictable and/or probabilistic.

The primary aim oflateralthinking involves overcoming drawbacks by giving

a method for reorganaation in order to escape from standard designs, for

incorporating information in novel methods to establish new concepts. Lateral

thinking invoives evolvingpattems. Ina self-maximizing systemwithamemorythe

collection of information must always be less than the best possible arrangement.

The rearrangement offfirmation into another pattem is insight restructuring. The

aim ofthe rearrangement is to seek a better and more effective pattem. Aparticular
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way of looking at things may have developed gradually. An idea that was very
useful at one time may no longer be so usefut tooay anjyet the current idea has
developed fromthat old and outmoded idea.Laterat ttrinting is also a particular
way ofusing information in order to bring about pattern restructuring.

CrmcrYorrR PROGR-ESS

6. Define creativity.

7. Define innovation.

8. What do you mean by lateral thinking?
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4.4 SUMMARY

o Organizational change refers to any activity or activities that result in a change
in the course or processes that affect the manner inwhich an organization
operates.

o Technologicaldeveloprnents, competitive environment, globalizatiorl cost
controlling and increasing effectiveness together with greater consumer
demands, all imply that organszations require to continuously develop for
survival.

o Otganizational culture constitutes the environment at work onthe basis of
therelations dereloped amongst enployees inthe organi zation.It is structured
by one's know led ge, ski lrs, capabilities, cultural background, etc.

o Process changes are necessary to keep pace with the development in
technology, automation, inlbrmation technology, free market environment
and availability of trained manpower.

o An organaationalstructure is the overall practice of a business, which is
introduced to attain the set goals ofthe organization.

e The oldest theory ofthe general organizational change process is Lewin,s
Three- step Mo del for moving the organization fr orn the present po sition to
a changedposition.

o A second general theoretical model of the organaational change process,
also attributed to Kurt Lervin, is the Action Research Model. The general
idea behind action research is that the process of organaatronal change is
likened to a c5rclical research process.

o organjzational design is a formal method, aimed at the integration of
personnel, knowledge a,d technological framework ofan enterprise.

o The systetn-s theoryinrplies that various resources constitute anorganization
like individuals and groups, functions, products and services that forma
part ofthe complete system.



o The socio-technical systems approach investigates different methods of
improving production and morale in organizations through action research.

o Sensitivry training (T:.Group) is the most popular technique ofintervention;
it involves changing behaviour tlrough unstructured group interaction.

o Management by Objective (MBO) is a process by which managers and

subordinates work together in identifying goals and setting up objectives

and together make plans in order to achieve these objectives.

o Job redesign is a technique that attempts to boost the variety of tasks

performed by an employee, directed towardsjob satisfaction and enployee
motivation.

o Team building directly focusses on the identification ofproblems relating to

task performance and lays down concrete plans for their elimination.

o Organizational Development (OD) is concerned with the planning and

implementation ofprograrnmes designed to enhance the effectiveness with
which anorgaruzation functions and responds to change.

o Survey Feedback is a useful and efficient technique for fostering
organizational effectiveness.

o Process consultation involves a group of actions directed towards helping

clients to recognize, comprehend and take action on the processes that

take place in the clients' environment.

o Creativrty is an intellectual way to an approach to problems. It generates a

unique and novel wayto respond to problems.

o In a dynamic and ever changing environment fuII ofunexpected problems,

creativityinmaking a quick and unique decision determines thewaypeople

and organaations handle and respond to complex challenges oflife.

o It is tkough innovation that creativity finds its way into daily performance. It
is these procedures that add to the improvement of customer services or
orgaruzationalproductivity.

o The theory of lateral thinking has been established by Edward DeBono.

Lateral thirrking involves a group of processes that canbe employed to
enhance creative thinking.

4.5 KEY TERMS

Organizational change: Any activityor activitiesthat result inachange in
the processes that affect the manner in which anorganuation operates

Organizational culture: The environment at work on the basis of the

relations developed amongst employees in the organization

Organizational structure: The overallpractice of a business, which is

introducedto attainthe set goals ofthe organzation
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. Management by Objective (MBO): Aprocess by which managers and
subordinates work together in identifying goals and setting up objectives in
order to achieve these objectives

o Job redesign: A technique that attempts to boost the variety of tasks
performed by an employee, directed towards job satisfaction and employee
motivation

o organizational minoring : An intervention technique to assess and inprove
an organization's effectiveness by obtaining feedback from the organization
with which it is interacting

o Organizational Development (OD): The planning and implementation
of programmes designed to enhance the effectiveness with which an
organization functions and responds to change.

4.6 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

l. organnational change is any action or set ofactions resulting in a shift in
direction or process that affects the way an orgarmation works.

2. Organaational culture constitutesthe environment at work onthe basis of
the relations developed amongst enployees inthe organization It is structured
by one's knowledge, skills, capabilities, cultural background, etc.

3. Process change involves the steps andprocedure! that the top leadership
puts into place to ensure effectiveness in operating activities and prevent
losses resulting from possible technological malfunctions.

4. Organaational structure refers to an organization's irurer framework, and
indicates howpeople and tasks are arrangedwithin it.

5. Organtzational Development (OD) is concerned with the planning and
implementation ofprogrammes designed to enhance the effectiveness with
which an organization functions and responds to change.

6. Creativity is the ability to produce novel and useful ideas.

7. Innovation can be defined as the process for creation ofnew ideas and
putting them into action.

8. Lateral thinking seeks the solution to inflexible problems through
trnconventional methods, which may be rejected by logical thinking.

4.7 QUESTIONS AND EXERCTSES
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Short-Answer Questions

1. State the different models oforganizational change?

2. How is process change important to change management?

3. List the different stages oflewin's three-step model.

4. Who developed the General Systems theory?



Long-Answer Questions

1. Discuss organizational change and its types ofchanges.

2. Explain the role ofculture in organizations.

3 . Explain the various intervention stategies involved organizational change.

4. Discuss the various strategies oforganizational development?
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5.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit, you will learn about the meaning of conflict and the sources and
teclmiquesfornrranagingit.Youwillalsoleamabout stress, itssourcesandteclmiques
of stress management. Further, this unit also explores the meaning of strategic
rxmagement and organizational change strategies. Enterprise resource planning,
downsizing, mergers and acquisitions are significant issues constituting organizational
change. This unit will acquaint you with information regarding the various aqpects

ofthese changes.
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5.1 UI{IT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Analyse the techniques ofconflict management in organizations

o Discuss the meaning, nature and concept of stress mrmagement

o Explore the principles ofstrategic management

o Understand the different strategies of organaational change

o Elaborate on enterprise resource planning, mergers, acquisitions and
downsizing

5.2 CONFLICT NEGOTIATION AND STRESS IN
ORGANIZATIONS

Existence ofgroups inevitably leads to difference ofopinion and conflict. Aconflict
can be defined as a disagreement between two or more individuals or groups over
various issues, such as goals, roles and resources.

5.2.1 Conflict: Meaning and Nature

We allknowthat organizationsareconposedofgroupsto achievethe organtzational
goals. The success of an organization as a whole depends uponthe existence of
harmonious relations amongst interdependent groups. However, manya time the
relationship between or among the groups/teams maynot be very cordial Thus, it
can be said that conflict is a basic element ofany group and organization. The very
nature ofanorganization guarantees the emergence ofconflict. An organization
constitutes ofgroups/teams, which in turn are composed ofpeople with different
attitudes, personaliry temperament, etc. Therefore, conflict is inherent in all forms
oforganizations. Naturally, wherever there is interaction there is potential for conflict.

A conflict can be considered as an expression of hostility, negative attitudes,
antagonisrrq aggression, rivalryand misunderstanding. Conflict is also associated

with situations that involve contradictory or irreconcilable interests between two
'opposing groups.

Every organization has its set goals and objectives. The organizational goals

are further classified as departmental objectives, goup goals and individual goals.

When an individual interacts with another individual there maybe perceptual and
communicationproblems, which cause misunderstanding and lead to individual
conflicts. This is also true for groups. Group conflicts indicate the nature ofinter-
group behaviour in an organization. Inter-group conflict occurs due to group
cornpetition and group cohesiveness. This leads to a feeling of 'we'and 'they'. A
conflict can arise between employer and employees, rnanagement and workers,
departments, stakeholders, shareholders, producers and consumers and between
various trade unions.



5.2.2 Features of Conflict

The following are various features ofconflict:

o A conflict is said to occur when two or more than two parties get involved

in the pursuance ofmutually exclusive goals, values or events. It based on

the assumptionthat there are incompatible interests among parties.

o A conflict can exist either at a latent or an overt levef but generally speaking,

conflict is atermthat is limitedto overt acts.

o Conflict is different from competition. In conflict one side sees an opporfudty

to interfere with the other's opportunity to acquire responses or perform

activities. In competition both sides try to win, but neither side actively

interferes with the others.

5.2.3 Sources/Causes of Conflict

The following are various causes ofconflict:

Communicational issues

Corrrntlrication is an integral part ofall organizational activities. Poor conrrnrnication

can result in major conflicts. Misunderstanding or partialinformation during the

process of communication can make the ultimate difference between the success

and failure ofthe task. A failure for which the responsibility becomes difficult to

trace can cause conflict between the sender and receiver.

Behavioural issues

These conflicts arise out ofhumanthoughts, feelings, emotions, attitudes, values

and perceptions that reflect the basic traits ofpersonality. Thus, certain people's

values or perceptions of situations are particularly likely to generate conflict with

others. Conflict can arise due to ditrering viewpoints onvarious issues'

Structural issues

These issues are due to the structural design ofthe organization. The larger the

organization the more are the chances ofconflict. Conflict can also arise between

the line and staff. It is assumed that ifsubordinates are not allowed to participate

inthedecision-makingprocess itmayleadto resentment, whichwillinduce conflict.

When resources are scarce and individuals as well as units have to share such

resources like capital, facilities, staffassistance, then conflict can arise. Poorly

designed or planned workforce structure could also trigger conflict.

5.2.4 Tlpes of Conflict

A conflict can occur in three different forms at individual level, group level and

organizational level. They are as follow:
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(i) Intra-personal conflict: This type ofconflict is intemalto the individual
and probablythe most difficult type of conflict to anaryse. This happens
when the role assigned to the individual does not conform to the values and
beliefs held by the individual. In such cases, a person has to choose between
equally desirable altematives or goals.

(ii) Inter-personal conflict: Inter-personal conflict involves conflict between
two or more individual and is probably the most common form ofconflict.
This may involve conflict between two managers or disagreement over goals
or objectives ofthe organization. This type ofconflict maybe due to opposing
attitudes, different types ofpersonality or difference of opinions on some
issues/problems. Different officers in the organization may have different
opinions resulting in conflict.

(iii) Intragrcup conflict: All formal and infonnal groups have established certain
norrns ofbehaviourand operational standards that all menrbers are expected
to adhere to. The individual maywant to remain within the goup for social
needs but may disagree with the group method. For instance, the group
may go for a strike for some reason but some members rnay not agree,
which may lead to conflict within the $oup.

(iv) Inter-group conflict: Every group is atleast in partial conflict with other
groups. Most ofthe departments in the organization compete; they differ in
goals, work activities, power and prestige. one of the most common and
highlighted conflicts is between line and staff The line managers mayresent
their dependence on stafffor information andrecommendations. The staff
may resent their inability to directly implement their own decisions and
recomrnendations.

(v) Intra-organizational conflict: The origins ofconflict in an organization
are many. conflict can occur between employees or departments at the
same hierarchical level in an orgunization. Conflict may also occur between
subordinate and superiours.

(vi) Inter-organlzational conflict: Conflicts also occur between organizations
that in some way are dependent on each other. The conflict may be between
buyer organuation and supplier organizations about quality, quantityand
delivery ofraw materials. It can occur between unions and organizations
regarding their differences of opinions about policies, or between
govemmantal agencies responsible for regulating certain organizations and
the orgarnzations that are affected bythem. These types ofconflicts have to
be managed properly for the benefit ofboth types of organizations.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the types ofconflict.
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Types ofconflict

Intra Individual

Inter Individual

Intra Group

Inter group

Intra Organization

Inter Organization

Fig. 5.1 Types of Conflicts

5.2.5 Techniques of Conflict Management

Before we discuss techniques ofconflict management, we have to keep one thing
in mind that a conflict is not necessarily negative. In fact sofirc amount ofconflict is

needed to keep the organization moving. Ifthere is no conflict in the organizationt
it is not a good sign. However, ifthere is too much conflict in the organizatioq it
needs to be resolved. According to S.P. Robbins the best strategy of conflict
management invohes two processes, i.e., conflict resolutionteclmiques and conffict
simulation techniques.

Conflict resolution techniques

Following techniques canbe usedto resolve conflicts inthe organization:

o Problem solvmg This invohes a face to frce meeting between the conflictir8
parties for the purpose of identiffing the problem and resolving it through
opendiscussion.

o Superordinate goals: This involves creating a shared goalthat cannot be

attained without the cooperation of each ofthe conflicting parties.

o Expansion ofrcsources: There are times when conflict is caused by scarcity
ofresources, such as money, promotion, space, etc. Hence, availability of
these resources would control conflict in the organization.

o Smoothing: Thisinvolveshighlightingtheconrnoninterestsofttre conflicting
parties while playing down the differences between the conflicting parties.

o Compromrse: This is based on the principle that each party must lose
something and gain something. Therefore, there is no clear cut winner or
loser inthe process.

o Authoritarian command: Management uses its formal authority to resohe
conflict and communicates its decision to the conflicting parties.

Conflict simulation techniques

The following are certain techniques used by the organization to stimulate conflict
in those organizations which are characterued by no conflict.
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o communication: conflict can be stimulated by messages which are
arnbiguous or threatening for the parties involved or for the entire
organization.

o Bringing in outsiders.' When new members are added to the organization,
theybring withthemselves different ideas, value systems, frameworks, which
may cause disturbances in the existing culture ofthe organization.

o Restructuring the organization: organuational restructuring, such as
acquisition, nrcrger, introduction ofnew technology and structural change in
the orgarruational processes (for example, new leaders) will disrupt the
existing culture and framework.

. Appointing a devil's advocate: Appointing somebody who purposely
criticizes organizational policies and leaders in order to inffuence the people
inthe organization.

In most cases organizations use an eclectic approach, i.e., by using various
techniques to rnanage conflict in the organization.

5.2.6 Negotiation Strategies

Different varieties ofconflict-management techniques have been developed in order
to resolve conflicts. Generally, all these techniques can be broadly classified into
two types, bargaining and negotiation. These are two closely associated processes
that are often employed to resolve the differences in interests and concems that
generate conflict. Bargaining is the process ofreaching an agreement between the
conflicting parties and it consists of offers, counteroffers, and concessions in
exchange for some mutually acceptable resolution. On the other hand, negotiation
is a process in which each party decides what they have to lose and gain in the
exchange process. In deciding which conflicting interests will be satisfied, the parties
who are engaged in bargaining and negotiation can choose the degree to which
theywill emphasize and cater to their own interests.

There are five generalapproaches formanaging existing divergent interests
that are clnracteraedbydifferent mixes ofassertiveness and cooperativeness:

(i) competition: The competitive style is high on assertiveness and low
on cooperativeness. This sryle is power-oriented and one party,s gain
is another's loss. One way to accomplish this aim is by resorting to
authority in order to satisff one's owll concems.

(ii) Avoidance: This is associated with withdrawal, indifference, evasion,
apathy. Parties may detach themselves from the conflict believing that
conflict avoidance is more reasonable than an argument.

(iii) Accommodation: This implies that parties willbe generous and self-
sacrificing. This style enphasizes on common interests ofthe conflicting
group'

(iv) Compromise: This is a traditional method ofnegotiation. There is no
distinct winner or loser because each party is expected to give up
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something for a concession. It is used in differences in goals, attitudes

andvalues.

(v) Collaboration: Parties openly share information, attempt to listen

and develop enpathy. Tlrough sharing and conrmunication the problem

is mutually defined. All parties are seen as playing constructive roles.

5.2.7 Work Stress

Stress is a commonly discussed concept in our daily life, especially in today's

competitive business environment. Stress is said to occur when one comes across

an opportunity or demand related to what one desires and for which the outcome

is perceived to be bothuncertain and important. Stress is mostlyrelated to our

perception ofthings. Moreover, we get stressed only about those things which are

important to us and where there is uncertainty with regard to outcome. For exanple,

a promotion may be an opportunity for some to prove themselves, however, for

others it maybe a challenge as it entails more work and responsibility. Anticipated

outcome of events are a major Soulce of stress. When the outcomes are not

important to us or when outcomes are well decided in advance, they cease to

cause stress. We all get stressed at some time in our working life and there are

some who are more affected by it than others. Individual differences, such as

personality type (Type A or B), optimism, hardiness and social support may make

some ofus more resistant to stress than others.

Hans Selye, a medical researcher first used the term'StreSS', to describe

the body's biological response mechanism. He defined stress as 'the nonspecific

response ofthebodyto anydemand'. He stated that stress is the spice oflife, the

absence ofstress is death. Stress is usually considered to be negative and caused

due to negativeevents orneutralevents, whichare infened inanegative fiumner.

However, we have to understand that stress in itselfis value neutral and depends

on how we infer events. Stress, if exceeding our resources to cope with it becomes

negative. Therefore, stress is a major aspect of the organuational climate and

pervades all spheres of life. It is important to learn to control or manage negative

stress in order to avoid a negative impact. Today many psychologists have

emphasized on the role of stress in both posing challenges and creating

opportunities. Stress is also a source of inspiration and leads to higher

performance. When stress is the gravest, it reduces employee productivity'

However, there are times when people may get immune to stress without any

negative effects on their perfofinance. This tlpe ofimmunity is achieved through

constant experience and training. However, too much StreSS can seriously affect

our physical and mental wellbeing. The negative impact ofstress includes rectrrent

physical andpsychological stress, which can diminish our selfesteern, decrease

interpersonal and academic effectiveness and create a cycle of self-blame and

self-doubt. Therefore, better management of negative stress, maintenance of
adequate stress level and introducing positive stress at work can aid in creating a

healthy and effective or ganizational environment.
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5.2.8 Sources of Stress

The following are various sources of stress:

Environmental factors

We are aware that the world has become a global village. Therefore, whatever
happens in anypart ofthe world influences everyone. External environmental
uncertainty ofthis kind or ofany other kind (global recession recently) forced
/rmrry orgarttzations to design their structure to cope with these uncertainties. Besides
other things, this also influenced the stress levels amongst employees in the
organization. Generally, changes in the business cycle create economic uncemainty,
whichmakepeople increasinglyanxious about theirjob security. Similarly, political
uncertainties, political threats and changes also cause stress. Market uncertainty
for example, also leads to stress. The recent recession saw many people losing
their job in some sectors (IT, finance, aviation, etc.,), which impacted not only
enployees but their families as well. Stress can be also be caused by technological
changes that have taken place because ofnew innovations, which can make affect
jobprofiles.

Organizational factors

Within organizations there are many factors which can cause stress. Some ofthe
causes ofstress norgannation include pressure to avoid errors or complete tasks
in a limited time perio( overworlg a demanding or insensitive zuperiour, unpleasant
coworker, poor working conditions, long working hours, boring and repetitive
tasks, lack ofchallenge, no career morrement etc. Organaational fictors that cause
stress result from faultyjob design, poor ergonomics (science that deals with the
design of tools/furniture) and poor working conditions. As customer service
becomes increasinglyimportant, emotional labourhas emerged as a source of
stress in some ofthe sectors like aviation, education, call centre, etc. Issues like
role demand, role stagnatiorS role ambiguityor role conflict canbe another source
of stress. Role refers to ourresponsibilities and functions at workplace. There
may be times when roles/tasks/responsibilities may not be defined clearly (role
amblgulty). There may also be times when employees may stagnate in their roles,
performing the same tasks for a longperiod oftime (role stagnation). There may
be different people in the organization or outside, which mayhave conflicting
expectations from a person (role conflict) causing stress. Lack ofsocial support
from colleagues/family/friends may cause stress directly or may moderate the
relationship between stress and other outcomes.

Personal factors

According to research it is found that on an average an individualworks for about
40 to 50 hours a week. The remaining hours are spent in the presence offamilies
or friends, which constitute an employee's personal life. personal factors, such as
economic problems, problem related to relationships and personality issues may
lead to stress. In some cultures, the family is an integral institution and managers



put a premium on family and domestic happiness, as these have a lot ofinpact on
job performance. Certain tlpe of personalities (people who are emotionally
unstable, poor emotional intelligence, etc.), are more prone to stress. Figure 5.2

illustrates sources ofjob stress.

Fig. 5.2 Sources ofJob Stress

5.2.9 Managing Stress

From an organizational perspective, management of stress has become a matter

ofgreat concernwithpeople experiencing lowto moderate levels of stress. At a
moderate level, stress might be functional and could lead to higher employee

performance. However, when there is a high or low level of stress for a long
period oftime it can lead to considerable reduction in employee performance and

therefore requires corrective action. Stress management strategies couldbe b,roadly

categorized as fo llows :

o Individual approach: As a rational human being, employees themselves

can take responsibility and work towards managing stress appropriately.

This approach includes time management techniques, physical exercise,

relaxation training and expanding the social support network. Many times

stress occurs becarse ofpoor time management. Most ofus wait till the last

day to deposit the school fee, college fee, insurance premiunr, electricity

bill, etc. Thus, proper time management, prioritization oftasks plays an

important role in organizational effectiveness. Awell-organized employee

can accomplish twice as much as a person who is poorly org anuad. Physical

exercises.like aerobics, walking, jogging, swimming, etc., have been

recorhmended by phlsicians to deal with excessive stess levels. Individuals

can also teach themselves to reduce tension through relaxation techniques,

such as meditation, hypnosis and biofeedback. Furtheq by expanding hiV
her social network an employee can get an objective perspective to any

situation. Thus, all these factors depend on personal initiatives and there is a

large pool ofempirical support to show that these interventions control
stress.

Group Factors

Individual Factors
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o Organizational approach: Organizations can also take the responsibility
to controland mange stress. Manyfactors that cause stress emanate from
the organaation. Various organizational initiatives to manage stress may
include personnel selection, job placement, training, use ofrealistic goal
setting, rede signing o fj ob, increased emp loye e invo lvement, improved
organizational communication, o ffering employees sabbaticals and
establishment ofcorporate wellness prosams. As mentioned above, people
differ in their wlnerability towards stress, some are more prone, and others
are more stress resistant. Thus, proper selection and placement decisions
should be used to ensure that people are selected and placed according to
their wlnerability to stress as some jobs entail more stress than others.
Similarly, through training we can increase the self efficacy/self confidence
of an individual, which moderates stress. Stress also occurs because of
poorly designed goals and tasks. The goal setting theory ofmotivation
advocates that goals should be specific and moderately difficult to ensure
motivation ofpeople and decrease stress. Further, stress rnay occur because
ofpoorjob design (boring and repetitive jobs), therefore, jobs should be
redesigned so that employees get more responsibilities and more meaningful
work, whichincreases motivation and decreases stress. Increasing formal
organtzational communication with employees reduces uncertainties by
lessening role ambiguity and role conflict. Some employees also need
occasional escape from their work so they can be provided sabbaticals
ranging from few weeks to several months allowing employees to travel,
relax or pursue personal projects. wellness programs can be offered by the
organizationfocussing on the total physical and mental health ofemployees.

5.2.10 Skills Involved in Managing stress, conflict and Negotiation

Interventions must be aimed at the symptoms of stress. Althoughnot as desirable
as eliminating the stressors, eliminating the syrrytorns is more preferable than taking
no action at all. Some interventions focus exclusively on physiological reactions to
stress. Physical conditioning, particularly in the form of aerobic exercise, helps
make aperson more resistant to physiological changes, such as highblood pressure
that accompany stress reactions. Most big organuations provide on-site gyms in
order to promote health and exercise. Another approach to treating stress symptoms
is to employrelaxationtechniques. Undersevere amount ofstressthemuscles of
the body tend to tighten. Relaxation programs focus on eliminating tension in most
ofthe major muscle groups, including the hand, forearrr! back, neck, face, foot,
and ankle. Relaxing these muscle groups lowers the blood pressure and reduces
other physiological stress manifestations. Hence, many organizations offer enployee
training inthis area.Biofeedbacktraining teachespeople to recognizephysiological
reactions and techniques to improve these responses when under stress. A socially
supportive environment can reduce stress and buffer enployees fiom sftess caused
by aversive working conditions. For this reason, many organizations encourage
enployees to participate in team sports to increase group cohesiveness and support



for individual group members through team effort. Other means ofcoping with

stress that cannot be eliminated at the source focus on allowing employees time

away from stressful scenarios. Although a person may not feel capable ofhandling

stress or dealing with the dissatisffing aspects of a particular job indefinitely, it is

often possible [o do so temporarily. Many employers practice job rotation in an

effort to give workers a break from stress. Job rotation can do more than slrnply

reduce the stressful aspects of a particular job. It can increase the complexity of
work andprovide valuable cross-training injobs, so that anyonepersoneventually

comes to understand different tasks.

Another cause ofstress is inflexible work timings. In orderto help employees

cope with conflicting demands of work and family, many organizations offer what

havebeentermedas family-friendlybenefits. Generally, allbenefitsare specifically

designed to help employees balance the demands ofwork and fa-ily. This includes

flexibility of spending accounts, child care, parttime work options, sabbaticals

and on-site day care facilities. Unfortunately, a widely believed misconception

about fimily-friendlybenefits is thattheyare exclusivelyforwomen. However, the

fact is that they are designed to benefit both men and women especially those with

frmity.

CrmcrYouR PRocRESS

1. Define the term'conflict'.

2. List two features of a conflict.

3. What is intra-personal conflict?

4. State two conflict simulationtechniques.

5. What are the organlzatiormil factors that may lead to stress?
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5.3 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

The struchre ofan organization is meant to heS rnanagement achieve its objectives.

It is about specifying the organization's mission, vision and objectives, developing

policies and plans, which are designed to achieve these objectives, allocating

resources to implement these policies and plans. Strategic management is an

approach for identifying and making the necessary changes and measuring the

organization's performance as it moves toward its vision. It has been defined as a

management systemthat connects the strategicplanninganddecision-makingwith

the everydaybusiness ofoperationalmanagement. It is the wellplanned stepsthat

the management must follow for the benefit ofthe organization. According to tamb
(1e84),

'strategic management is an ongoing process that evaluates and

controls business, industries in which the company is involved,
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assesses its competitors and set goals and the strategies to meet all
existing and potential competitors. The next is to evaluate each
strategy annually or quarterly to determine how it has been
implemented, whether it has succeeded, or need replacement by a
new strategy to meet changed circumstances. . . 

,

As we know that objectives are derived from the strategy ofthe organization
Strategy and structure should be closely linked in order to execute the plans well.
Specifically, organizational structure should follow strategy. So ifa management
wants to make some significant changes in its organization,s strategy, it becomes
essentialthat the structure also need to be modified in orderto accommodate and
support this change. For example , rf anorgantzation decides to diversify itself(a
sfrategy decision), it becomes necessary for the organization to change its structure
to accommodate and support this strategic decision.

Strategic management techniques can be bottom-up, top-down or
collaborative. In the bottom up approach, employees submit proposals to the
nunagers which are then evaluated at various levels in the organization to evaluate
itspotential, ifit is being implemented. However, inmost organizations, the top-
down approach is more cofllmon. In this framework, the cEo along with the
strategic planning team decides the overall direction ofthe company in future, i.e.,
whether to diversi$ and go global, or move to rural areas to strengthen the curent
position

Thus, strategic management is the art ofplanning the business at the highest
possible level. It is about building a solid rurderMng structure ofthe organization
that will subsequently be achieved by the combined efforts ofevery individual in
tlre organization

Strategic management deals with the following:
o The business objectives: This refers to the ultimate goavs of the

business. These include the goals the organization is tryurg to achieve,
the enabling forces and the organizational barriers to the goals.

o Techniques to achieve these objectives: This refers to the best
method to achieve these objectives. This involves clearlydefining and
articulating the mission, vision, strategic and financial objectives-This
will result in the development of a strategic plan, clear cut laid down
strategy to actually achieve the goals.

o The resources required to achieve the goals: This refers to allocating
the right amount ofresources to different aspects ofthe business so that
every body has the adequate resources to achieve their respective share
of business objectives.

5.3. I Environmental Uncertainty

Anorganization's environment encorpasses everything outside the organization.
Suppliers, customers, and competitors are part ofan organization,s environment,
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as are the governmental agencies that regulate its business, the financial institutions

and investors that provide it with funding, and the labour market that furnishes

enployees. Generalfactors, suchaseconomic, geographic, andpoliticalconditions

that lrrpinge on the firm are part of its environment. Central to this definition is the

idea that the term 'environment' refers to things external to the firm. Five specific

environmental characteristics influence structural effectiveness, i.e., change,

complexity, doubt, receptivity, and diversity.

(i) Environmental change: This concerns the extent to which conditions in

anorganuation's environment change, unpredictably. At one extreme, an

environment is considered stable ifit does not change at allorifit changes

only in a cyclical, predictable way. At the other extreme, an environment is

considered dynamic when it changes over time in an unpredictable manner.

Environmental change affects the structure of an organization by influencing

the predictability of the firm's work and, therefore, the method of
coordinationused to integrate work activities. Stabilityallows managers to

complet e the p lanning needed to formalize or ganuational activities. Firrns

operating in stable environments can use standardization as their primary

coordination mechanism while it is difficult to establish formal rules and

procedures in dyramrc environments.

(ii) Environmental complexity: This is the degree to which an organization's

environment is complicated and therefore difficult to understand. Asimple

environment is composed of relatively few component parts like suppliers

and competitors, thus little can affect organaationalperfonnance while a

conplex environment incorporates a large ntrnber ofseparable components.

Complexity influences structural effectiveness by affecting the amount of
knowledge and information that people must process to understand the

environment and cope with its demands.

(iii) Environmental doubt: This reflects a lack of information about

environmental fictors, activities, and events. It undermines an organization's

abilityto manage current circumstances andplans for the future. To cope

with uncertainry organizations seek better ways ofacquiring information

about the environment. This effort often involves the creation ofboundary-

spanning positions that can strengthen the information linkage between an

organization and its environment. Aboundary spanner is a member or unit

of an organ uationthat int eract s with people or firms in the organization's

environment. Salespeople who have contact with customers, purchasing

departments that dealwith suppliers ofraw materials, and top managers

who in their figurehead roles represent the companyto outsiders are all
boundary spanners.

(i9 Environmental receptivity: This refers to the degree to which an

organization's environment support s the organization's pro gress towards

fulfilting its purpose. In a generous environment, a firm can acquire raw
materials, employees, technology, and capital resources needed to perform
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productively. Such an environment enables the firm to find a receptive market
for its products. Environmental hostility represents a crisis that must be
handled quickly and decisively ifthe fim is to survive. An organization ficing
hostility either finds a way to deal with it or ceases to exist. To deal with the
crisis of a hostile environment, firms that are normally decentralized in
reqponse to environmental complexity may centralize decision-making for a
limitedperiod oftime. Further, whenthethreat ends, a firmdealing *itt u
complex environment will perform effectively only if it reinstates
decentralized decision-making.

(v) Environmental diversity: This refers to the mrnber ofdistinct environmental
sectore or domains served by an organization. A firm in a uriform environment
seryes a single type of customer, provides a single kind ofproduct, and
conducts its business in a single geographic location. In contrast, an
organization in a diverse environment produces an assortment ofproducts,
serves various ffis ofcustomers, or has offices or other facilities in several
geographic locations. Such an organization conducts business across several
domains. Companies in diverse environments face a number of distinct
domains and must acquire information to satisfttheir particular demands.

5.3.2 Strategic Analysis

strategic analysis, as the name suggests, unplies focussing on the extemal factors
that affect anorganuation. It is a technique ofkeeping an eye and monitoring the
current happenings and also tracking the possible happenings ofthe future. It is
called 'strategic' because it is analysed at a high level and on a long-term basis.

By strategic analysis one is leaded to a clearer and more relevant goal,
resulting towards better quality in decision-making and a more secure future. It is
also known as external environmental analysis and is an important step toward
strategic planning. Strategic analysis is about finding the connection between all
possible factors and making the right decisions. It is based on the fact that one can
make better decisions ifone canunderstand external influences that affect future
requirements. Therefore, it is vitalto examine the consequences ofextemal factors
that affect organizational activities.

By the utilization ofstategic analysis many organizations have been successflil
inpreparing for future contingencies. Enterprises are also more likelyto use grants,
donations and loans to the greatest advantage and maximize their organ uitional
potential

5.3.3 Strategic Formulation and Implementation

The development of a strategic plan typically involves the top management,
sometimes withthe heS ofextemalconsultants, who analyze the current and futqre
state ofthe otganizalion Strategic formulation and irnplementation consists ofthe
following processes:



) Mission, goals and value statement: The mission statement delineates

the organization's reason for existence. It is important to operationalize a

mission and ensure buy-in if a mission statement is not to be reduced into

mere expression. There are atleast two benefits to be gained from the

expression of avalue statement. First, a statement offundamentalbeliefs

can guide a strategic change. Second, otgattuatbtnlbehaviour and success

are influenced by an employees perception of corporate beliefr , how well it

has been articulated and how intensely it has been communicated.

r Environmental threats and opportunity: Another important step in

development ofa strategic plan is the analysis ofenvironmental factors that

influences organizational objectives. Environmentalthreats are the external

surroundings that may disturb the organization from achieving its strategic

goals. In the similar vein the analysis ofenvironmental opportunities shed

light on the facilitators which would help an organaation to achieve its

objectives. Astrategic planning process should help managers develop a

complete understanding ofall the features ofthe organization's environment

(facilitators/threat/opportunities) and how they can come together to affect

the organization.

o Organizational strengths and weaknesses: It is certain that the strengths

ofan organization are its positive internal characteristics that an organization

can utilize to achieve its strategic goals. The analysis of strengths and

weaknesses naturally focusses on special fi.urctions ofthe organization, such

as marketing, finance, production, research and development.

o Goals and objectives: After anorganuation has defined its missions and

analysed extemal opporrunities andtlueats as wellas internal strengths and

weaknesses, it can realistically establish goals and objectives that will flrther

its mission. The definition of goals has several important benefits to an

organuation and its employees. Goals are a source ofmotivation. They

descnbe the purpose ofthe organization and provide the basis for decisions.

Managers and employees must make many decisions in their dayto day

activities. Goals become the basis for performance measurement.

o Formulation of strategies: Only after missions have been defined,

environmental threats and opportunities analysed, ot ganaational strengths

and weaknesses considered, and goals established can the management

undertake strategy formulation. It is the task ofthe organization to select the

most effective game plan or course of action to achieve the organization's

goals and objectives. Strategy may be formulated and implemented at the

corporate leveland for individualbusiness units and functions.

CmcxYouR PRocRESS

6. State the three types of strategic management techniques.

7. What are the environmental fictors that influence structural effectiveness?
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This section explains the various strategies involved in o rganr,ational change.

5.4.1 Building Learning Organizations

Major work towards the leaming organization was done by Frederick w. Taylor
through the introduction ofscientific management. However, the term .leaming

organization' is usually attnbuted to seminal work ofClrisArgyris and his colleaguef,
who made the distinction between first-order or single-bol and second-order or
double-loop leaming.

o single'loop learning: This involves tnproving the organaatLon,s capacity
to achieve knownobjectives. It is associated withroutine and behavioural
leaming. Under single-loop, the organization learns without a significant
change inthe basic assumptions.

o Doubleloop learning: This formoflearning re-evaluates the nature ofthe
organtzational objectives and the values surrounding them. This type of
learning involves changing the organaati.on,s culture.

Single-loop and double-loop learning organization have made a drastic
change in the present times, in which adoptive learning, generallybased on change
inbasic assunptions like culflral, value and structural change was introduced. The
system faced several complications. It involved a need for a more important
generative learning. Generative learning involves creativity and innovations.
Generative process leads to a total reframing ofan organization's experiences and
leaming from that process. Generative leaming *u, propugated by peter Senge.

5.4.2 Enterprise Resource planning (ERp)

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERp) is an integration ofbusiness management
practices and modern technology. Three core components of ERp are business
management practices, specific business objectives and IT. ERP is a complete
business software solution, which in essence is a massive store house ofdata. Its
basic purpose is to arrange and incorporate the systems of entering data and
processes which are related to business. ERP is a massive software architecture
that supports the streaming and distribution of information and maintenance of
data among geographically scattered business enterprise. It provides the
management executives with a comprehensive overview ofthe complete business
execution, which influences their decisions in a productive way. Information in
large business organizations is stored on various servers u..or. ,nuny functional
urits, whichcan be separatedbygeographicalboundaries. Suchdiverse information
can possibly serve individual organizational units but fail to enhance enterprise
wide performance, speed and coupetence.



Today, ERP can use a variety of data related to different functions, such as

HR, supplychain, finance, etc., and integrate them into a single unified database.

This unified databaset can be managed for all the units from a storehouse. Earlier,

diferent functions, suchas humanresources, supplychainmanagernent, customer

relationship management, finance, manufacturing warehouse management and

logistics were managed by separate individual software applications. However,
today they can all work under a single unit known as ERP. For a software system

to be considered ERP, it must provide a business with a wide collection of
functionalities supported by features like flexibility, modularity and openness,

widespread business processes and global focus. Following are the advantages

and disadvantages o f ERP :

Advantages of ERP
o It integrates the entire ry.stem by connecting all functional areas together.

o It communicates information across various departments and units in
different geo graphical location.

o It improves the efficiency, performance andproductivitylevels ofvarious
business units.

o It aids inforecasting and keeping track ofthe business.

Disadvantages of ERP

o Customization is not flexible and is limited in several circunstances.

o It canbe extremelyexpensive to implement and operate.

o There is possibility of lack ofcontinuous technical support.

o It maybe too rigid for speciflc organizations that are either new or want
to move in a new direction in the near future.

5.4.3 Downsizing

Downsizing refers to voluntaryactions ofan organizationto reduce expenses. This
is usually, but not always, accomplished byshrinking the size ofthe work force.
However, the term covers a whole range of activities from employee lay offs,
hiring freezes, and also consolidation and mergers ofunits. Various forces in the
conternporaryworld, such as globalization, competition, technological advances

and a shift from product based to service based industry are forcing organizations
to cut costs. However, many experts are also ofthe view that downsizing results
because ofmismanagement and strategic errors at the top ofthe organization.
Social forces have also been recognized as a cause ofdownsizing. Theorists have

identified three such social forces, i.e., constraining forces, cloning forces and
learning forces. Constraining forces place pressure on the managers to do the right
thing, such as cutting costs, reducing work force. Cloning forces are the result of
imitation or benchmarking. Reacting to uncertainty, managers desire to portray
that actions are being taken to control the decline. The third force is called learning
force, where downsizing takes place through educational institutions and professional
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associations. Business schools with an emphasis on cost accounting methods
encourage downsizing as a legitimate business activity.

Effects of downsizing

C.L. Cooper and R.J. Bruke have listed the following patterns that areusually
found m organaations, which have undergone downsizing in the recent past:

o Deterioration oforganizational commturication during downsizing
o Failure oforganizationaltrust
o Anxiety and fear among mernbers ofthe organization
o Increased resistance to change and increase in rigidity
o Heightened turbulence and uncertainty in the organization
o Survivors of downsizing (who are left in the organization after the

downsizing) have reported lowjob satisfactioq lack ofjob involvement,
no organizational commitment or loyalty.

o In extreme cases, survivors may also experience 'psychic numbing,,
whichischaracterizedbydenial, jobinsecunty, depression, stress, fatigue,
etc.

According to cooper & Burke, the evidence for the effectiveness of
downsizing is not impressive. Many efforts produce results that are dismal, and
some consequences which were devastating. The authors have quoted many
researches to justi$ztheir claim However, there were some success stories also
but theywere far less thanthe failure studies. Therefore, organizations must be
very careful when they opt for downsizing.

5.4.4 Mergers and Acquisitions

Corporate restructuring, such as mergers and acquisitions are a comrnon ocglurence
in today's day and age. Popular examples from the recent times include the
acquisition of London's GrosvenorHouse Hotel bythe Sahara group and the
acquisition ofthe SouthAfrican Coal Mining holdings as well as Canada,s CIS
EnergybyJSW Steels.

Although the terms' merger' and' acquisition' are used interchangeably,
there is an important difference between them. when a company takes over another
and clearly establishes ilselfas the new owner, the purchase known as an acquisition.
From a legal point ofview, the target company ceases to exist, the buyer .swallows,

the business and the buyer's stock continues to be traded. In the pure sense ofthe
term, a merger happens when two firms agree to go forward as a single new
company rather than remain separately owned and operated. This kind ofaction
is more preciselyreferred to as a 'merger of equals'. The firms involved in a
merger ofequals are often the same in size and the stocks ofboth the companies
are surrendered leading to the formation ofa new company stock. For example,
in the 1999 merger of Glaxo wellcome and SmithKline Beecham, both firms
ceased to exist when theymerged, and a new company in the name of Glaxo
smith Kline was created. However, many mergers are 'not ofequals'. The larger



orgafiization takes control over the smaller company. DeccanAirlines merged

with Kingfisher and is known as KingfisherAirlines. Mergers and acquisitions can

be hostile or friendly. This depends on how it is communicated and received by
the target company's Board ofDirectors, employees and stake holders. The main

reason for mergers and acquisitions is to create a share holder value more than

that of the two companies. In other words, two companies together as one are

better than two separate entities. There are various causes due to which companies

opt for mergers and acquisitions. Mergers and acquisitions:

o Inprovecapacityutilization
o Enhance coverage ofsales force

o Reduce managerial staff
o Gain cost advantage

o Gain access to new suppliers and distributors
o Gainnewtechnology
o Reduce tax obligation

Success of mergers and acquisitions (M & A)

The results so far are not veryencouraging. M. Marks and P. Mirvis state that

more than three quarters of corporate combinations (M & A) fail to achieve the

anticipated business results. Most produce higher than expected costs and lower

than expected profits. These fiilures are because of several fictors including price,

lack ofstrategy for the cornbination, corporate politics, clashing culture and poor
planning. However, not all M &Ameet with failure and devastating results. There

are many success stories. Marks and Mirvis present a model of M &A, which
they divide into three phases, i.e., pre-combination, combination and post

cornbination. The pre-combination phase describes plarlrung and cultural anall,sis

ofthe combining organuations as rvell as the emotionai and psychological issues

that emerge ofthe anticipated combination. Thc combinationphase emphasizes

on the top management's leadership, the r ole oftransition teams, building enthusiasm

throughout thework force, reduction ofstress, and inportance ofbeing sensitive

to symptoms ofcutture clash. The post combination phase involves the integration

ofstructures, policies, and practices, as well as the development and reffircement
of the desired culture. This phase also helps employees adapt to the new

organizational realities and works on the development of effective work teams.

What emerges from this model is that M & A are not easy, therefore companies

must weighthe pros and cons thoroughlybefore embarking onthis journey.

5.4.5 Effectiveness in Public and Private Organizations

Public organuations are those organizations which are owned by governments

(Central or state), its employees are appointed by the government and they draw
their salary and perks from govemment funds. When India became independent,

India adopted for a socialist and welfare state. The main purpose was to create

organtzations where employment could be provided to a large number ofpeople.
As a result many organizations were created in remote areas with twin purposes,
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i.e., to provide enployment and to eamprofit, however, the fost objective remained
dominant for many years. As a result, many organtzations could not become
economically viable and were declared as 'sick' units which were later sold by the
govemment. For example: Modern Bread, once a public organization, was
purchased byHindustan Lever Ltd. Not all the public organizations had the same
fate, there are ntzuly successfulpublic organaations, such as IocL (the onlylndian
organtzation in the Fortune 500 companies), ONGC, BPCL, SAIL, etc.

on the other hand, a private organization is one, which is owned by a person,
a family, agroup ofpeople, etc. TArA, Reliance, wipro., etc arethe exanples of
private organizations. However, manyprivate companies failto eamprofits for
their stakeholders. The examples which redefined the market in their own fields
have also failed to survive, for example, DeccanAirlines, Subhiksha chain ofsuper
markets, etc.

The indices of effectiveness shall also vary across public and private
organizations. In public companies, indices are both soft as well and hard, such as
employee satisfaction, responsiveness towards environment or social issues (in
the recent CwG 2010, all the sponsors were public organizations) besides
generating revenues for the company. On the other hand, private organizations are
more driven towards eaming profits for their stakeholders.

On a more theoretical level, there are four elements of organrzational
effectiveness largelybased on four frameworks ofthe organtzation as stated by
R.E. Quinnand J. Rohrbaugh, theyare as follows:

o TheHumanRelationsmodel
o The Open Systems model
. The RationalGoalmodel and
o The Internal System model

A detailed discussion on this is beyond the scope ofthis unit, although the
first tluee are already discussed in Unit 1. Quinn and Rohrabaugh identified three
dimensions ofvalues on which the four models ofeffectiveness may differ, also in
terms ofthe effectiveness of organizations. They are as follows:

o Organnation structure, which distinguishes between organizational
flexibility/adaptability and controVstability

o Otganizational focus, which distinguishes between an internal and an
external orientation

o The means-ends continuunq which distinguishes betweenan emphasis
on outcome objectives or the means by which these objectives are to
be achieved, such as processes andlor important causal attributes

These seemingly opposite values, for example, the need to be stable in
order to avoid chaos but simultaneously a need to be flexible/adaptable to the
changing demands. or ganaational effectiveness depends upon the ability of an
organization, and its managers, to strike the right balance amongthese critical
attributes, as requiredby the organaation,s objectives.



Taking cue ftomthe above tkee values, public and private organizations

canbe cornparecl. Most ofthe public organizations ar"e characterizedbycontroV

stability as comparecl to flexibility, in hich is the hall mark of private organizations.

The means-ends continuurn, (for example, inprir,ate organizations) is characterized

by a focus on ends rather than on the means. In the contemporary world, the

difference between pnvate and public organization is sluinkfuig a.s public organizations

too needto create values inorder to sustaitr in the lt;ng nrn.

5.4.6 Ret'avioural Aspect of Nlanaging Acrnss Culture

Today, organizattons are gro'uvicg he}'onrtr liational boundaries, and in many

irstances theygrow torryarcl multinationalizi'rtion, such that a home office in one

counfiymanages operations in sereml others" In some instances theymove towards

globalization, where organizationa1units locat*J in different countries conduct

business autonomously. With this groi..,,{ir come differences in nationality and culture

withinorganizatioiral boundariesthat cim have sigificant effeots onorganizational

behaviour. Thus, there is a risk in these differences. which could complicate the

responsibilities ofcontemporary managers because management practices and

norms are different in every conntry and require changes for adjustment. Therefore,

in these circurnstances managers must take intemational dilTerences in a serious

mannerbecause derivationof conrpetitive advantage fromculturaldiversitywill
lead to success in global rnarkets.

An important model to understand behavioural aspects across culture is

that ofG Hofstede. He stateci that most of the diff[erences among various cultures

can be captured with the help of four dimensions, i.e., uncertainty avoidance,

rnasculinity-femininity; individualisnr---collectivisnr. and power--distance. These

four dimensions could aid in conrparing, formulating policies and rnanaging people

universally. We have already discussed same ofthese factors in Unit 2. These are

described as follows:

(i) Uncertainty avoidance: This refers to the degree to which people

are comfortable rn,ith anyuncertain and unsuspecting situation In this

analysis, people with low nncertainty avoidance feel comfortable even

though they are unsure about curent activities or possfule future events.

According to Hofstede, the level ofuncertaintyaroidance inDenmark

(23) is about halfofthat in the United States (46) and Canada (48).

Managers working in culfures with stronger rincertainty avoidance must

leam not only to accept, but also to participate in the development of
seemingly unnecessary rules and apparently meaningless planning to

help other organization members cope with uncertainty.

(ii) Masculinity-femininity: According to Hofsterle masculinity refers

to the degree to which a culture is founded on values that emphasize

upon independence, aggrcssiveness, dominance, and ph)Bical strength

as compared to dependence, relationship, care and concern.
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8.

9.

10.

Fennle managers working in cultures charucteruedbymore culfural
masculinity than in their ow'n cultlre face the prospect ofreceiving less
respect at work than they feel they deserve. To cope with this, a
fernale manager may want to seek out male mentors in senior
management to secure herplace in the organaation. Further, male
managers in national cnltures marked by more culfural femininitythan
their own must control thefu aggressive tendencies and learn to treat
members ofboth sexes with equal dignity and respect.

(iii) Individualisrn*-collectivisrn : This dimension is about how much a
culture promotes 'I'versus 'we'. In an individualistic culture there is
focus on one self, one's needs and aspirations irrespective ofothers.
However, in a c<lllective culhlre, there is focus on groups, their needs
and their aspirations.

Managers who must work in national cultures that are more
individualistic than their own must first learn to cope with the sense of
rootlessness that comes from the absence of close-knit group
relationships. At rvork, they must develop an understanding ofthe
importance ofrewarding individuals equitably and adjust to the idea
that organizatio nal membership is temporary. Managers working in
cultures that are more collectivistic than their own must adjust to
demands for self-saerifice in support ofgroup well-being. Theymust
also lear,r to accept equai sharing in lieu ofequity and exchange at
ln,ork.

(iv) Power--distance: This reflects the degree to rvhich the members of
a society accept differences in pow,er and status among themselves.
People who have a strong feeling ofpolitical equality show a preference
for parl: :ipatoiy decision-making, and tend to distrust autocratic and
a hierarchical type of govemance.

Managers who work in cultures that portraya lower levelofpower-
distance may initially feel discomfurt stenrming from the unfamiliar
decentralization of authority and a perceived loss of control. They
must leam to be less autocratic and more participatory in their work
with others. X,{anagers that lean towards higher levels ofpower-
distance must accept the role that centralization and hierarchies play
in maintaining what is deemed to be an acceptable level ofcontrol.
They must adopt a more authoritarian and autocratic style of
management.

Cnrcx Youn Pnocnrss

What is single-loop learning?

What is enterprise resource planning?

List two effects of dorvnsizing as stated by C"L. Cooper and R.J. Bruke.



5.5 SUMMARY

o The nature of an organizationguarantees the emergence ofconflict. An
organization constitutes ofgroups/tearns, which in turn are cornposed of 

I

people with different attitudes, persorrality, temperament, etc. Therefore 
I

conflict is inherent in all forms oforganizations. 
i

o Conflict can be considered as an expression ofhostility, negative attitudes" 
]

antagonisrq aggression, rivalry and misunderstanding.

. Communication is an integral part of all organizational activities. Foor
communication can result in major conflicts. Certain people's values or
perceptions ofsituations are particularly likelyto generate conflict with others.

Conflict can arise due to differing viewpoints on various issues.

c According to S.P. Robbins the best strategy ofconflict management involves

two processes, i.e., conflict resolution techniques and conflict simulation
techniques.

o Stress is said to occur when one comes across an opportunity ordemand,
related to what one desires and fbr which the outcome is perceived to be

both, uncertain and irnportant. Stress is mostly related to our perception of
things.

. Generalb, changes in the business clcle create economic uncerlainty, which

make people increasingly aruiious about theirjob securiry Similarly, political

uncertainties, politicalthreats and changes also cause stress.

t arganuational factors that cause stress result liom faultyjob design, poor
ergonomics (science that deals rvith the design oftools/fuiniture) and poor

working conditions.

r From anorgantzationalperspective, management of stress hasbecome a

matter ofgreat concern with people experiencing low to moderate levels of
stress. At a moderate level, stress might be functional and could lead to
higher employee performance. However, when there is a high or low level

of stress for a long period oftime it can lead to considerable reduction in

enrployee performance

o Strategrc management is an approach for identiffing and making necessary

changes and measuring the organization's performance as it moves toward

its vision. It has been defined as a management systemthat connects the

strategic planning and decision-making with the everyday business of
operational managemant.

o Environmental change affects the structure ofan organization byinftuencing

the predictability of the firm's work and, therefore, the method of
coordination used to integrate work activities. Stability allows managers to

complete the planning needed to formalize organizational activities.
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o Strategic ana\615 is about finding the connection htr,veen all possible frctors
and making the right decisions. It is based on the fact that one can make
better decisions ifone can understand extemal influences that affect future
requirements.

o ERP is a eon:plete business software solution, which in essence, is a massive

store house of data. Its basic puryose is to arrange and incorporate the
systems of entering data and processes which are related to business.

c ERP canrelate data to different functions, such as HR, supplychain, finance,

etc. and integrate thern into a single unified database.

o Downsizing refers to voluntary actions ofan organization to reduce expenses.

This is usually, but not always, accomplished by shrinking the size ofthe
work force.

o The main reason for mergers and acquisitions is to create a share holder
value more than that ofthe parties inr.olved.

o Public organizations are thos e organiz,atians which are owned by govemments

(centralor state), its employees are appointed bythe government andti..:y
draw their salary and perks from government funds. Organizational
effectiveness depends upon the ahility ofan organization, and its nunagers,
to strike the right balance among these critical attributes, as required by the
organization's objectives.

o An important rnodel to understand behavioural aspects across culture is
that ofG. Hofstede. He statedthat most ofthe differences among various
cultures canbe captured with the help offour dimensions, i.e., uncertainty
avoidance, rnasculinity-femininity, indil,idualisni---+ollectivismandpower-
distance.

5.6 KEY TERMS

Conflict: Adisagreement between two or more individuals or groups over
various issues, such as goals, roles and resources

Bargaining: The process ofreaching an agreement between the conflicting
parties that constifutes offers, counteroffers and concessions, in exchange

for some mutually acceptable resolution

Family-friendly benefits: A form of ernployee welfare scheme that is
specifically designed to help emplo_vees balance the demands ofwork and

fimily

Strategic management: An approach for identifying and making the
necessarychanges formeasuring the organization's perforrnance as it nroves
toward its vision

Downsizing: Voluntary actions ofau organization to reduce expenses



Acquisition: An act in which a company takes over another and clearly

establishes itselfas the new owner

Merger: An act in which two firms agree to go forward as a single new

conpany rather than remain separately owned and operated

5.7 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

Aconflict canbe considered as an expression ofhostility, negative attitudes,

antagonisrq aggression, rivalry and misunderstanding. Conflict is also

associatedwithsituations that invohe contradictoryorirreconcilable interesls

between two opposing groups.

The following are various features ofconflict:

o A conflict is said to occur when two or more than two parties get im'ohed

in the pursuance ofmutually exclusive goals, values or events. It based

on the assumption that there are incompatible interests among parties.

o A conflict can exist either at a latent or an overt level, but generally

speaking, conflict is a term that is limited to overt acts.

3 . This type ofconflict is intemal to the individual and prohbly the most difficuh

type olconflict to analyse. This happens when the role assigned to the

individual does not conform to the values and beliefs held by the individual.

4. The following are two techniques ofconflict simulation:

(\ Communication: Conflict can be stimulated by messages which are

ambiguous or threatening for the parties involved or for the entire

organization

(t\ Bringing in outsiders.' When new members are added to the

organization, theybring with thernselves, different ideas, value systems,

frameworks, whichmaycause disturbinces inthe existing culture of
the organization.

5. Within organizations there are many factors which cancause stress. Some

ofthe causes of stress in organizations include pressure to avoid effors or

conplete tasks in a limitedtime period overworlg a demanding or insensitive

,.rp.rio,r., unpleasant coworker, poor working conditions, long working

hogrs, boring and repetitive tasks, lack ofchallenge, no career movement,

etc. Organizational factors that cause stress result, from faultyjob desigq

poor ergonomics (science that deals with the design oftoolVfurniture) and

poor working conditions.

6. Strategic management techniques can be bottom-up, top-down or

collaborative.

7. Five specffic environmentalcharacteristics influence strucflraleffectiveness,

i.e., change, complexity, doubt, receptivity and diversity.

1.

2.
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8. Single-loop leaming involves inproving the organization,s capacityto achieve
known objectives. It is associated with routine and behavioural learning.
under single-loop, ttrc organbation leams without significant change in basic
assunptions.

9. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is an integration ofbusiness managenrent
practices and modern technology. Three core components of ERp are
business management practices, specific business objectives and IT. ERp is
a complete business software solution, which in essence is a massive store
house ofdata. Its basic purpose is to arrange and incorporate the systems
ofentering data and processes which are related to business.

10. c.L. cooper and R.J. Bruke have risted the following patterns that are
uzually found in organizations, which have undergone downsizing in the recent
past:

o Deterioration oforganizational corrrnunication during downsizing
o Failure oforganizationaltrust

5.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. state the techniques to manage conflict in an organization.
2. Ltstthe various types ofconflicts.

3. State strategiesoffivenegotiation.

4. What is stress? State its sources?

5. Differentiate between mergers and acquisitions.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Explain the various sources ofconflict.
2. Write a note on strategic management.

3. Describe the various processes involved in strategic formulation and
implementation

4. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages ofERp.
5. An importaurt model to understand behavioural aspects across culture is

presented by G Hofstede. Elaborate.
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